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FOREWORD
This report is Appendix B of the research report titled “Evaluating vapor dispersion models for
safety analysis of LNG facilities”. Appendix B includes a questionnaire and Model Evaluation
Report (MER) as applied to DEGADIS, FEM3A and FLUENT.
The purpose of the questionnaire is to request the information which is needed for the scientific
assessment of an LNG dispersion model from the model developer or proponent. The model
developer or proponent should have an intimate knowledge of the model and this may therefore
exclude developers who merely package an existing model.
The MER is the key output of the application of the MEP. It contains the full details of the scientific
assessment, which is based on information provided in the questionnaire and associated
documentation. The MER provides conclusions on the scientific basis of the model, limitations of
the model, user-orientated aspects of the model, the model verification and validation performed
as well as the evaluation against the MEP qualitative and quantitative assessment criteria.
The Fire Protection Research Foundation expresses gratitude to the report authors: Matthew
Ivings, Simon Gant, Stuart Jagger, Chris Lea, James Stewart, and David Webber, who are with
Health & Safety Laboratory located in Buxton, Derbyshire, UK. The Research Foundation
appreciates the guidance provided by the Project Technical Panelists, the funding provided by
the project sponsors, and all others that contributed to this research effort.
The content, opinions and conclusions contained in this report are solely those of the authors and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Fire Protection Research Foundation, NFPA,
Technical Panel or Sponsors. The Foundation makes no guaranty or warranty as to the accuracy
or completeness of any information published herein.

About the Fire Protection Research Foundation
The Fire Protection Research Foundation plans,
manages, and communicates research on a broad
range of fire safety issues in collaboration with
scientists and laboratories around the world. The Foundation is an affiliate of NFPA.

About the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Founded in 1896, NFPA is a global, nonprofit organization devoted to
eliminating death, injury, property and economic loss due to fire, electrical and
related hazards. The association delivers information and knowledge through
more than 300 consensus codes and standards, research, training, education,
outreach and advocacy; and by partnering with others who share an interest in
furthering the NFPA mission.
All NFPA codes and standards can be viewed online for free.
NFPA's membership totals more than 65,000 individuals around the world.
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About This Questionnaire
The purpose of this document is to request the information which is needed for the evaluation of a
dispersion model used for analyzing LNG hazards, from the organization responsible for its
development.
Questionnaire: the questionnaire follows this introduction.
Guidelines: following the questionnaire are guidelines for answering its questions. Please read
these guidelines before answering any questions and refer to them when supplying answers.
Model version: the information supplied should refer to a single well-defined version of the
model, which is termed the reference version of the model, and which should be unambiguously
identified.
Form of questions: there are two kinds of question:
•

Questions marked * ask for relatively concise, explicit information to be entered on the
form.

•

Questions not so marked, request identification and supply of documentation which
describes the given aspect of the model, for example using reports, manuals and papers
(journals, conference proceedings). Only the reference should be entered on the form. If
no such documentation is available the information supplier is requested to add their own
notes in the space following the heading.

Cover sheet: a cover sheet is also provided, on which the variables in angle brackets <…> should
be replaced with the appropriate information, such as the name of the model in the title, the date
completed, etc.
Since this questionnaire is being supplied in electronic form, there should automatically be
sufficient space to make responses.
This questionnaire is based on the form derived by the European Commission’s SMEDIS project
but has been particularized (with emphasis on the guidelines which help you interpret the questions)
to models dealing with the dispersion of Liquefied Natural Gas. Where a question is not applicable
it has been removed, but its number retained with N/A for “not applicable” so as to maintain the
section-by-section correspondence with the original.
The questionnaire is aimed at all types of model, and therefore answers to some questions may be
almost trivial in some cases.

Response to questionnaire
to obtain information on
<MODEL>
for evaluation

Information supplied by: <name, organization>
Date questionnaire completed: <date>

1. General information
This section is concerned with information of a general nature. It is also used to define the reference
version of the model. In this section, responses should be made explicitly in the spaces provided.
1.1* Name of model

1.2* Version number and date

1.3* Year of origin of the original model and of the version described here

1.4* Heredity of model

1.5* Model developer contact information

1.6* Short description of model

1.7* Short description of areas of application of model

1.8* List of documents supplied

2. Information for scientific assessment
This section is concerned with the physical and mathematical basis of the model, and so documents
should be supplied which describe in as much detail as possible the theoretical background to the
model. Please give the cross-references which address the following topics:
2.1 Physical problems addressed by the model

2.2 Physical processes modeled

2.3 Mathematical formulation of the problem

2.4 Solution method

2.5 Output variables

2.6* Planned scientific developments

3. Information for user-oriented assessment
This section is concerned with the practical aspects of the model, i.e. all aspects of how the model is
operated and used to solve specific problems. Some of this information will be contained in the
User Manual or other documentation intended to assist a user in setting up and running the model.
Please give explicit responses to the headings marked with an asterisk; otherwise please give the
cross-references which address the following topics.
3.1 Computer environment
3.1.1* hardware

3.1.2* operating system

3.1.3* auxiliary software

3.1.4* programming language(s)

3.2 Installation procedure

3.3 User interface

3.4 Internal databases

3.5 Input aspects
3.5.1 entering given input data

3.5.2 guidance for selecting input data

3.5.3 automatic checks on data validity

3.6 Running the model
3.6.1* modes for running model

3.6.2 error messages

3.7 Output aspects
3.7.1 types and formats of output displayed

3.7.2* identification, organization and accessibility of output from runs

3.7.3 hard copy facilities

3.8 Interfacing to other models and software
3.8.1* part of program suite ?

3.8.2* N/A

3.8.3* interfacing with software tools

3.8.4* source models

3.8.5* other models

3.8.6* customization of software

3.8.7* N/A

3.9 Status and availability of model
3.9.1* maturity of model

3.9.2* availability of model

3.9.3* peer review of model

3.9.4* options for acquisition

3.9.5* contact information for obtaining model (if available)

3.10 Resources
3.10.1* financial cost of model (if applicable)

3.10.2* order of magnitude of run time on specified platform and for specified problem

3.10.3* N/A

3.11 Users
3.11.1* current users

3.11.2* knowledge requirements

3.11.3* set-up time

3.11.4* day-to-day support provided

3.11.5* training available in use of model

3.12 Planned user-oriented developments

4. Information on verification
This section is concerned with activities to ensure that the mathematical model is translated
accurately into its computer implementation. The most comprehensive method would be to check
the computer code line-by-line against the calculations it is meant to represent; however, in practice
a less rigorous route may be taken, such as
• comparisons against analytical solutions
• accuracy of conservation relations
• performing the same calculation in two (or more) different ways
In addition to the model itself, has verification been applied to any internal databases used? This
means that for each database verification is required that it has been constructed accurately, i.e. the
information for each element of the database is correct, and that the database is used by the model
in the correct manner, i.e. the model accesses the correct data from the database for a given model
run.
Finally, this section is also concerned with the quality assurance procedures adopted during the
development of the software. Such procedures may be internal to the model developer or may be of
a more independent origin.
Please describe in the space below how these issues have been addressed for the model in question,
and give the cross-references of any documentation that describes the verification and quality
assurance activities.

5. Information on validation
What validation work has been performed for the model in the past?
Also of interest are the results of any documented sensitivity studies, showing the effects of
variations in the model parameters on the model output, as this information is useful in quantifying
some aspects of model uncertainty.
Therefore, please supply any documentation which describes validation or sensitivity studies of the
reference version of the model. Give the relevant cross-references here. If the validation refers to a
different version of the model, then this should be noted and the differences should be documented.

6. Administrative details
When this questionnaire has been completed, each person who has made a contribution should enter
their details here, as indicated, with the principal contributor first.

Name:
Organization:
Position:
Status of organization (developer/licensee/user/other):
Date:

Guidance on completing the questionnaire
The following notes have been provided to assist the completion of the questionnaire. Recall that
items marked with an asterisk* require the information supplier to enter explicit answers in the
spaces provided on the questionnaire, whilst the response to those without an asterisk should be in
the form of relevant documentation cross-referenced on the questionnaire.
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1* Name of model
Expand any acronyms used in the name.
1.2* Version number and date
Give the number of the reference version, i.e. the version being evaluated, together with the date of
release for this version.
1.3* Year of origin of model
Give the year in which the model first became available. Give also the year in which the current
version (the one described here) became available.
1.4* Heredity of model
Briefly describe the historical relation to other models, if any.
1.5* Model developer contact information
Give name, postal address, telephone number, fax number and e-mail address of a contact located at
the model developer.
1.6* Short description of model
This could include:
• general type (empirical, integral, shallow layer, CFD);
• LNG release scenarios to which it may be applied (source characteristics, types of
environment, time-dependency, etc.);
• computer platform used (hardware, operating system);
• output produced (variables, resolution).
Use no more than around 100 words.
1.7* Short description of areas of application of model to LNG releases
This could include LNG spills:
• from instantaneous tank failure,
• from punctured tanks or pipe work,
• release from “rollover” incidents.
Spills onto land AND water are of interest (as the latter may assist validation even if the current use
is envisaged as being for spills on land).
Use no more than around 100 words.

1.8* List of documents supplied
This list must contain all the documents accompanying this questionnaire, and the numbering must
match that of the copies supplied. The numbering scheme of the documents can be decided by the
supplier, but it may be desirable to place the dominant references at the start of the list (i.e. those
documents that cover most aspects of the model), followed by the other less comprehensive
references in alphabetical order, say. The suggested format for each document is:
<No.> <Reference>
<Outline scope>
where
<No.> is the document number in the list
<Reference> is a reference for the document (abbreviated if desired) using a consistent format
<Outline scope> gives an indication of the content of the document and the general headings to
which it is relevant
If the information supplier wishes some documents/information to remain confidential, they should
indicate this in the document list. One option is to use a code, chosen so that it distinguishes the
required types of confidentiality: for example, CD = document confidential, CI = information
confidential, U = not confidential, etc. The supplier would be responsible for devising such a code,
and they should define what the classification scheme means at the start of the list so that it is clear
how the document/information may be used. Alternatively, short notes can be added to the “Outline
scope” indicating the confidentiality aspects of the document.

2. INFORMATION FOR SCIENTIFIC ASSESSMENT
The information should include, where possible, statement of the assumptions that have been made
in defining a given aspect of the model.
2.1 Physical problems addressed by the model
Provide information on the capabilities of the model, in terms of the LNG dispersion problems that
it can simulate. Particularly relevant are:
•
•
•
•
•

does the model include the source term (e.g. pool vaporization model)?
how is the source specified?
how is the output from any source model used in the dispersion model?
can the model handle sources of different sizes? different shapes?
Can the model handle time dependent, vaporization rate, source temperature, source
concentration?
• how are properties of the atmospheric boundary layer modeled?
• is the effect of non-flat terrain modeled?
• can the effect of obstacles be included? Including the effect of vaporization in the wake of
a large structure?
2.2 Physical processes modeled
Provide information on the physical processes taken into account in the model, including how these
are simplified or approximated. The processes should include

• fluid dynamics and mass transfer (e.g. entrainment, turbulence, diffusion, deposition,
interaction of flow with obstacles. For 3D models turbulence modeling in densitystratified flows is particularly important.)
• thermodynamics (heat transfer )
2.3 Mathematical formulation of the problem
Provide information on how the mathematical problem is formulated. This should include the
following aspects:
• the governing equations (e.g. conservation relations)
• the boundary conditions accompanying these equations
• approximations made to the equations, including the parameterization of terms in the
equations
• the final equations solved, i.e. following non-dimensionalization, transformations, etc.
2.4 Solution method
Provide information on how the mathematical problem whose setting-up was described in 2.3, is
solved, especially the numerical methods employed. Consideration of numerical methods should
include an indication of parameters needed to achieve a certain accuracy, e.g. size of time step, grid
refinement. Also consider the subsequent steps in processing the solution obtained to produce the
dimensional variables of the governing equations, e.g. (inverse) transformations, scalings, etc.

2.5 Output variables
Provide information on the output variables available from the model, both directly, as in the
dependent variables of the governing equations, as well as those derived from the primary variables.
The issue of averaging, both ensemble- and time-averaging, should be addressed, i.e. how the
variables incorporate this (if at all, perhaps implicitly), and how the computed variables relate to
measurable quantities.

2.6* Planned scientific developments
Briefly list any further scientific developments of the model that are known to be planned by the
model developer.

3. INFORMATION FOR USER-ORIENTED ASSESSMENT
3.1 Computer environment
Considers the hardware and software associated with running the model.
3.1.1* List the hardware platform(s) on which the model runs.
3.1.2* Give the operating systems supported on each of the hardware platforms in 3.1.1.
3.1.3* List any additional software required to run the model, e.g. compilers, proprietary graphics
packages, etc.
3.1.4* Give the programming languages used to write the computer code.
3.2 Installation procedure
Provide information on the procedure that must be followed when installing the model on a given
computer platform. (E.g. refer to a “installation manual” or “user manual”).

3.3 User interface
Provide information on how the model is used. (E.g. refer to a “user manual”).

3.4 Internal databases
Provide information on the contents, use and modification of databases used in conjunction with the
model (i.e. for which the model developer is responsible), covering e.g. properties of LNG,
properties of air, properties of substrates on which a spill may occur.
3.5 Input aspects
This category considers the process of inputting the data for a run of the model.
3.5.1 Provide information on how the user operates the user interface in order to enter given input
data (for example in a “user manual”).
3.5.2 Provide information on guidance available, both from the program itself and in the
documentation, for choosing input, including which input data need to be given values and
what their values should be.
3.5.3 Provide information on any checks performed by the model on the data values being used, in
terms of whether the values are valid (e.g. fall within a sensible range, fall within a range of
validity for usage in the model) and mutually consistent.
3.6 Running the model
Features relevant to when the model is running.
3.6.1* List which modes are available for running the model, i.e. batch mode, interactive mode, or
both.
3.6.2 Provide information on the error messages produced by the model, both when running and at
other stages in its use (e.g. setting up input, examining output). [e.g. Are there any? Are
they explained in greater detail in the user manual?]
3.7 Output aspects
Features relevant to the presentation and examination of the output from the model.
3.7.1 Provide information on the variables that can be examined and displayed, and the formats
used to display them. For example, are tabular and graphical output available? Is the output
easily imported into a readily available tool for producing graphs (such as Microsoft Excel)?
3.7.2* Outline how cases run are identified, i.e. does the output file contain input data, can the
output files be given identifiable names; also, how the cases run are organized, e.g. can the
output file be anywhere in the directory structure of the user; and finally, how accessible
previous runs are, including whether several cases can be loaded at once.
3.7.3 Provide information on the production of hard copy versions of output from the model. (For
example, can one tailor the form and quantity of any output, to one’s current purposes?)
3.8 Interfacing to other models and software
Involving incorporation of other models or to interfacing with other models and software tools.
3.8.1* Is the dispersion model one of several programs linked together, or is it (part of) a standalone
model ? Particularly of interest are LNG pool vaporization source term models.
3.8.2 N/A.
3.8.3* What other types of software tool can the dispersion model interface with, e.g. databases,
CAD/CAM, maps or system lay-outs, geographical information systems (GIS),
thermodynamics packages, etc. ?

3.8.4* What source term models are available from the dispersion model (vaporizing pools of
different shapes, rollover) ? Indicate whether they are incorporated with or interfaced to the
dispersion model.
3.8.5* What other models are available from the dispersion model, e.g. ignition, fire, explosion,
escalation, etc. ? Indicate whether they are incorporated with or interfaced to the dispersion
model.
3.8.6* What scope is there for customizing the software, e.g. add own subroutines, submodels, etc.
?
3.8.7* N/A
3.9 Status and availability of model
Concerns aspects of the state of development of the model as well as how to obtain the model in
practice.
3.9.1* Is the model mature and tested technology, or a research tool?
3.9.2* Is the model commercially available, or for own company use? Are there any specific
modules, boundary conditions, physical sub-models etc. that need to be made available for
the model to be applied to LNG dispersion?
3.9.3* Indicate where the model has received public exposure, other than in written form, for
example, presented at (international) conferences, workshops, seminars, reviewed by
industrial users.
3.9.4* Is the model available free of charge, available under a time-limited or perpetual license,
available for purchase outright, not available (proprietary).
3.9.5* Give contact details for obtaining the model, if available, for example name, postal address,
telephone number, fax number and e-mail address.
3.10 Resources
Concerns both financial and computer costs involved in running the model.
3.10.1* Indicate the order-of-magnitude costs of any options in 3.9.4 which involve payment of
money.
3.10.2* Run time: an estimate only is required, based on experience on a typical platform.
3.10.3* N/A
3.11 Users
Items related to experience of the user.
3.11.1* Enter here the number of users (an order of magnitude) and their general distribution (e.g.
USA, UK, Europe, Worldwide) and the nature of users (e.g. scientific researcher, model
developer, safety engineer, hazard analyst, design engineer).
3.11.2* The knowledge requirements of a user in various disciplines - e.g. physics (fluid dynamics,
thermodynamics), chemistry, mathematics, statistical methods (sensitivity, accuracy),
numerical methods, programming, computers, etc. Also, whether experience is required in
risk analysis and consequence assessment.
3.11.3* Give the approximate amount of time required by a user to set up the input for a simple run,
and, if necessary, monitor the run until a solution is obtained.
3.11.4* The types of support available to a user on a day-to-day basis, e.g. telephone Help Desk,
frequently-asked questions on a Web page, direct contact with model developer. Is there any
specific active technical support and/or documentation available for the use of the model as
applied to LNG vapor dispersion?
3.11.5* Availability of training for users of the model. Is there any specific training available for the
use of the model as applied to LNG vapor dispersion?

3.12 Planned user-oriented developments
List any further user-oriented developments of the model that are known to be planned by the model
developer.
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Key to summary information
In Sections 1-3 summary information is provided on many aspects of the model. This is organised
as follows:
(a) Where there is a mutually exclusive choice of options, the relevant choice is denoted by a circle
containing a dot , while the remaining choices are accompanied by an empty circle .
(b) A square box containing a tick
denotes that a feature is present or an option applies to the
model; if the box contains a cross , this emphasises that the feature is not present or that the
option does not apply.
(c) A character between square brackets can convey one of the following meanings:
[U] denotes that the user can specify the details of the feature;
[M] denotes that the model specifies the details of the feature;
[X] denotes that the feature is absent or not considered;
[ ] denotes that the feature is present
[?] denotes that the status of the feature is uncertain;
[n] denotes that the item has the value n.

(d) Any parts which are greyed out are not relevant to the model in question.
(e) Comments may be added in any section. They should be brief.
In Section 2 – “Scientific basis”
A simple categorisation of dense gas dispersion models is included in the protocol, consisting of
four main types:
(a) Simplified empirical screening models or screening tools based on either a generic interpretation
of a problem or specific experience in a restricted domain
(b) One-dimensional integral models in which the development of the flow is in one spatial
dimension. Variations of, say, the concentration field in the other two dimensions are
accommodated by the assumption of self-similarity in the concentration field.
(c) Shallow-layer models or two-dimensional integral models in which the development of the flow
is in two spatial dimensions
(d) Fully three-dimensional models allowing for the development of the flow field in three spatial
dimensions and time. This would include computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the attendant
models for turbulence.
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0. Evaluation information

0.1 Protocol
This scientific assessment was carried out using the LNG Model Evaluation Protocol (2007)
derived from the SMEDIS Model Evaluation Protocol, Version 2.0 (7 December 2000), and the
Model Evaluation Report template Version 1.1.

0.2 Evaluator
The scientific assessment was carried out by:
Dr David Webber, Health and Safety Laboratory

0.3 Date
The date of this scientific assessment is March 2007.

0.4 Documentation
0.4.1 References
The following references were used in this scientific assessment.
0.4.1.1 Supplied documents

[1] Colenbrander, G.W., “A Mathematical Model for the Transient Behavior of Dense Vapor
Clouds,” 3rd International Symposium on Loss Prevention and Safety Promotion in the Process
Industries, Basel, Switzerland, 1980.
[2] Havens, J. A. and T. O. Spicer, "LNG Vapor Dispersion Prediction with the DEGADIS Dense
Gas Dispersion Model," Gas Research Institute Report No. 89-0242, 1990.
[3] “A dispersion model for elevated jet chemical releases” Volume II User’s Guide (1988) –
downloaded March 2007 with the code from the EPA site:
http://www.epa.gov/scram001/dispersion_alt.htm
[4] “DEGADIS 2.1 – Readme.Doc” (1992) This is a file supplied with the executable
download, not listed explicitly in the response to our questionnaire, but which nevertheless contains
a fount of useful information, not apparently available elsewhere. It overrides, amends, and
augments the content of [3].
[5] Spicer, T.O., and J.A. Havens, “Modeling the Phase I Thorney Island Experiments,” Journal of
Hazardous Materials, June 1985.
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[6] Spicer, T.O., and J.A. Havens, “Field Test Validation of the DEGADIS Model,” Journal of
Hazardous Materials, November 1987.

0.4.1.2 Other references
[A] “Hazardous gas Model Evaluation with Field Observations” S R Hanna, J C Chang, and D G Strimaitis,
Atmospheric Environment, 27a, pp 2265-2285 (1993)
[B] "Hazard Response Modeling Uncertainty (A Quantitative Method) - Volume II - Evaluation of Commonly
Used Hazardous Gas Dispersion Models", Hanna S.R et al, (1991), Final Report to the Engineering and
Services Laboratory, Air Force Engineering and Services Center, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida.
[C] "An Assessment of the dense-gas dispersion model, DEGADIS",
A Mercer and T C Corlett, (1988), HSL report IR/L/HA/88/12

0.4.2 Comments on documentation supplied
Most of the references supplied were to journal publications which could be obtained through the
usual channels. Other useful documentation was supplied in the form of e-mail attachments. Only
the most heavily used references are cited here; others formed useful background reading.
0.4.3 Major omissions and uncertainties arising
No major omissions, though the Read-Me file supplied with the download was not referenced
explicitly, and proved to be enormously helpful.
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1. General model description

1.1 Name, version number and release date
Name:

DEGADIS

Version number:

2.1

Release date:

1992

1.2 Short description of model
DEGADIS is a computer implementation of a model derived following the mathematical model
published [1] by Colenbrander (1980), but with some modifications.
The model is in integral model of a heavy gas cloud, in the first instance of a steady ground-based
plume from a steady source. In general there is considered to be a low “blanket” of gas at the
source which can spread radially, but does not advect with the wind. Above that is a steady plume
fed by the gas blanket, advecting down wind and diluting as it goes.
The vapour blanket entrains at the edge (in contrast with [1] where it remains at 100%
concentration) and the plume above has top entrainment.
Cross-wind spread is modelled with a very standard constant Froude number (=1) model. The
vertical profile (in the upper layer above) is broadly of the form exp( -(z/S)(1+α) ) with the height S
dependent on downwind distance. The cross-wind profile is in general uniform with Gaussian-like
edges.
The published model also allows for unsteady sources by following a sequence of “observers”
moving downwind in the cloud. The (largely implicit) assumption is that the cloud is close to
steady so that the observations of consecutive observers do not differ wildly.
Instantaneous releases in zero wind consist of the vapour blanket only. If there is wind this detrains
into the plume in what is a special case of the transient model.

1.3 Model type
Screening tool

Integral model

Shallow layer model

1-D

2-D

3-D

DEGADIS 2.1
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1.4 Route of model into evaluation project
1.4.1 Model supplier

Developer

Licensee

Other

Contact details:
Tom Spicer
Chemical Hazards Research Center
University of Arkansas
700 Research Center Boulevard
Fayetteville, AR 72701
tspicer@uark.edu
+1 479-575-6516
Jerry Havens
Chemical Hazards Research Center
University of Arkansas
700 Research Center Boulevard
Fayetteville, AR 72701
jhavens@uark.edu
+1 479-575-2055

1.4.2 Model developer

As above

1.5 History of model
1.5.1 Model ancestors

The mathematical model from which the DEGADIS code was written was essentially that [1] of
Colenbrander (1980). However the description of the model in ref [2] indicates that a number of
changes have been made.
DEGADIS was first produced in 1985, but Colenbrander et al at Shell Research had produced their
own code, HEGADAS, a few years earlier from the same model. The two codes are independent
and so HEGADAS is not so much an “ancestor” as an elder sibling (not a twin) brought up by a
different family. Both codes are currently in use. (HEGADAS is nowadays a component of a suite
called HGSYSTEM.)
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1.5.2 Features inherited

The most interesting features, not shared with models other than HEGADAS, are
• the secondary source formed by the vapour blanket;
• the method of modelling transient releases.

1.6 Quality assurance standards adopted
1.6.1 Model development

MEG guidelines

Other

1.6.2 Software development

National

International

Organisation

ISO 9000

Other

The model dates from an era where scientists were expected to produce computer programs
which were fit for purpose without constant reference to formal software quality assurance
procedures. It also predated the European Commission’s Model Evaluation Group publications.
Furthermore the free availability of the source code on the EPA web site completely invalidates
any concept of version control (as anyone can, in principle, recompile the code with possible
“small changes”, use it, and claim to have “used DEGADIS”), and version control is central to
any form of quality assurance. [Note that, even if no deliberate action is taken, recompiling
with a different compiler makes it a different code, and occasionally such a difference has been
known to be significant. And, assuming the supplied version is 16-bit code, it will have to be
recompiled to run on Windows systems when they no longer support 16-bit code.]
The read-me documentation [4] does list a sequence of bug-fixes made between September 1990
and August 1992 resulting in version 2.1. But if each intermediate version had a number, it is
not recorded.

1.7 Relationship with other models
1.7.1 Status of dispersion model being evaluated

Self-contained

Can be used as one part of suite

Inextricably bound to other models

General-purpose, specific application

Other

DEGADIS 2.1
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1.7.2 N/A

1.7.3 Interfacing with other models

No automatic interfaces.

1.8 Current model usage
1.8.1 Type of user

Background
Engineer

Consultant

Type of experience
Dispersion
Programming

Fluid dynamics
Thermodynamics
Consequence modelling
Risk analysis

Length of experience
Hours

Days

Regulator

Weeks

Academic

Months

Other

Numerical methods
Other
Years

This code is uniquely named as an appropriate one in the FRPA procedures, and is publicly
available. It is therefore safe to assume it may be used by anyone of almost any of the above
background and experience, with almost any length of experience.

1.8.2 Model distribution

Location
Outside model developer
Country of origin
Continent of origin
Industry
Consultancies
Universities

Worldwide
Other
Regulatory authorities
Other

Numbers
<5

>100

5-10

10-50

50-100

It is not known how widely this model is used as apparently no log is made of those downloading it.
But as it s named in the FRPA procedures we may assume it is used quite widely, especially in the
USA.
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1.9 Hardware and software requirements
1.9.1 List of requirements

Computer platforms
PC
Workstation

Parallel machine

Operating system
DOS
Windows

UNIX

Additional software
Required
( ) Compiler

Optional
Graphics package

Other

VMS

Not required
GIS

Other

Other

The originators state that the program runs in a Windows “console window” – often loosely
called a “DOS box”. Its output is in the form of ASCII text files which can be printed,
processed or imported, if desired, by a wide range of software. A compiler is not needed for
installation on a PC.
The user guide [3] (dating from 1988) goes into considerable detail about how to use it under
VMS and does not mention PCs. However, a “read-me file” [4] accompanying the software
(dated 1992) does explain how to install on machines running MS-DOS, and how VMS .COM
files are replaced by MS-DOS .BAT files.

1.10 Availability and costs
Proprietary

Shareware

Public domain

Licence

Perpetual licence/buy outright

Other
Not available

Other

The model, including source code, and user documentation is available free of charge from
http://www.epa.gov/scram001/dispersion_alt.htm
The user documentation reviewed here was obtained as part of this download.
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2. Scientific basis of model

2.0 Model type
The present model may be classified as
empirical

integral

shallow

3D

2.1 Specification of the source
2.1.1 Primary origin for source
2.1.1.1 Types of release conditions available directly to dispersion model

Release models available
Liquid jet
Liquid pool

Catastrophic release

Other

2.1.1.2 Source geometry handled by the dispersion model

Pool plan view
Circular

Long trench

Other

Liquid containment
No dike

Dike

High collar bund

Other

At different points in the calculation the source can be assumed circular or square (of corresponding
area) for calculational convenience.
2.1.2 Fluid dynamic properties of source
2.1.2.1 Instantaneous releases

Instantaneous releases
[ M] Spatial dimensions

[M] Symmetry

[] Velocity

[U] Volume

[U] Density

[U] Mass

[] Multiple sources

[] Elevation

[] Other

[M] Entrained air
DEGADIS 2.1

Version 1 (March 2007)
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Spatial dimensions: If the vaporization rate is large enough a “vapor blanket” forms and can
spread, to give a larger effective source.
2.1.2.2 Continuous releases

Continuous releases
[ M] Spatial dimensions

[U] Orientation

[M] Symmetry

[U] Velocity

[U] Volume flow rate

[U] Density

[U] Mass flow rate

[] Multiple sources

[U] Elevation

[] Other

[M] Entrained air
[ ] Model can recalculate source dimensions

Spatial dimensions: If the vaporization rate is large enough a “vapor blanket” forms and can
spread, to give a larger effective source.

2.1.2.3 Time-varying releases

Time-varying releases
[ M] Spatial dimensions

[] Orientation

[M] Symmetry

[U] Volume flow rate

[U] Density

[U] Mass flow rate

[] Multiple sources

[U] Time variation

[] Other

[M] Entrained air
[ ] Model can recalculate source dimensions

Spatial dimensions: If the vaporization rate is large enough a “vapor blanket” forms and can
spread, to give a larger effective source.
Time varying releases are modelled in a pseudo-steady manner. It is not clear how well justified
this is for the initial rapid boil-off of an LNG spill. [Authors’ response: the assumption may not
be too severe in view of the spreading vapour blanket which will arise from a high initial boiling
rate. Furthermore one has the option to start the dispersion calculation with an initial cloud
above the pool, considered to come from initial flashing.]
2.1.2.4 Other aspects of release types

Guidance provided on choice of dispersion source type
Instantaneous

Continuous

Time-varying

Other

Limited guidance is provided by examples of how (for example) a Burro trial may be simulated
as steady or transient. We know that this was complete enough to be followed by Mercer and
Corlett [C] to obtain a reproduction of the results presented.

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.1.3 Thermodynamic properties of source
[ ] Temperature

[ ] Isothermal

[ ] Other

Water take-up from spills on water is modelled.
2.1.4 Material nature of source
Pre-defined substances
[] LNG

[ ] Methane

[ ] Other (#)

LNG is defined effectively as methane. [This reviewer does not regard this as particularly
important.]

Mixtures
[] True mixtures [ ] Effective single-component mixtures [] Passive tracer

[] Other

Dependence of physical properties
[M] Temperature

[] Pressure

[] Composition

[] Other

Heat capacity may depend on temperature.

2.2 Specification of the environment
2.2.1 Frame of reference

2.2.1.1 Coordinate system

Cartesian

Cylindrical polar

Spherical polar

Other

2.2.1.2 N/A

2.2.2 Atmosphere
2.2.2.1 Mean wind field

Mean wind parameterised

DEGADIS 2.1
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Vertical profile

Horizontal field

[ ] Stratification

Scientific basis of model

Time-varying

[] Other

Vertical velocity profiles used
Logarithmic

Other

[ ] Velocity at reference height

[ ] Friction velocity specified

Mean wind modelled
[] Vertical profile

[] Horizontal field

[] Time variation

Other

Zero wind allowed

2.2.2.2 Turbulence

Turbulence parameterised

Turbulence modelled

2.2.2.3 Stratification

Stability ranges
[ ] neutral [ ] stable

[ ] unstable

Stratification parameterised
Vertical density profile

Horizontal density field

Time-varying

[ ] Pasquill-Gifford stability categories used [ ] Monin-Obukhov length used
Monin-Obukhov ↔ Pasquill-Gifford conversion
Stratification modelled
[] Vertical density profile

[] Time-varying

Other

Either a Pasquill-Gifford category only or both a Pasquill-Gifford and a Monin-Obukhov length
can be entered.

2.2.2.4 Use of meteorological data

Meteorological data used
[] Temperature

[] Humidity

[] Cloud cover

[] Date/time

[] Latitude/longitude

[] Other

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.2.3 Terrain
2.2.3.1 Terrain types available

Non-flat terrain
[] Single slope [] Slope segments (#)

[] General 2-D

[] Other

General

[] Other

2.2.3.2 Wind orientation for non-flat terrain

Down-slope

Upslope

2.2.3.3 Surface characteristics

[ ] Roughness length
Pre-defined surface types
[] Temperature

User-defined values
[] Other

2.2.4 Obstacles
2.2.4.1 Obstacle types available

Obstacle types available
2-D fence

Cylindrical building/tank

Cuboidal building

General shape

1-sided canyon

2-sided canyon

Other

2.2.4.2 Obstacle distribution

Distribution of obstacles
[] Max number (#)
[] Positions

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.2.4.3 Obstacle characteristics

Dimensions
[] Horizontal

[] Vertical

[] Other

Structural characteristics
[] Porous

[] Other

2.3 Model physics and formulation
2.3.1 Fundamental equations, initial conditions and boundary conditions
2.3.1.1 Equations used/set up

Volume

Mass

Momentum

Energy

Enthalpy

Temperature

Concentration

Species concentration

Contaminant mass fraction

Species mass fraction
Turbulent dissipation ε

Turbulent kinetic energy k,

Width/radius

Other

For heat entrained with the air, the model assumes equal molar heat capacities of the
contaminant and air ([2]equ(2.82)). If this is the only heat source, then buoyancy is therefore
conserved and concentration is proportional to relative density. However ground-to-cloud heat
transfer is also considered in the overall enthalpy/energy balance, and in computing the effect of
this, known heat capacities of air and methane are used.
2.3.1.2 Dependent variables 1

H

W

R

ρ

Uad

u

v

w

E

h

T

c

{ci}

m

k

ε

{mi}

Other

It is not entirely clear from the documentation which variables should be regarded as “principal”
and which “dependent”. For example an equation for cloud centre line concentration and height
1

H = depth; W = width; R = radius; Uad = advection velocity; ρ = density; (u, v, w) = velocity components; E = energy;
h = enthalpy; T = temperature; c = concentration; ci = concentration of species i; m = contaminant mass fraction;
mi = mass fraction of species I, k=turbulent kinetic energy, ε = turbulent dissipation

DEGADIS 2.1
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is set up with a turbulent diffusion coefficient, but then this is shown to be equivalent to a model
for top entrainment velocity, which latter looks as if it is used more directly in the code. The
concepts of turbulent diffusion coefficient and top entrainment velocity are both (quite generally)
modelling constructs and neither can be regarded in any real sense as more fundamental. In the
general scheme of heavy gas dispersion models, the entrainment velocity should probably be
regarded as more characteristic, but that is not how it is presented (in either [1] or [2]). In the
documentation there copious discussion of physical assumptions, but the mathematical structure
is less clear. There is a summary of the model structure given below equ.(2.104) in [2] but this
reviewer would find a clearer summary of N equations in N unknowns very desirable. Also the
equation of state, needed to close the equation set is missing. [The authors advise that this last
was an oversight in this publication, and that it is present in other documentation.]
2.3.1.3 Independent variables (#)

spatial (#)

time

Other

Downstream distance is the most important independent variable. Time enters also in the
evolution of the vapour blanket providing the secondary source, and in the definition of
“observers” in the transient release model.
2.3.1.4a Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“screening tool”)

Physical quantities for which correlations are available
Concentration

Other

Main quantities used to form dimensionless groupings
Length scale

Velocity scale

Ambient density

Other

Release size/rate

Other

Main independent variables
Downwind distance

Wind speed

Physical quantities fixed (or given limited values) for purposes of correlation
Wind speed

Atmospheric stability

Surface roughness

Other

Not applicable
2.3.1.4b Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“integral”)

Use of similarity profiles in setting up equations
Dependent variables
Concentration

Velocity

Temperature

Gaussian

Other

Other

Profile shapes used
Uniform

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.3.1.4c Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“shallow layer”)

Shape factors for depth variation
[] Constant

[] Other

Not applicable
2.3.1.4d Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“CFD”)

Not applicable
2.3.1.5 Turbulence modelling

Turbulence models available
k-ε

Isotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε

Algebraic stress

Anisotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε

Reynolds stress

Other

2.3.1.6 Initial conditions

Initial conditions specified
[U] Source

[U] Atmosphere

[X] Terrain

[X] Obstacles

Other

2.3.1.7 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions specified
[U] Source
[M] Cloud boundary

[U] Atmosphere

[X] Terrain

[X] Obstacles

Other

2.3.1.8 Domain

The domain on which the model runs
[U] Overall extent

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.3.2 Dispersion - advection
Advection velocity derived from wind profile
Average over cloud height [] Wind speed at fraction of cloud height

Other

Acceleration of stationary cloud from rest calculated
Advection modelled directly

Acceleration is considered in the sense that a steady plume moves faster as it becomes higher
downstream and sees a higher wind speed. It is also considered radially in the spreading of the
vapour blanket.
2.3.3 Dispersion - gravity spreading
Gravity spreading parameterised
Gravity spreading locations
Plume sides

Puff edge

Cloud boundary

Other

Gravity spreading characterisation
Constant Froude number

Other

Upstream/lateral spreading of vapour blanket (continuous releases)
Upstream spreading

Lateral spreading

Other

Gravity spreading modelled directly

The puff edge in this case is the vapour blanket over the source.
2.3.4 Dispersion - dilution

2.3.4.1 Dispersion modelling in the DENSE GAS régime

Turbulent diffusion

Top entrainment

Gaussian or similar parameterisation

Edge entrainment

Other

Top entrainment is derived from a diffusion equation with a concentration profile, but effectively
the model is one of top entrainment (as demonstrated by equ 2.90 in [2]).
2.3.4.2 Dispersion modelling in the PASSIVE régime

Turbulent diffusion

Top entrainment

Gaussian or similar parameterisation

DEGADIS 2.1
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This is where the equivalence of the entrainment and diffusion models is probably most useful.
2.3.5 Dispersion - concentration fluctuations
Concentration fluctuations considered

Very briefly: a flammability criterion of LFL/2 is advised on the grounds of estimated peak to
mean concentration.
2.3.5.1 Fluctuation calculations

[X] Derived from data

[X] Modelled directly

Other

2.3.6 Dispersion - concentration profiles
Concentration profiles considered

2.3.6.1 Types of concentration profiles used for dense gas dispersion region

Vertical profile
Uniform

Gaussian

Exponential decay

Predicted

Other

Gaussian

Uniform core with erf edges

Predicted

Other

Gaussian

Uniform core with erf edges

Predicted

Other

Lateral profile
Uniform
Radial profile
Uniform

Vertical profile is exponential of a power (which depends on wind profile). Horizontal is a
uniform core with Gaussian edges.
2.3.6.2 Types of concentration profiles used for passive dispersion region

Concentration profiles applied
Uniform

Gaussian

Exponential decay

Other

As above except that the uniform core shrinks to zero.
2.3.7 Thermodynamics
Thermodynamics considered

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.3.7.1 Sources of heat gain/loss for cloud

[ ] Ambient air

[ ] Ground: forced convection

[] Insolation

[] Phase changes

[] Ground: free convection

[] Other

2.3.7.2 Relations used for thermodynamic properties

Perfect gas law

Antoine correlation

Other

2.3.8 N/A
2.3.9 N/A
2.3.10 Transition to passive dispersion
2.3.10.1 Criteria for transition to passive dispersion

Richardson number small

Density difference small

Rate of lateral spreading small

Implicit

Other

The transition is smooth and gradual but controlled by Richardson number.
2.3.10.2 Treatment of passive dispersion

Dispersion parameters (σ’s) used

Other

Dispersion parameter dependencies
Downwind distance

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.3.11 Complex effects: aerosols [This section will not usually be applicable to LNG dispersion]
Aerosols considered
This is not evident from the sources cited here but we are informed by the authors that aerosols can be
handled.

2.3.11.0 Sources of mass loss from two-phase clouds

[] Rain-out (two-phase)

Other

2.3.11.1 Type of model

Homogeneous equilibrium

Explicit droplet

Other

2.3.11.2 Effects incorporated in aerosol model

Mass transfer between phases

Heat transfer between phases

Interaction with atmospheric water

Other

2.3.11.3 Cloud variables affected by aerosol

Temperature

Density

Velocity

Concentration

Other

2.3.11.4 Rainout and other effects considered

Mass loss
Rainout

Obstacle impact

Other

Break-up

Other

Droplet behaviour
Coalescence

2.3.12 Complex effects: terrain
Terrain considered

2.3.12.1 Cloud variables affected by terrain

Depth

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.3.12.2 Physical processes modified in formulation of terrain effects

Advection

Entrainment

Gravity spreading

Other

2.3.12.3 Modification of ambient flow by terrain

Mean flow

Turbulence

Other

2.3.13 Complex effects: obstacles
Obstacles considered

2.3.13.1 Level of detail

Net effect

Local details

Other

2.3.13.2 Cloud variables affected directly by obstacles

Depth

Width

Velocity

Concentration

Other

Puff time-of-arrival

2.3.13.3 Physical processes modified in formulation of obstacles

Advection

Entrainment

Gravity spreading

Other

2.3.13.4 Modification of ambient flow by obstacles

Mean flow

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.4 Solution technique
2.4.1 Equation types

2.4.1.1 Type of main equations

Algebraic

Ordinary Differential

Partial Differential

Other

For steady continuous releases the equations are ordinary differential equations. For transient
releases they are presented as such, but their treatment hints at an underlying structure which is
more complicated.
2.4.2 Analytical solution methods
Significant analytical solution methods used
Methods developed as part of model

Existing methods used

Other

Analytical methods are used to relate turbulent diffusivity to top entrainment, but it is simpler to
regard the model as being simply one of top entrainment (given that neither is a measured
quantity).
2.4.3 Numerical solution methods
Significant numerical solution methods used
Methods developed as part of model

Existing methods used

Other

For steady continuous releases, standard methods are used. For others there is a certain ad-hoc
component.
2.4.3.1 Computational mesh

Structured

Unstructured

[] Mesh size/arrangement

Adaptive

Multi-block

Other

Advice provided

2.4.3.2 Discretisation methods

Temporal discretisation of governing equations
Explicit

Implicit

Other

Spatial discretisation of governing equations
Finite difference

DEGADIS 2.1
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Flux differencing applicable
1st order

2nd or higher order

bounded

The ODEs are solved with a variable step variation on the 4th order Runge-Kutta method.
2.4.3.3 Solution of discrete system

Solution methods used
Segregated solver

Coupled solver

Convergence
Convergence criteria

Features to enhance convergence

Other

Accuracy
Desired accuracy specified

Other

2.5 Results or output available from model
2.5.1 Concentration-related output for steady situations
2.5.1.1 Plume centreline

Plume centreline trajectory

2.5.1.2 Pointwise concentration output

Pointwise concentration distributions
Centreline

Longitudinal

Lateral

Vertical

All points

Other

2.5.1.3 Derived concentration data

Concentration information - derived
Contours

Flammable inventory

Lateral distance to given concentration
Longitudinal distance to given concentration

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.5.1.4 Concentration fluctuations

Concentration fluctuations
Averaging time

PDF

Other

2.5.2 Concentration-related output for time-varying situations
2.5.2.1 Cloud position

Position of cloud
Centroid

Time-of-arrival

Other

2.5.2.2 Pointwise concentration output

Concentration time history at a point
Coordinate origin for distributions
Cloud centroid

Fixed origin

Other

Distributions relative to origin
Centreline

Longitudinal

Lateral

Vertical

All points

Other

2.5.2.3 Derived concentration data

Concentration information - derived
Contours
Dose

Flammable inventory
Toxic load

Lateral distance to given dose

Maximum concentrations
Other

[Flammable inventory is not mentioned in the documentation but we understand from the authors
that it is output.]
2.5.2.4 Concentration fluctuations

Concentration fluctuations
Averaging time

DEGADIS 2.1
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2.5.3 Other information available

2.5.3.1 Temperature

Mean temperature

Fluctuations

2.5.3.2 Further variables

Other variables available in output
Radius/width

Height/depth

Density

Velocity magnitude

Velocity vector

Pressure

Turbulent k.e.

Turbulent dissipation

Other (Richardson No.)

2.6 Sources of model uncertainty
2.6.1 Stochastic processes
Concentration fluctuations.
2.6.2 Modelling assumptions
For transient releases the release is implicitly assumed to be quasi-steady.
2.6.3 Numerical method
4th order Runge-Kutta may be ok. A more sophisticated method would lend more confidence.
2.6.4 Sensitivity to input
Not known from this appraisal.
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2.7 Limits of applicability
2.7.1 Sources
2.7.1.1 Primary origin

• The model covers gas releases from LNG pools

2.7.1.2 Release type

• Liquid pool vaporisation is covered.

2.7.1.3 Thermodynamic properties

• From the model descriptions, temperature dependence is included and atmospheric humidity
is included. However the equation of state of the cloud, and in particular the effect of
atmospheric humidity on the cloud density is uncertain. [Authors’ response: this is discussed
in the PhD dissertation of T O Spicer, and in the companion volume to [3].]

2.7.1.4 N/A

•

2.7.2 Environments
2.7.2.1 Atmosphere

• Standard Monin-Obukhov and/or Pasquill description.

2.7.2.2 Terrain

• Not considered

2.7.2.3 Obstacles

• Not considered.

2.7.3 Targets/output
2.7.3.1 General situations

• Concentration at a point. Cloud width and depth. Density. Temperature.

2.7.3.2 Steady situations

• Concentration at a point. Cloud width and depth. Density. Temperature.

2.7.3.3 Time-dependent situations

• Concentration at a point. Cloud width and depth. Density. Temperature.
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2.8 Special features
2.8.1 Capabilities
Transient releases.

2.8.2 Formulation
The source gas blanket is a concept unique to this model and its sister model HEGADAS.

2.8.3 Mathematical aspects
Nothing unusual in the steady continuous release case. The system of “observers” used for
transient releases looks like an attempt to solve partial differential equations which are not specified
by an approximation technique which is only partially defined. This derives from the original
HEGADAS model.

2.9 Planned scientific developments
None.
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3. User-oriented aspects of model

3.1 User-oriented documentation and help
3.1.1 Written documentation
User Manual

Other

The extensive 1988 user manual [3] is heavily geared towards releases from an elevated plume,
(for which a model is also provided). Information on how to use DEGADIS for pool
vaporisation is difficult to extract, though Appendix D of [3] gives some insight. It is also
entirely directed at use under VMS and (we found) may cause users unfamiliar with VMS some
confusion. The 1992 read-me file [4] with the code is more specifically aimed at PC
installations (under MS-DOS), and also addresses both jet and non-jet releases on a more equal
footing.
3.1.2 On-screen help and documentation
Context-sensitive help

User Manual online

Other

3.1.3 User support
Telephone support

E-mail

Training courses

Other

Limited support/training from the model developers (who have also been very helpful in
providing information which forms the basis of this assessment).

3.2 Installation procedures

3.2.1 Medium
Diskette

CD-ROM

Internet download

Other

3.2.2 Procedure
Copy files manually

DEGADIS 2.1

Installation program/script
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3.2.3 User-friendliness
Description of procedure

Help available during installation

In the read-me file.

3.3 Description of the user interface
3.3.1 General properties
Interactive

Batch

Graphical

Textual

Input file formats for batch runs are not particularly transparent. However input files and batch
files to run them can be created interactively.
3.3.2 Provision of input
Edit files directly

Guided input

Enter data on graphical forms

Edit existing files

Edit default input

Other

3.3.3 Information when model running
Numerical values

Error/warning messages

Status of calculation

Other

3.3.4 Examining output
Graphical display of output
Integral graphical display facilities
Interactive selection

Separate graphical display program
Other

Graphs must be created by the user from tabulated output.
Examining numerical values
Integral numerical display facilities

DEGADIS 2.1
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User-oriented aspects of model

Other

3.4 Internal databases
Internal databases available

A limited property database is available within the model.
3.4.1 Databases available
Material properties

Scenarios

Other

3.4.2 Access by user
Access from model

Access outside model

Other

3.4.3 Modification
General users

Administrators only

Users with a FORTRAN compiler.

No users

Other

(The source code is available for recompilation.)

3.5 Guidance in selecting model options
3.5.1 Main choices required
Primary origin details

Source configuration

Substance released

Properties of substance released

Atmospheric conditions

Terrain

Obstacles

Boundary conditions

Initial conditions

Computational domain

Computational mesh

Discretisation

Convergence criterion/a

Output required

Other

There is a question and answer program requesting values rather than giving guidance.
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3.5.2 Guidance in choices available
Sources
User documentation

Within interface

Pre-existing input files

Other

Type
Worked examples

Explicit advice

Pre-set lists of values

Defaults

Other

[3] and [4]

3.6 Assistance in the inputting of data
3.6.1 Facilities available
Checks
Valid range

Valid type

Entry has been made

Other

Not known.

Filing system
Choose input file location

Choose input file name

Special case: mesh and surface generation
Import file formats

Built-in facility

Automatic

User-defined

Other

N/A

3.7 Error messages and checks on use of model beyond its scope
3.7.1 Facilities to trap inappropriate use
Facilities available
Checks on intermediate results
Warning messages given

DEGADIS 2.1
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3.7.2 Error/warning Messages
Occurrence
During input

During model run

During output examination

Other

Look up online

Look up in documentation

Other

Type
Self-explanatory

3.8 Computational aspects
3.8.1 Programming languages
Simulation engine
Fortran 77

Fortran 90

C

C++

Pascal

Other

3.8.2 User programming
User-defined subroutines permitted
Required

Optional

Boundary/initial conditions

Properties

Other

Main source code editable
All

Specific parts only

Other

3.8.3 Execution times for specified problems
Seconds

Minutes

Hours

Days

Seconds for steady releases; perhaps minutes for transient.

3.9 Clarity and flexibility of output results
3.9.1 Summary of model output
Input summary and tabulation of integral properties centre-line concentration, width etc in pure
ASCII format.
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3.9.2 Facilities for display of results
Graphical formats
Line (“x-y”) plots
Display on GIS
Other
Numerical formats
Tabulated output

Contour plots
Animated display

Vector plots
Virtual reality

User interrogation

Other

Hard copy facilities available directly from program
Numerical output
Graphical output
[Windows Notepad will do it.]

Other

Additional software may be required
Necessary
Optional
Required for
Line (“x-y”) plots
Display on GIS
All

Contour plots
Animated display
Other

Vector plots
Virtual reality

3.10 Suitability to users and usage
3.10.1 Suitability with respect to type of user

Background
Engineer

Consultant

Regulator

Type of experience
Dispersion
Statistics

Fluid dynamics
Programming

Thermodynamics
Consequence modelling

Length of experience
Hours

Days

Weeks

Academic

Other

Numerical methods
Risk analysis

Months

Years

It would appear difficult to use appropriately without some knowledge of dispersion and
dispersion modelling. The experience required has not been determined. Assessing the model
without actually running it has taken many hours.
3.10.2 Suitability with respect to type of usage
Intensity
Specific incidents
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3.11 Possible improvements
Written documentation

On-line help and documentation

Installation
User interface

Selection/entry of input data

Information and checks while running
Output results

•

The program dates from the 1980s and does not have the kind of user interface that one has
become accustomed to since that time.

•

The model documentation presents assorted physical phenomena but does not give a clear
overview of N equations in N unknowns. A clear top-down structural documentation would be
very welcome.

3.12 Planned user-oriented developments
None.
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4. Verification performed

4.1 Summary of verification
4.1.1 Parts of implementation verified
Model solution.
4.1.2 Verification undertaken
Verification of DEGADIS calculations has been primarily directed at two approaches:
•

Accuracy of the conservation relations. In both the jet/plume model and the ground plume
model, DEGADIS makes assumptions about the concentration and velocity profiles.
Consequently, the accuracy of the conservation relations can and has been checked against
the contaminant mass release rate to ensure closure of the mass balance.
• Performing the calculation in different ways. The ground plume model in DEGADIS can be
treated as a time limited (constant) release or a continuous release. DEGADIS simulations
have been made with both approaches, and the predicted plume behaviour is consistent as
long as the duration of the transient release is long enough for steady-state behaviour to be
observed at a given downwind distance.
These exercises have been internal and conducted during the development of the present code.
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4.1.3 Quality assurance
In the modern technical sense, none.

4.2 Comments
The verification performed is probably typical of what is generally done for this kind of model.
Further verification may be possible by finding analytic solution (or partial analytic solutions) in
specific limits.
For example, after equation (2.1) in [2] it is stated “The blanket radius R is determined by
integrating dR/dt=uf . When the total mass of the blanket is decreasing with time (ie the
atmospheric take-up exceeds the input rate from the primary source plus the air entrainment rate),
the radius is modelled as (dR/dt)/R = (dH/dt)/H with the radius of the blanket constrained to be
greater than or equal to the primary source radius Rp.”
We observe that, while the stated conditions pertain, the relationship dR/R = dH/H between radius
and height is straightforwardly integrable to yield ln(R/R1)=ln(H/H1) and hence
(R/R1)= (H/H1)
where (R1,H1) are the radius and height at the start of this regime. This proportionality of height
and radius (within this period) could be tested in the code output. There may well be other simple
consequences of the model equations which could also be verified.
[Author’s response: such checks were performed, but not explicitly documented. Reviewer’s
comment: that would be very normal in the development of such a code. The Model Evaluation
Group’s division of “development” and “verification” into separate topics, as if a whole code is
written and only tested after completion, is very artificial, and doesn’t reflect any known method of
working! Consequently published verification of codes in this field is so rare to be almost nonexistent. One would like to think that formal Quality Assurance procedures would encourage
publication of verification tests but, in this reviewer’s experience, they don’t.]
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5. Evaluation against MEP qualitative
assessment criteria

5.1 Scientific criteria
Key details of the model available for scientific assessment

But assessment would be facilitated by a more structured presentation. [We emphasise that the
documentation was never meant for model assessment, but rather to present an account of the more
important physical assumptions.]
Model based on accepted/published science.

Most of the model assumptions have become fairly standard in the decades since its production.
The vapour blanket is an exception unique to DEGADIS/HEGADAS. But that appears reasonable
in many ways and a further investigation of its consequences may be productive.
Model accepts a credible source term

Model accounts for the effects of wind speed

Model accounts for the effects of surface roughness on dispersion

Model accounts for the effects of atmospheric stability on dispersion

Model accounts for passive dispersion

Model accounts for gravity-driven spreading

Model accounts for the effects of buoyancy on dilution
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Qualitative assessment

Numerical methods are based on accepted/published good practice

Just about! Fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods are a popular compromise between methods
easily understood by the non-expert, and those with better error control advocated by Numerical
Mathematicians. It will probably just about do (in view of the verification done), though this
reviewer would prefer to see a more robust method used from a tried and tested commercial
library.

5.2 Output criteria
Model produces output suitable for assessment against MEP statistical performance
measures
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6. Validation performed and evaluation against
MEP quantitative assessment criteria

6.1 Validation already performed
6.1.1 Validation exercises
The authors have done successful validation [5] against the Thorney Island Field trials as well as
similarly conceived laboratory tests in windless conditions.
The authors have also done successful validation [6] against a variety of other field trial data.
Hanna et al [A,B] performed an independent validation of a number of models. DEGADIS, as a
publicly available model, featured prominently in their work. They show the mean performance of
DEGADIS to be good, but that, in particular in the case of instantaneous releases, it is more variable
(sometimes under-predicting, sometimes over-predicting) than some other models.
On the other hand Havens and Spicer [5] did produce a reasonable agreement with the maximum
concentration at a point in instantaneous releases.
To reconcile these, a conclusion which we tentatively offer is that the model is essentially a plume
model, and not ideally suited to instantaneous releases, and that therefore the results may be
sensitive to how one models them, and which quantities one predicts.
Mercer and Corlett [C] appraised DEGADIS for the UK Health and Safety Executive in (1988).
Their internal report quotes some relevant information received under a (now long defunct)
confidential information exchange agreement, and it may be difficult to obtain permission for its
release. However this review would not be complete without giving the gist of their conclusions.
We do this therefore in the spirit, not of hard and fast conclusions, but rather in the spirit of things
which should be addressed if further validation is done.
Mercer and Corlett report that installation on a VAX computer according to the instructions in the
DEGADIS user documentation was very straightforward. (They also installed it on a “DPS8”
computer and found that more difficult, but succeeded.) In order to check that the installation had
been done correctly, they ran the simulations (on both computers) of some of the Burro and some of
the Thorney Island trials, given as illustrations in the DEGADIS documentation. Having verified
that the results they got matched the originals, they then proceeded to do some more tests. For
Thorney Island continuous release trials 45 and 47, they found a good fit to trial 45, but a poorer
one to trial 47. They put the latter down to the low wind speed (1.5m/s at 10m height) arguing that
many continuous release dispersion models were known to have problems at low wind speeds.
There is probably useful scope, quite generally, for a lot of further research on dispersion in low
wind speeds (and in particular with a stable atmosphere), but if further validation of DEGADIS is
done, this is an area which should be addressed.
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It is worth noting that Mercer and Corlett also briefly comment on the results of some unpublished
3rd party tests on DEGADIS’s transient module. The expectation is that if one models a series of
transient releases at a fixed release rate, for a finite duration T, and look at releases with larger and
larger durations T, then the results should approach those of the steady model. But apparently they
did not. The reasons were not completely ascertained, but thought to lie in problems with the
secondary source (vapour blanket) model. However we understand from DEGADIS’s authors that
this behaviour was investigated and corrected before the release of the version of DEGADIS which
is reviewed here.

6.2 Evaluation against MEP quantitative assessment criteria
This section is not applicable as active validation is not being done as part of this assessment.
6.2.1 Validation cases modelled
State which trials and cases have been modelled from the validation database.
6.2.2 Model performance for key statistical evaluation parameters
Provide data on statistical performance parameter values obtained.
6.2.3 Evaluation against quantitative assessment criteria
Comment on the extent to which quantitative criteria have been met.
6.2.4 Additional comments

6.3 Conclusions
The model is well validated against continuous releases. Looking at the authors’ own validation
exercises, as well as independent validation, (as well as the thinness of the user-documentation for
instantaneous releases) one is left with the feeling that it should be used with care on instantaneous
releases.
This does raise a question with regard to LNG pools, where one expects a rapid initial boil off
which then slows down significantly. It isn’t the pseudo steady case which gave rise to
DEGADIS’s transient release model, and for some purposes it may be considered essentially
instantaneous. However, that having been said, few other integral models have a transient release
mode at all, and have to shoe-horn pool boiling into an instantaneous or steady continuous release
scenario.
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7. Conclusions

General model description
The model is in the first instance one of steady plume, advecting downwind, spreading (with a
constant Froude number condition determining the width) and entraining via a fairly standard top
entrainment mechanism with entrainment suppression at high Richardson number. Continuity into
the passive regime is assured by a relationship derived between turbulent diffusivity and
entrainment velocity.
An interesting feature is a secondary source model (present, as far as we know, only in this model
and that of Colenbrander from which DEGADIS was adapted) consisting of a vapour blanket
spreading above the source (but not advecting with the wind).
In Colenbrander’s model the vapour blanket does not entrain; in DEGADIS a fairly standard edge
entrainment model is used. In both cases the vapour blanket feeds the plume above.
The numerical method used to solve the equations is a variant of a 4th order Runge-Kutta method.
The model includes transient releases, modelled by taking a series of “observers” one after the other
and moving downwind with the plume, each observing a slightly different plume according to the
time at which he sets off. The results are combined to give an unsteady plume model. A couple of
observations are pertinent. First one is left with the uneasy feeling that this is an ad hoc solution of
partial differential dispersion equations (in time t and downstream distance x), but that the equations
have never been written down and the solution method never shown to converge to the actual
solution. But nevertheless, one feels that it may not be too bad if things change slowly enough
with time. But whether a boiling LNG pool satisfies that criterion is a moot point.
Instantaneous releases are modelled, as far as we can tell, as a special case of transient releases. In
this case the non-advecting vapour blanket detraining into a plume above, does not look to us
particularly like the classic images from a helicopter of a Thorney Island cloud spreading
axisymmetrically while advecting downwind, and we believe that this may be of some concern.
An exception is the case of absolutely zero wind, where the model must reduce essentially to that of
the vapour blanket, and neither top entrainment nor advection would be expected. For the current
application to LNG pools, perhaps this is of less concern, unless the gas release looks to be
essentially of short duration. [Author’s comments: In the Thorney Island trials, the region of prime
interest 1%-10% concentration was well outside the vapour blanket region, and the predicted
concentrations come from the transient plume. The model predicted the results well enough that it
didn’t have to be developed to cover this situation as a special case.]
The temperature of the cloud is modelled and there is some discussion of heat transfer from the
ground. Atmospheric humidity is one of the inputs. However this review has not discovered an
explicit equation of state of the cloud, or the way in which humidity is considered to affect the
dynamics. [But see comments in the body of this report.]
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Conclusions

Scientific basis of model
The assorted sub-models all have a firm scientific basis.
The steady plume model puts these together in a well established way to form an overall model of a
structure which few would argue with. In this case the vapour blanket secondary source provides a
useful and attractive model of cross-wind and upwind spreading near the source.
The transient release model is built on this, but moves a little further from the scientific basis,
particularly for releases which are not quasi-steady. LNG vaporisation is likely to be a transient
continuous release with a large “spike” in the release rate followed by a long tail. Modelling the
spike may stretch the scientific basis of the model.
The instantaneous release model has an equally firm scientific basis in the limit of zero wind, but
leaves some questions in this reviewer’s mind for the case with wind. It is worth noting that the
Colenbrander model [1] was not only oriented towards continuous releases but also predated the
Thorney Island trials, which are by far the best data source for instantaneous releases, with clear
side and aerial cinematography in addition to the concentration measurements. It seems to this
reviewer that DEGADIS requires a little coercion to fit instantaneous releases in a wind. However,
this may not be completely relevant for LNG pool vaporisation, if that can successfully be treated as
a transient continuous release.

Limits of applicability
The model is well suited to gas vaporising from LNG pools with the caveats expressed above
(which may not be large in the general context of integral models, most of which do not even
attempt to model transient releases).
It does not handle non-flat terrain or obstacles. But that again should not be an obstacle to its use.

User-oriented aspects of model
The user interface is not as sophisticated as it might be. The code predates popular use of graphical
user interfaces (like Microsoft Windows) which everyone has become accustomed to over the last
15 years or so. The output is presented in ASCII files, and any results wanted in other formats (for
example graphs) require some manual post-processing.

Verification performed
This reviewer’s view is that more is better. However, the verification reported by the authors is
very much commensurate with what has generally been done for models like this.
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Evaluation against MEP qualitative assessment criteria
It conforms.

Validation performed and evaluation against MEP quantitative
assessment criteria
A significant amount of validation has been done. In fact it is possible that (because it is
mentioned in the US regulations and easily available free of charge as an internet download) more
comparisons with data have been done using this model than any other. We know of at least three
groups, apart from the authors, who have looked into this in a more than cursory fashion. And
there are probably more.
Comments on validation have to be viewed in this context. Few modellers, or (a personal cri de
coeur from this reviewer) organisations employing modellers, allow their models this degree of
transparency and availability. Transparency is the most important criterion for model evaluation.
Therefore, when we note that other analysts have not always found such good agreement with data
as the modellers, we have to note also that few models have had the same exposure. But these
analyses also indicate areas which may benefit from further analysis or development, including:
•

Instantaneous releases: in particular are different independent users of the code liable to use
it slightly differently and get different results?

•

Performance of the model at low wind speed/stable atmosphere,

Advantages and disadvantages of model
Advantages
• Quick to use, especially for steady releases, but probably for all on a modern PC.
• A well considered model which has undergone significant validation
• The vapour blanket estimates upwind and crosswind spreading at the source, a feature
missing from many integral models.
Disadvantages
• Some doubts arise from some validation exercises.
• Obstacles and terrain are not modelled. [This reviewer does not regard this as a big
disadvantage; experience suggests that it is easy and sometimes tempting to overestimate the
mitigating effects of obstacles.]
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Conclusions

Suitability of protocol for assessment of model
The protocol has achieved its objectives.
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Appendix 1: Actively-generated information
Summary of validation results: not available at this stage.
None.
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Appendix 2: Comments from
model supplier/proponent
The comments received from the model’s authors were interspersed in the relevant places in the
body of this report. We have therefore left them there, sometimes incorporating them in the
existing text where they clarified our original uncertainties, and sometimes noting them explicitly.
In all cases, we have tried to incorporate them smoothly, and so they are paraphrases rather than
quotes.
On one question – the lack of edge entrainment in the main plume – we disagreed with the details of
authors’ comments. We regard equation 2.90 of [2] as the definitive statement that the model is
one of top entrainment (in the accepted sense) only, and have seen nothing in the equations studied
to indicate otherwise. In that respect we have left this report unchanged but, for the sake of
openness, note that here, should they wish to come back on this point!
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Key to summary information
In Sections 1-3 summary information is provided on many aspects of the model. This is organised
as follows:
(a) Where there is a mutually exclusive choice of options, the relevant choice is denoted by a circle
containing a dot ~, while the remaining choices are accompanied by an empty circle {.
(b) A square box containing a tick ; denotes that a feature is present or an option applies to the
model; if the box contains a cross :, this emphasises that the feature is not present or that the
option does not apply.
(c) A character between square brackets can convey one of the following meanings:
[U] denotes that the user can specify the details of the feature;
[M] denotes that the model specifies the details of the feature;
[X] denotes that the feature is absent or not considered;
[9] denotes that the feature is present
[?] denotes that the status of the feature is uncertain;
[n] denotes that the item has the value n.

(d) Any parts which are greyed out are not relevant to the model in question.
(e) Comments may be added in any section. They should be brief.
In Section 2 – “Scientific basis”
A simple categorisation of dense gas dispersion models is included in the protocol, consisting of
four main types:
(a) Simplified empirical screening models or screening tools based on either a generic interpretation
of a problem or specific experience in a restricted domain
(b) One-dimensional integral models in which the development of the flow is in one spatial
dimension. Variations of, say, the concentration field in the other two dimensions are
accommodated by the assumption of self-similarity in the concentration field.
(c) Shallow-layer models or two-dimensional integral models in which the development of the flow
is in two spatial dimensions
(d) Fully three-dimensional models allowing for the development of the flow field in three spatial
dimensions and time. This would include computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the attendant
models for turbulence.
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0. Evaluation information

0.1 Protocol
This scientific assessment was carried out using the LNG Model Evaluation Protocol (2007)
derived from the SMEDIS Model Evaluation Protocol, Version 2.0 (7 December 2000), and the
Model Evaluation Report template Version 4.

0.2 Evaluator
The scientific assessment was carried out by:
Dr C J Lea on behalf of the Health and Safety Laboratory

0.3 Date
The date of this scientific assessment is 24 – 26 March 2007, with minor amendments on 29 March
2007.

0.4 Documentation
0.4.1 References
The following references were used in this scientific assessment.

0.4.1.1 Supplied documents

[1] Completed model evaluation questionnaire, supplied 20/2/07 by J Havens & T Spicer, Chemical
Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas.
[2] Written response to questions about FEM3A, MS Word document attached to e-mail 13/3/07
from T Spicer, Chemical Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas.
[3] Written response to follow-up questions on FEM3A, e-mail 19/3/07 from T Spicer, Chemical
Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas.
[4] Spicer, T O, and J A Havens, 1997, Evaluation of Mitigation Methods for Accidental LNG
Releases: Volume 5/5--Using FEM3A for LNG Accident Consequence Analysis, (Users
Manual), Topical Report for Gas Research Institute, GRI-96/0396.5, April 1997.
[5] J A Havens and Spicer, T O, Vapor dispersion and thermal hazard modelling, 4th quarterly
report (January – March 2005), GTI contract 4GTI-DE-FG26-04NT42030, subcontract
K100029184, April 30, 2005.
[6] Spicer, T O, FEM3A input file format modifications, 6 November 2006.
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[7] Havens, J, and Spicer T, 2005, LNG Vapor Cloud Exclusion Zones for Spills Into
Impoundments, American Institute of Chemical Engineers 2005 Spring National Meeting.
[8] Havens, J and Spicer T, 2006a, Vapor Dispersion and Thermal Hazard Modeling – Final Topical
Report, to Gas Technology Institute, October 2006.
[9] Havens, J and Spicer T, 2006b, LNG Safety: Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Models for
LNG Vapor Cloud Dispersion Exclusion Zones, Gas Technology Institute Workshop, Houston,
Texas, September 2006.
[10] Chan S T, 1994a, Recent upgrades and enhancements of the FEM3A model, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-ID-119749, December.
0.4.1.2 Other references

[A] Chan S T, 1983, FEM3 – A finite element model for the simulation of heavy gas dispersion and
incompressible flow: User’s manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No.
UCRL – 53397.
[B] Betts P L and Haroutunian V, 1988, Finite element calculations of transient dense gas
dispersion, in “Stably stratified flow and dense gas dispersion”, Editor – Puttock J S, Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1988, pp 349 – 384, Proc of IMA Conference, Chester, April 1986.
[C] Ermak D L and Chan S T, 1986, FEM3 dispersion calculations: Evaluation of turbulence submodel, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCID – 20933.
[D] Chan S T, 1992, Numerical simulations of LNG vapour dispersion from a fenced storage area, J
Haz Mats, Vol 30, p 195 – 224.
[E] Chan S T, 1997, A three-dimensional model for simulating atmospheric dispersion of heavygases over complex terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL –JC127475.
[F] Morgan, D L, et al, 1984, Phenomenonology and Modeling of Liquefied Natural Gas Vapor,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-53581, April 1984.
[G] Spicer, T O, and J Havens, 1996, Application of Dispersion Models to Flammable Cloud
Analyses, Journal of Hazardous Materials, Vol 49, pp 115 - 124.
[H] Chan S T and Ermak D L, 1985, Further assessment of FEM3 – a numerical model for the
dispersion of heavy gases over complex terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Report No. UCRL – 92497.
[I] Koopman R P, Ermak DL and Chan S T, 1989, A review of recent field tests and mathematical
modelling of atmospheric dispersion of large spills of denser-than-air gases, Atmospheric Env,
Vol 23, pp 731 – 745.
[J] Chan S T, 1994b, FEM3C – An improved three-dimensional heavy-gas dispersion model:
User’s manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-MA-116567.

0.4.2 Comments on documentation supplied
0.4.3 Major omissions and uncertainties arising
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1. General model description

1.1 Name, version number and release date
Name:

FEM3A

Version number:

No version numbers have been used with FEM3A. The version under review
is that supplied to the Gas Technology Institute, February 2007.

Release date:

February 2007

1.2 Short description of model
FEM3A, Februray 2007, is a finite element based 3-D CFD code. It was originally developed at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory by Stevens T Chan and Donald L Ermak, during the
1980’s and early 1990’s, specifically for the modelling of dense gas dispersion in the atmospheric
boundary layer. Further development and application of the model has been undertaken at the
Chemical Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas, under contract to the Gas Technology
Institute (GTI) specifically for the modelling of LNG vapour dispersion.
Turbulence closure models and other sub-models are specifically developed to model the important
features of dispersion of an LNG vapor cloud in the atmosphere.
The model requires text-based, formatted, input files. FEM3A Februray 2007 output is a text file.
There is a conversion program available which operates on this output file to produce a format
suitable for input to TECPLOT – commercial post-processing software.

1.3 Model type
{ Screening tool { Integral model

{ Shallow layer model

{ 1-D

~ 3-D

{ 2-D

~ CFD model

1.4 Route of model into evaluation project
1.4.1 Model supplier

; Developer

 Licensee

; Other (see below)

Contact details:
Name:

Tom Spicer and Jerry Havens

FEM3A, Version February 2007
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Chemical Hazards Research Center
University of Arkansas
700 Research Center Boulevard
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Telephone:

479-575-2055

Fax:
E-mail/Web: tos@uark.edu, jhavens@uark.edu
1.4.2 Model developer

; As above

1.5 History of model
1.5.1 Model ancestors

The following information provides an overview of the ancestry of the model. It has been provided
by the current developer:
“The original model, FEM3, was developed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) in the United States. FEM3 was a product of the Liquefied Gaseous Fuels Spills Effects
program (1977-1989) sponsored by the US Department of Energy, Department of Transportation,
Gas Research Institute and others. It was initially developed for simulation of atmospheric
dispersion of flammable gas clouds formed by release of liquefied gaseous fuels such as liquefied
natural gas and natural gas liquids such as propane, and it was, to our knowledge, the first
computational fluid dynamics model to provide for modelling dispersion of negatively buoyant
(denser-than-air) gases. LLNL subsequently developed other versions of the code (FEM3A,
FEM3B, FEM3C) for various special applications, including military/defense related. All of these
versions were developed for operation on Cray-class computing machines. LLNL’s current version
is FEM3MP (massive parallel PC based) which has numerous military and homeland security
applications. In the late 1980’s, the Chemical Hazards Research Center (CHRC) of the University
of Arkansas contracted with the Gas Research Institute to convert (ultimately) FEM3A for
operation on personal computing machines and to provide wind tunnel data that could be used to
verify the model. As a result of that effort, which extended from the mid 1980’s to present, the
Department of Transportation approved in 2000 the personal computer version of FEM3A for
application to determination of vapour cloud exclusion zones as provided in the U.S. federal
regulation 49 CFR 193. The CHRC has continued an increasingly modest program of maintenance,
support, and improvement of the model to the present.”
_________
Chan (1994b) provides a useful overview of the historical development of the FEM3 line of models,
upon which the following description is based:
•

The original FEM3 model was developed and documented by Chan (1983) at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.

FEM3A, Version February 2007
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•

In 1988 the original FEM3A model was released (Chan, 1988). This incorporated a number
of enhancements to FEM3: instantaneous releases in addition to continuous releases;
multiple, overlapping, sources; ability to handle obstructions such as buildings, tanks and
dikes; an improved algebraic turbulence model; addition of a dispersed phase-change submodel for handling water vapour condensation and subsequent evaporation; an additional
solver suitable for large-scale problems; simplified input.

•

The original FEM3A model conserved mass “reasonably well” for density changes relevant
to dispersion of LNG. However, for larger density differences seen with other substances
mass was apparently not well-conserved. The FEM3B model was released in 1990 to
address this problem.

•

Until 1990 the effects of turbulence were included in the FEM3 line of models via an
anisotropic algebraic planetary boundary layer (PBL) model (based on a K-theory
approach). In the early 1990’s FEM3B was further enhanced by incorporation of a two
equation k-ε turbulence model. The turbulence model incorporated the effects of buoyancy
on turbulent mixing as a simplified variation of a model proposed by Betts and Haroutunian
(1988). A simple means of allowing for anisotropy (differing turbulent diffusivity in the
horizontal and vertical directions) was also included. This model is described by Chan
(1994a, 1994b). It was released as FEM3C. (Also see Chan, 1997).

The FEM3A February 2007 model most closely resembles the FEM3C model outlined above.
Since the mid 1990’s, development of the FEM3 line of models has continued at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. For example their most recent version is FEM3MP (Leach et al,
2005), suitable for use on massively parallel computers.
It appears that there has been a gradual divergence between the development efforts at University of
Arkansas, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, since the mid 1990’s. The former research
group have concentrated on model development and application for LNG spills, whilst the latter
group have extended use of the FEM3 line of models to scenarios such as chemical release in
complex urban environments.
Chan S T, 1983, FEM3 – A finite element model for the simulation of heavy gas dispersion and
incompressible flow: User’s manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL
– 53397.
Chan, S T, 1988, FEM3A – A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Gas Transport and
Diffusion: User’s Manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-21043, April
1988.
Betts P L and Haroutunian V, 1988, Finite element calculations of transient dense gas dispersion,
in “Stably stratified flow and dense gas dispersion”, Editor – Puttock J S, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1988, pp 349 – 384, Proc of IMA Conference, Chester, April 1986.
Chan S T, 1994a, Recent upgrades and enhancements of the FEM3A model, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-ID-119749, December.
Chan S T, 1994b, FEM3C – An improved three-dimensional heavy-gas dispersion model: User’s
manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-MA-116567.
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Chan S T, 1997, A three-dimensional model for simulating atmospheric dispersion of heavy-gases
over complex terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL –JC-127475.
Leach M J, Chan S T and Lundquist J K, 2005, High-resolution CFD simulation of airflow and
tracer dispersion in New York City, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL–
CONF-216801.
1.5.2 Features inherited

The FEM3A February 2007 model most closely resembles the original FEM3C model (Chan 1994a,
1994b).
The numerical basis of FEM3A February 2007 is inherited from the original FEM3 model (Chan,
1983) together with the mass conservation improvements of FEM3B.
There are two turbulence models in FEM3A February 2007: an anisotropic algebraic planetary
boundary layer (PBL) model; a k-ε model in which the effects of buoyancy are included as a
variation of the model proposed by Betts and Haroutunian (1988) and in which a simple means of
allowing for anisotropy is also included. See Chan (1994a, 1994b). Both models were implemented
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
The algebraic PBL model is similar to that of ‘model C’ from Ermak & Chan (1986) for the FEM3
model, but differs in detail in several respects. It is very similar to the algebraic PBL model as
described in Chan (1994a). More information is given in Section 2.8.
The k-ε turbulence model in FEM3A February 2007 has recently been modified. The following
information has been provided by the model developer:
“There have been modifications to the original code to account for implementation of boundary
conditions and filtering of the k and epsilon fields for the purpose of controlling numerical
instabilities.”
More details of the k-ε turbulence model are given in Section 2.8.
A water vapour transport, evaporation and condensation model is available in FEM3A February
2007, as implemented in the original FEM3A code by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(Chan, 1988).
Ermak D L and Chan S T, 1986, FEM3 dispersion calculations: Evaluation of turbulence
submodel, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCID – 20933.

1.6 Quality assurance standards adopted
1.6.1 Model development

 MEG guidelines
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The vast majority of the original FEM3A February 2007 model development was undertaken by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This development activity was guided by the outcome
of evaluation against field trials and wind tunnel data: for example Ermak & Chan (1986) and
Chan (1992).
Chan S T, 1992, Numerical simulations of LNG vapour dispersion from a fenced storage area, J
Haz Mats, Vol 30, p 195 – 224.
1.6.2 Software development

 National

 International

 Organisation

 ISO 9000 ; Other

The following information has been provided by the model developer:
“Over the course of development of the sub models in our work, there have been several internal
consistency checks as part of our development work. However, there has not been a formal QA
program.”

1.7 Relationship with other models
1.7.1 Status of dispersion model being evaluated

{ Self-contained

{ Can be used as one part of suite

{ Inextricably bound to other models

~ General-purpose, specific application

~ Other

The FEM3A February 2007 code requires formatted text input. Pre-processing programs are
available to create input files in the correct format, for a single tank and rectangular dike on flat
terrain.
Regarding model output, the following information has been provided by the developer:
“Standard FEM3A output is a text file. Post-processing programs were written to take these files
and develop files suitable for use with commercial graphics software capable of displaying CFD
model results. The commercial package presently used is TECPLOT; TECPLOT also markets a
CFD analyzer, and so all output files would be available to CFD Analyzer.”
1.7.2 N/A

1.7.3 Interfacing with other models

See 1.7.1.
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1.8 Current model usage
1.8.1 Type of user

Background
 Engineer

 Consultant

Type of experience
; Dispersion
; Programming

; Fluid dynamics
 Thermodynamics
; Consequence modelling  Risk analysis

Length of experience
{ Hours
{ Days

 Regulator

{ Weeks

; Academic

 Other

; Numerical methods
 Other

{ Months

~ Years

The model developer has supplied the following information:
“Our understanding is that there are two organizations capable of licensing versions of FEM3A:
LLNL (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) and GTI (Gas Technology Institute).
Previous licensing agreements have specified that GRI (now GTI) would pass any improvements
in FEM3A as part of ongoing research would be passed to LLNL. We have asked GTI about
who may have obtained the version of FEM3A specified above, but no such request has been
made of LLNL. GTI reported that current copies are held by Texas A&M, Fluent, Quest
Consultants, National Fire Protection Association, and the University of Arkansas.”
It is not clear whether the copies of the model held by the organisations listed above are being
used. Note that there will likely be small differences between the version of FEM3A licensed by
these organisations and that of FEM3A as of February 2007.
1.8.2 Model distribution

Location
; Outside model developer
; Country of origin  Continent of origin
 Worldwide
 Other
 Industry
; Consultancies ; Universities  Regulatory authorities ; Other
Numbers
{ <5

~ 5-10

{ 10-50

{ 50-100

{ >100

See comments in 1.8.1 above.

1.9 Hardware and software requirements
1.9.1 List of requirements

Computer platforms
; PC
; Workstation

 Parallel machine

Operating system
 DOS
; Windows

; UNIX

FEM3A, Version February 2007
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Additional software
~ Required
; Compiler

General model description

{ Optional
{ Not required
; Graphics package  GIS
 Other

The source code of FEM3A February 2007 and an executable for Windows XP is available.
FEM3A February 2007 could be compiled for running under linux. In response to the question:
“From the questionnaire response and the 1997 user manual (Spicer & Havens) I understand that
the source code contains dynamic memory allocation for OpenVMS systems (prior to this it was
UNICOS). Am I correct in thinking that a current user wishing to run the code on, for example,
linux, would need to modify the source code to address these dynamic memory allocation
statements?”
the developer has responded with the following clarification:
“The dynamic memory allocations are all made in a single routine that provides for an easy
transition to linux. Earlier versions of FEM3A were run under unix (with use of the malloc
system routine for memory allocation). The present version of FEM3A has error handling
provisions which are consistent with malloc.The present compiler used on the code has a version
of malloc included in its routine library, so dynamic memory allocation should not be a problem
if the code is migrated to a linux environment.”
The developer states that to run FEM3A February 2007: “All operating systems capable of
memory management functions with a sufficiently sophisticated FORTRAN 77 compiler should
be adequate.”
A FORTRAN 77 compiler is required if not using Windows XP executables.
FEM3A February 2007 does not include a graphical post-processing package.

1.10 Availability and costs
~ Proprietary

{ Shareware

{ Public domain

 Licence

; Perpetual licence/buy outright

{ Other
 Not available

 Other

The model developer has provided the following information:
“Currently, the model is available through a license agreement available from GTI (Gas
Technology Institute). The license fee is $10,000 for a large company user e.g., ExxonMobil.
There is no license fee for academic users. Small companies can negotiate a license fee based on
how they want to use the model and/or receive a no cost license by providing a report to GTI
regarding the model and its use.”
and the following clarification:
“My understanding is that the licenses are perpetual.”
Contact information for obtaining model: Kent F. Perry, Director, Producer Programs, E&P
Services, Gas Technology Institute, 1700 South Mount Prospect Road, Des Plaines, IL 600181804, Tel 847-768-0961, kent.perry@gastechnology.org
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2. Scientific basis of model

2.0 Model type
The present model may be classified as
 empirical

 integral

 shallow

; 3D

2.1 Specification of the source
2.1.1 Primary origin for source

2.1.1.1 Types of release conditions available directly to dispersion model

 Release models available
 Liquid jet
 Liquid pool

 Catastrophic release

; Other

The model does not specifically include a source term for spills of LNG. However the user can
specify an area source of LNG vapour.
2.1.1.2 Source geometry handled by the dispersion model

Pool plan view
; Circular

; Long trench

; Other

Liquid containment
; No dike

; Dike

 High collar bund

 Other

FEM3A February 2007 can, in principle, handle arbitrarily-shaped area sources, but with some
important caveats as explained in the following response from the model developer:
“The area source must be of constant area for a given finite time period. At any time, the area
source need not be rectangular. For example, the area source in the tank/dike simulations is a
rectangle on the outer perimeter with a cut out circle inside the rectangle (to account for the tank
footprint). The area source can change with time by modifying the input files as a function of time
in the simulation. For example, the source may be specified from one area for the first 10 s of the
simulation and from a larger area over time 10 to 30 s by restarting the simulation at 10 s with
appropriately modified input files.”
FEM3A February 2007 is based on a single-block structured mesh of regular and/or general
hexahedrons. Within the constraints of this meshing arrangement obstacles such as multiple tanks
and dikes can, in principle, be included in the geometry.
For the special circumstances of a single tank surrounded by a rectangular sloping wall dike, on flat
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terrain, pre-processing software is available which will create geometry and a mesh, as well as other
key input files such as a rectangular constant-area source.
For other configurations, such as multiple tanks and an arbitrarily shaped area source, the user
would need to define the coordinates of the mesh in the format required for input to FEM3A
February 2007 and also modify certain other text input files. This process would be very involved
and may be impractical. See Sections 2.2.4.1 and 2.3.1.7 for more information.
2.1.2 Fluid dynamic properties of source

2.1.2.1 Instantaneous releases

; Instantaneous releases
[U] Spatial dimensions

[U] Symmetry

[?] Velocity

[U] Volume

[U] Density

[U] Mass

[U] Multiple sources

[X] Elevation

[U] Other

[9] Entrained air

The user can specify the initial conditions for an instantaneous release. The model developer has
provided the following clarification:
“It is possible to start a FEM3A simulation with an initial cloud in the computational domain
using the input parameters in the pre-processor (PFEM3A). Chan (1988) describes starting a
FEM3A simulation with 18 contaminant clouds described using the pre-processor (Gaussian
concentration distribution in each cloud). The February 2007 version of FEM3A inherited these
abilities from previous versions of FEM3A.”
The user can also specify the source temperature.
Air entrainment after vapour release cannot be specified. FEM3A February 2007 handles the
effects of air entrainment with a fidelity which depends on the capabilities of the turbulence
model and which is also affected by the degree to which spatial and temporal numerical errors
are minimised.
Chan, S T, 1988, FEM3A – A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Gas Transport and
Diffusion: User’s Manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-21043,
April 1988.
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2.1.2.2 Continuous releases

; Continuous releases
[U] Spatial dimensions

[?] Orientation

[U] Symmetry

[U] Volume flow rate

[U] Density

[U] Mass flow rate

[U] Multiple sources

[?] Elevation

[U] Other

[U] Velocity

[9] Entrained air
[n/a] Model can recalculate source dimensions

A continuous source is typically specified as a single constant-area source on the ground.
It is possible that, in principle, the model can handle multiple continuous sources, and at
arbitrary elevation and orientation, but it is uncertain as to whether this is a practical proposition:
the user would have to provide text input in the correct format. The pre-processing tools
available for the creation of text input files for FEM3A February 2007 assume a single area
source located on the ground.
The user can also specify the source temperature.
Air entrainment after vapour release cannot be specified. FEM3A February 2007 handles the
effects of air entrainment with a fidelity which depends on the capabilities of the turbulence
model and which is also affected by the degree to which spatial and temporal numerical errors
are minimised.
2.1.2.3 Time-varying releases

: Time-varying releases
[] Spatial dimensions

[] Orientation

[] Symmetry

[] Volume flow rate

[] Density

[] Mass flow rate

[] Multiple sources

[] Time variation

[] Other

[] Entrained air
[] Model can recalculate source dimensions

Within a single run the source cannot be time-varying.
However, the model developer has provided the following information describing how a timevarying source can be addressed using FEM3A February 2007:
“The area source can change with time by modifying the input files as a function of time in the
simulation. For example, the source may be specified from one area for the first 10 s of the
simulation and from a larger area over time 10 to 30 s by restarting the simulation at 10 s with
appropriately modified input files.”
2.1.2.4 Other aspects of release types

; Guidance provided on choice of dispersion source type
; Instantaneous

FEM3A, Version February 2007
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Guidance on modelling a single area source, and its time-variation, is available in Spicer & Havens
(1997):
Spicer, T O, and J A Havens, 1997, Evaluation of Mitigation Methods for Accidental LNG
Releases: Volume 5/5--Using FEM3A for LNG Accident Consequence Analysis, (Users Manual),
Topical Report for Gas Research Institute, GRI-96/0396.5, April 1997.
See the qualifying statement in Section 2.1.2.1 for a statement on guidance for an instantaneous
source.
2.1.3 Thermodynamic properties of source
[U] Temperature

 Other

[?] Isothermal

2.1.4 Material nature of source
; Pre-defined substances
; LNG

 Methane

[] Other (#)

The pre-processing tools for FEM3A February 2007 include default physical properties for LNG.
; Mixtures
[X] True mixtures [U/M] Effective single-component mixtures [] Passive tracer
Other

[]

The source is treated as a single component mixture.
: Dependence of physical properties
[] Temperature

[] Pressure

[] Composition

[] Other

Physical properties of the source material, such as specific heat or viscosity, are assumed
constant.

2.2 Specification of the environment
2.2.1 Frame of reference
2.2.1.1 Coordinate system

; Cartesian

 Cylindrical polar

FEM3A, Version February 2007
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2.2.1.2 N/A

2.2.2 Atmosphere
2.2.2.1 Mean wind field

 Mean wind parameterised
 Vertical profile

 Horizontal field

[] Stratification

[] Other

 Time-varying

 Vertical velocity profiles used
 Logarithmic

 Other

[] Velocity at reference height

[] Friction velocity specified

; Mean wind modelled
[U] Vertical profile

[X] Horizontal field

[X] Time variation

 Other

 Zero wind allowed

FEM3A February 2007 is based on a logarithmic mean wind profile specified at the upwind
boundary by variables c1, c2 and c3. c1 is u*/κ, where u* is the friction velocity (m/s) and κ is
Von Karman’s constant (0.4 in FEM3A February 2007); c2 is surface roughness (m); c3 depends
on atmospheric stability and is 0 for neutral conditions otherwise it is a function of the MoninObhukov length.
The wind field throughout the computational domain is calculated by FEM3A February 2007
subject to the specified boundary conditions and turbulence model.
It is not clear whether zero wind is allowed or whether the model is numerically stable in zero
wind conditions.
2.2.2.2 Turbulence

 Turbulence parameterised

; Turbulence modelled

See Section 2.3.1.5.
With the k-ε turbulence model, FEM3A February 2007 applies boundary conditions for k and ε
at the upwind boundary which are consistent with neutral atmospheric stability.
For the algebraic PBL model no boundary conditions are required for turbulence parameters.
The wind field throughout the computational domain is calculated by FEM3A February 2007
subject to the specified boundary conditions and turbulence model.
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2.2.2.3 Stratification

; Stability ranges
[M] neutral [U] stable

[?] unstable

 Stratification parameterised
 Vertical density profile

 Horizontal density field

 Time-varying

[] Pasquill-Gifford stability categories used

[] Monin-Obukhov length used

 Monin-Obukhov ↔ Pasquill-Gifford conversion
; Stratification modelled
[] Vertical density profile

[] Time-varying

; Other

Neutral stability is modelled by FEM3A February 2007 using a logarithmic wind profile
specified at the upwind boundary with the wind speed and surface roughness effectively input by
the user via the specification of coefficients c1 and c2. See Section 2.2.2.1.
It is not clear how a simulation in stable atmospheric conditions is set-up by the user, since a
user’s manual for the February 2007 version of FEM3A is not yet available and previous
manuals (i.e. Spicer & Havens, 1997) only address neutral stability. Information supplied by the
model developer outlines a specification of upwind boundary profiles for mean velocity and
temperature which are consistent with stable conditions. However, in the case of the k-ε
turbulence model the upwind boundary profiles for the turbulence parameters remain based on
those for neutral conditions. The model developer has provided this clarification:
“These specifications (for stable conditions) are covered in the new user’s guide that is being
prepared. A summary sheet with input parameters was provided to GTI as part of the February
2007 package. The summary sheet outlined the approach to input velocity and temperature
fields consistent with F atmospheric stability. The inflow boundary conditions for the k and
epsilon fields are based on neutral atmospheric stability, but the k and epsilon fields will respond
to stable temperature (density) and velocity profiles in the computational domain.”
Heat transfer to/from the ground is, in effect, modelled by a fixed heat transfer coefficient. The
user can specify its value via the input file, and a default value is also provided.
With the provision of in-flow boundary conditions for the velocity and temperature field (and in
the case of the k-ε model profiles for k and ε too), and a ground thermal boundary condition, the
effects of atmospheric stability on the flow field is reproduced by FEM3A February 2007 with a
fidelity which depends on the capabilities of the turbulence models described in Section 2.8.
2.2.2.4 Use of meteorological data

: Meteorological data used
[] Temperature

[] Humidity

[] Cloud cover

[] Date/time

[] Latitude/longitude

[] Other

Input and automatic use of meteorological data is not a feature of the model.
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2.2.3 Terrain

2.2.3.1 Terrain types available

; Non-flat terrain
[U] Single slope

[U] Slope segments (#)

[U] General 2-D

[U] Other

In principle, non-flat terrain can be handled in FEM3A February 2007 and there are references to
such applications of the FEM3 lineage of models in the literature (e.g. Chan, 1997).
However, the pre-processing tools available for the creation of text input files for FEM3A
February 2007 assume flat terrain. So, whilst FEM3A February 2007 does have this capability,
the process of modelling non-flat terrain would be very involved since the user would have to
create or modify text input files. Also see Section 2.2.4.
Chan S T, 1997, A three-dimensional model for simulating atmospheric dispersion of heavygases over complex terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL –JC127475.
2.2.3.2 Wind orientation for non-flat terrain

; Downslope

; Upslope

; General

[] Other

See qualifying statements in Section 2.2.3.1, above.
2.2.3.3 Surface characteristics

[U] Roughness length
 Pre-defined surface types
[U] Temperature

; User-defined values
[U] Other

A (uniform) value of surface roughness is specified by the user.
FEM3A February 2007can count for either a constant ground temperature, or, ground cooling
from an initial temperature via a time-varying thermal penetration depth (Havens & Spicer,
2005). In both cases, a user-specified heat transfer coefficient is employed, with a default value
available. The model developer has provided the following clarification:
“In the development of FEM3A, a simple model for ground-to-cloud heat transfer was
implemented based on data from the BURRO series tests which was based on advective heat
transfer. This model was based simply on the vertical grid spacing of the element adjacent to the
ground surface and a constant coefficient derived from measurements (with units of velocity);
the original model assumed the ground surface temperature was constant. Subsequent work
summarized in the 1997 FEM3A user’s guide (Spicer & Havens, 1997) showed that this format
adequately described laboratory heat transfer experiments where the ground surface was at a
constant temperature for a dispersing plume of liquid nitrogen vapour (Appendix VI, page 199,
Spicer & Havens, 1997). Subsequent work has shown that the assumption that the ground
surface temperature is constant may be badly misleading for low wind speed conditions, and
these issues were discussed in our quarterly report to GTI on 30 April 2005 (Havens & Spicer,
2005). This discussion will be incorporated in the updated FEM3A user’s guide.”
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2.2.4 Obstacles

2.2.4.1 Obstacle types available

; Obstacle types available
 2-D fence

; Cylindrical building/tank

 Cuboidal building

 General shape

 1-sided canyon

 2-sided canyon

; Other

For the specific case of a single circular tank in a rectangular dike, for flat terrain, pre-processing
tools are available which generate the required FEM3A February 2007 text input files.
In principle FEM3A February 2007 is able to handle other configurations, such as multiple
tanks. However, in practice this will be a very involved process and may be impractical.
To clarify: FEM3A February 2007 requires formatted input files. These can be generated using
various pre-processing programs: GRIDGEN - to distort a pre-defined Cartesian distribution of
nodal coordinates to account for a single tank and dike and which creates files COORDS,
PREPIN.OBS, PREPIN.SRC and some TECPLOT files; and PFEM3A – to pre-process a
PREPIN text file along with COORDS, PREPIN.OBS and PREPIN.SRC. The user then prepares
a further text file, FEM3IN, and this is used with the output of PFEM3A to set-up an input file
for running FEM3A February 2007.
In response to the following question:
Is it practical to be able to expect to apply FEM3A February 2007 to scenarios other than that of
unobstructed terrain or a single tank in a dike – such as multiple tanks, or obstacles upwind or
downwind of a dike?
the developer has provided the following clarification:
“In principle, I think that creating a mesh with multiple tanks and obstacles is possible. The
issue is whether the process is too involved to be practical. The COORDS file is straightforward
in that the coordinates for each node are specified with the restriction that FEM3A works on a
logical grid structure (same number of nodes in each direction throughout the domain); this is a
text file, so duplication of the format should not be an insurmountable problem. In additional to
the COORDS file, the PREPIN.OBS and PREPIN.SRC files are also generated by GRIDGEN to
facilitate consistent specification of the input conditions in the pre-processor (PFEM3A). If the
COORDS file is generated by a different program, than the boundary conditions dictated by the
position of an obstacle would need to be specified for PFEM3A. So, the issue is not the data
structure of the PFEM3A output files, but the PFEM3A input specifications. PFEM3A creates
the files for the pressure field solution at each time step which incorporates the velocity
boundary conditions. Consequently, it would be more consistent with the model to modify
PFEM3A input files to account for multiple obstacles (and allow PFEM3A to calculate the
appropriate output files). Although the process of modifying the PFEM3A input file can be
tedious, multiple obstacles can be simulated.”
2.2.4.2 Obstacle distribution

; Distribution of obstacles
[] Max number (#)
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[U] Other

FEM3A February 2007 text input files for a configuration of a single tank, with or without a
surrounding dike, can be set-up using pre-processing tools. In principle FEM3A February 2007
is able to handle multiple obstacles, such as multiple tanks. However, in practice this will be a
very involved process and may be impractical. See the qualifying statement in Section 2.2.4.1
above.
2.2.4.3 Obstacle characteristics

; Dimensions
[U] Horizontal

[U] Vertical

[] Other

: Structural characteristics
[] Porous

[] Other

The height and radius of a single tank (with or without a surrounding rectangular dike of
specified lateral and upwind size, height, and slope) can be specified in pre-processing software
which creates FEM3A February 2007 text input files.
See the qualifying statement in Section 2.2.4.1 for comments relating to other obstacle
configurations.

2.3 Model physics and formulation
2.3.1 Fundamental equations, initial conditions and boundary conditions
2.3.1.1 Equations used/set up

 Volume

; Mass

; Momentum

 Energy

 Enthalpy

; Temperature

 Width/radius

 Concentration

 Species concentration

 Contaminant mass fraction

; Species mass fraction

; Turbulent kinetic energy k,

; Turbulent dissipation ε

 Other

2.3.1.2 Dependent variables 1

 H

 W

 R

; ρ

 Uad

; u

; v

; w

H = depth; W = width; R = radius; Uad = advection velocity; ρ = density; (u, v, w) = velocity components; E = energy;
h = enthalpy; T = temperature; c = concentration; ci = concentration of species i; m = contaminant mass fraction;
mi = mass fraction of species I, k=turbulent kinetic energy, ε = turbulent dissipation
1
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; {mi}

If atmospheric humidity is being modelled then additional variables for water vapour mass
fraction and water liquid mass fraction are also computed.
Pressure is also solved as a dependent variable.
2.3.1.3 Independent variables (#)

[M] spatial (3)

; time

 Other

2.3.1.4a Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“screening tool”)

 Physical quantities for which correlations are available
 Concentration

 Other

 Main quantities used to form dimensionless groupings
 Length scale

 Velocity scale

 Ambient density

 Other

 Main independent variables
 Downwind distance  Wind speed

 Release size/rate  Other

 Physical quantities fixed (or given limited values) for purposes of correlation
 Wind speed  Atmospheric stability

 Surface roughness

 Other

Not applicable.
2.3.1.4b Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“integral”)

 Use of similarity profiles in setting up equations
 Dependent variables
 Concentration

 Velocity

 Temperature

 Other

 Profile shapes used
 Uniform

 Gaussian  Other

Not applicable.
2.3.1.4c Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“shallow layer”)

 Shape factors for depth variation
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[] Other

Not applicable.
2.3.1.4d Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“CFD”)

See 2.3.1.5 and 2.4.3.

2.3.1.5 Turbulence modelling

; Turbulence models available
 k-ε

Isotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε

 Algebraic stress

 Reynolds stress

; Anisotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε
; Other

An algebraic planetary boundary layer (PBL) model is also available.
See Section 2.8 for details of the turbulence models available in FEM3A February 2007.
2.3.1.6 Initial conditions

; Initial conditions specified
[U] Source

[U] Atmosphere

[U] Terrain

[U] Obstacles

 Other

2.3.1.7 Boundary conditions

; Boundary conditions specified
[U] Source

[U] Atmosphere

[] Cloud boundary

 Other

[U] Terrain

[U/M] Obstacles

Guidance on the specification of boundary conditions is provided in Spicer & Havens (1997).
For the case of a single tank with or without a dike, pre-processing tools allow a rectangular
constant-area vapour source of LNG to be specified with a constant vapour flux. In principle
FEM3A February 2007 can handle an arbitrary shape and location of area source, but this
requires the user to specify or modify FEM3A February 2007 text input files, which is an
involved process.
For the boundaries in the atmosphere the following approach is taken:
Upwind boundary: vertical velocity and temperature (stable conditions only) profiles specfied;
for the k-ε model vertical profiles of k and ε are also imposed based on relations for neutral
conditions (only). See Section 2.2.2.
Side-boundaries: zero gradient, or plane of symmetry.
Upper boundary: zero gradient.
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Downstream boundary: zero gradient.
Equilibrium rough wall functions appear to be used at the ground. See Section 2.2.3.3 for the
ground thermal boundary condition.
2.3.1.8 Domain

; The domain on which the model runs
[U] Overall extent

 Restrictions

The user specifies the extent of the domain. Guidance is available in Spicer & Havens (1997).
2.3.2 Dispersion - advection
 Advection velocity derived from wind profile
 Average over cloud height [] Wind speed at fraction of cloud height

 Other

 Acceleration of stationary cloud from rest calculated
; Advection modelled directly

2.3.3 Dispersion - gravity spreading
 Gravity spreading parameterised
 Gravity spreading locations
 Plume sides

 Puff edge

 Cloud boundary

 Other

 Gravity spreading characterisation
 Other

[] Constant Froude number

 Upstream/lateral spreading of vapour blanket (continuous releases)
 Upstream spreading

 Lateral spreading  Other

; Gravity spreading modelled directly

2.3.4 Dispersion - dilution
2.3.4.1 Dispersion modelling in the DENSE GAS régime

; Turbulent diffusion

 Top entrainment

 Gaussian or similar parametrisation

FEM3A, Version February 2007

 Edge entrainment

 Other
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2.3.4.2 Dispersion modelling in the PASSIVE régime

; Turbulent diffusion

 Top entrainment

 Gaussian or similar parametrisation

 Edge entrainment

 Other

In both the dense gas and passive regimes turbulent diffusion is modelled, either via computation
of an algebraic turbulent diffusivity (PBL model), or a turbulent eddy viscosity (k-ε model).
2.3.5 Dispersion - concentration fluctuations
: Concentration fluctuations considered

Not meaningful for a Reynolds-averaged CFD approach.
2.3.5.1 Fluctuation calculations

[] Derived from data

[] Modelled directly

 Other

Not applicable.
2.3.6 Dispersion - concentration profiles
; Concentration profiles considered

Concentration distribution is predicted by the model.
2.3.6.1 Types of concentration profiles used for dense gas dispersion region

 Vertical profile
 Uniform

 Gaussian

 Exponential decay  Predicted  Other

 Gaussian

 Uniform core with erf edges

 Predicted  Other

 Gaussian

 Uniform core with erf edges

 Predicted  Other

 Lateral profile
 Uniform
 Radial profile
 Uniform

Not applicable.
2.3.6.2 Types of concentration profiles used for passive dispersion region

 Concentration profiles applied
 Uniform

 Gaussian

 Exponential decay

 Other

Not applicable.
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2.3.7 Thermodynamics
; Thermodynamics considered
2.3.7.1 Sources of heat gain/loss for cloud

[M] Ambient air

[M] Ground: forced convection

[M] Insolation

[M] Phase changes

[X] Ground: free convection

[] Other

The heat loss or gain from water evaporation or condensation is taken into account in FEM3A
February 2007.
If ground cooling is ‘switched-on’ then the surface heat flux is modified to take into account
radiative cooling under stable conditions.
2.3.7.2 Relations used for thermodynamic properties

; Perfect gas law

 Antoine correlation

 Other

2.3.8 N/A
2.3.9 N/A
2.3.10 Transition to passive dispersion
2.3.10.1 Criteria for transition to passive dispersion

 Richardson number small

 Density difference small

 Rate of lateral spreading small

 Implicit

 Other

Not applicable. Transition to passive dispersion is a prediction of the model and not based on any
pre-defined criteria.
2.3.10.2 Treatment of passive dispersion

 Dispersion parameters (σ’s) used

 Other

Dispersion parameter dependencies
 Downwind distance

 Roughness length

 Atmospheric stability

Other

Not applicable. Treatment of passive dispersion is a prediction of the model and not based on
any pre-defined criteria.
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2.3.11 Complex effects: aerosols
; Aerosols considered

A water transport, evaporation and condensation model is implemented in FEM3A February 2007.
See Section 2.8 for details.
2.3.11.0 Sources of mass loss from two-phase clouds

 Other

[X] Rain-out (two-phase)
2.3.11.1 Type of model

; Homogeneous equilibrium

 Explicit droplet

 Other

2.3.11.2 Effects incorporated in aerosol model

; Mass transfer between phases

; Heat transfer between phases

; Interaction with atmospheric water

 Other

2.3.11.3 Cloud variables affected by aerosol

; Temperature

; Density

; Velocity

; Concentration

 Other

All flow variables are, in principle, potentially affected to a greater or lesser extent by the
aerosol.
2.3.11.4 Rainout and other effects considered

Mass loss
: Rainout

: Obstacle impact

 Other

: Break-up

 Other

Droplet behaviour
: Coalescence

2.3.12 Complex effects: terrain
; Terrain considered

Yes, in principle, but see the qualifying statement in Section 2.2.3.1.
2.3.12.1 Cloud variables affected by terrain

; Depth

; Width

FEM3A, Version February 2007
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All dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by terrain.
2.3.12.2 Physical processes modified in formulation of terrain effects

; Advection

; Entrainment

; Gravity spreading ; Other

The evolution of all dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by terrain.
2.3.12.3 Modification of ambient flow by terrain

; Mean flow

; Turbulence

; Other

In principle vortex shedding could be predicted by the model, leading for example to unsteady
flow in the lee of a hill in an otherwise steady simulation.
2.3.13 Complex effects: obstacles
; Obstacles considered

Yes, in principle, but see the qualifying statement in Section 2.2.4.1.
2.3.13.1 Level of detail

 Net effect

; Local details

 Other

2.3.13.2 Cloud variables affected directly by obstacles

; Depth

; Width

; Velocity

; Concentration

; Other

; Puff time-of-arrival

All dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by obstacles.
2.3.13.3 Physical processes modified in formulation of obstacles

; Advection

; Entrainment

; Gravity spreading ; Other

The evolution of all dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by obstacles.
2.3.13.4 Modification of ambient flow by obstacles

; Mean flow

; Turbulence

; Other

In the case of the PBL turbulence model, the effects of obstacles - such as a tank - on turbulence
generation and the subsequent enhancement of mixing and dilution will not be reproduced.
Vortex shedding could be predicted by the model, leading for example to unsteady flow in the
lee of an obstacle in an otherwise steady simulation.
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2.4 Solution technique
2.4.1 Equation types

2.4.1.1 Type of main equations

 Algebraic

 Ordinary Differential

; Partial Differential

 Other

2.4.2 Analytical solution methods
: Significant analytical solution methods used
 Methods developed as part of model  Existing methods used

 Other

2.4.3 Numerical solution methods
; Significant numerical solution methods used
 Methods developed as part of model ; Existing methods used

 Other

The numerical basis of the FEM3A February 2007 model is the FEM3 model of Chan (1983).
This is in turn is based on the work of Gresho et al (1980, 1984).
Gresho P M et al, 1980, “On the time-dependent solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations in two and three dimensions”, in Recent Advances in Numerical Methods in Fluids,
Vol 1, Pineridge Press, Swansea, UK.
Gresho P M et al, 1984, “A modified finite element method for solving the time-dependent
solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Part I: Theory”, Int J for Numerical
methods in Fluids, Vol 4, pp 557 - 598.
FEM3A February 2007 also includes the improved mass conservation modifications
implemented in FEM3B in 1990. See Chan (1994a).
2.4.3.1 Computational mesh

; Structured

 Unstructured

[M/U] Mesh size/arrangement

 Adaptive

 Multi-block

 Other

; Advice provided

Meshes for FEM3A February 2007 are single-block, structured, and composed of general
hexahedrons. The number of mesh nodes in the three coordinate directions need not be the same.
Extensive advice on the distribution of the mesh, as well as the extent of the computational
domain, is provided by Spicer & Havens (1997).
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For the following special cases a pre-processing tool is available (known as ‘GRIDGEN’) for
generating a mesh in the correct format for input to FEM3A February 2007, as well as other
tools for creating other text input files required by the code:
•

Flat terrain, no tank or dike, rectangular constant-area source.

•

Flat terrain, with a tank but no dike, rectangular constant-area source.

•

Flat terrain, with a dike but no tank, rectangular constant-area source.

•

Flat terrain, with a tank and dike, rectangular constant-area source.

For other configurations the user would need to generate the appropriate text input files defining
both the mesh (file ‘COORDS’) as well as the location of the source (file ‘PREPIN.SRC’) and
obstacles (file ‘PREPIN.OBS’). This would be very involved and may be impractical.
2.4.3.2 Discretisation methods

; Temporal discretisation of governing equations
; Explicit

 Implicit

 Other

; Spatial discretisation of governing equations
 Finite difference

 Finite volume

; Finite element

 Other

 Flux differencing applicable
 1st order

; 2nd or higher order

 bounded

The developer has provided the following information:
“The FEM3A model uses a modified form of the Galerkin finite element method (GFEM) for
integration in space along with a finite difference method for integration in time to solve the
conservation equations for total mass, momentum, and energy.”
An explict Euler finite difference scheme is used for time-integration, with two measures for
improving the effectiveness of the basic algorithm (BTD – balancing tensor diffusivity, and subcycling). With these measures the algorithm is second-order-accurate in space and time (Spicer
& Havens, 1997).
2.4.3.3 Solution of discrete system

Solution methods used
 Segregated solver

; Coupled solver

Convergence
; Convergence criteria

; Features to enhance convergence

; Other

Accuracy
; Desired accuracy specified

; Other

Application of the GFEM results in a system of coupled ordinary differential equations. A matrix
form of these equations is solved by one-point Gauss quadrature (Spicer & Havens, 1997).
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Two algorithms are available for solving the mass continuity equation to obtain the pressure
field: ‘FISSLE’ and ‘ICCG’. ‘FISSLE’ is a direct solution method. ‘ICCG’ is an iterative method
and the user must specify a convergence criterion.
FEM3A February 2007 outputs a text file (RMSERFF) which contains some information on
convergence from which the user can judge whether the mesh quality or time-step is adequate or
may need changing to ensure better convergence.

2.5 Results or output available from model
2.5.1 Concentration-related output for steady situations

2.5.1.1 Plume centreline

; Plume centreline trajectory

Available via post-processing of the output file. Conversion software is available for taking
FEM3A February 2007 text output and converting it into a form suitable for analysis using
TECPLOT – a commercial post-processing package.
2.5.1.2 Pointwise concentration output

; Pointwise concentration distributions
; Centreline

; Longitudinal

; Lateral

; Vertical

; All points

 Other

Available via post-processing of the output file. Conversion software is available for taking
FEM3A February 2007 text output and converting it into a form suitable for analysis using
TECPLOT – a commercial post-processing package.
2.5.1.3 Derived concentration data

; Concentration information - derived
; Contours

 Flammable inventory

; Lateral distance to given concentration
; Longitudinal distance to given concentration

; Other

Available via post-processing of the output file. Conversion software is available for taking
FEM3A February 2007 text output and converting it into a form suitable for analysis using
TECPLOT – a commercial post-processing package. I am uncertain as to whether TECPLOT’s
CFD Analyzer can compute flammable inventory.
2.5.1.4 Concentration fluctuations

: Concentration fluctuations
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2.5.2 Concentration-related output for time-varying situations
2.5.2.1 Cloud position

; Position of cloud
; Centroid

; Time-of-arrival

; Other

Available via post-processing of the output file. Conversion software is available for taking
FEM3A February 2007 text output and converting it into a form suitable for analysis using
TECPLOT – a commercial post-processing package.
2.5.2.2 Pointwise concentration output

; Concentration time history at a point
 Coordinate origin for distributions
 Cloud centroid

 Fixed origin

 Other

; Distributions relative to origin
; Centreline

; Longitudinal

; Lateral

; Vertical

; All points

 Other

The developer has provided the following relevant information:
“There is a THIST option for model output that allows for time histories of many of the
computed variables for a particular node.”
Pointwise concentration distributions are available via post-processing of the output file.
Conversion software is available for taking FEM3A February 2007 text output and converting it
into a form suitable for analysis using TECPLOT – a commercial post-processing package.
2.5.2.3 Derived concentration data

; Concentration information - derived
; Contours

 Flammable inventory

 Dose

 Toxic load

 Lateral distance to given dose

; Maximum concentrations
; Other

Available via post-processing of the output file. Conversion software is available for taking
FEM3A February 2007 text output and converting it into a form suitable for analysis using
TECPLOT – a commercial post-processing package. I am uncertain as to whether TECPLOT’s
CFD Analyzer can compute flammable inventory, dose or toxic load.
2.5.2.4 Concentration fluctuations

: Concentration fluctuations
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2.5.3 Other information available
2.5.3.1 Temperature

; Mean temperature

: Fluctuations

2.5.3.2 Further variables

; Other variables available in output
 Radius/width

 Height/depth

; Density

; Velocity magnitude ; Velocity vector

; Pressure

; Turbulent k.e.

; Other

; Turbulent dissipation

FEM3A February 2007 outputs text files containing the values of all computed variables at
every mesh node at user-specified times. Conversion software is available for taking FEM3A
February 2007 text output and converting it into a form suitable for analysis using TECPLOT –
a commercial post-processing package, from which values of these variables can be obtained.

2.6 Sources of model uncertainty
2.6.1 Stochastic processes
The model is based on a Reynolds-averaging procedure. In this approach the turbulent fluctuations
in concentration, velocity, temperature etc. are not simulated directly. Instead, their effects on mass,
momentum and heat transfer are modelled. This is achieved with a turbulence model which
provides a closed form for the governing transport equations which now include additional
unknowns (Reynolds stresses, scalar fluxes) as a result of Reynolds-averaging.
Reynolds-averaging results in a RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) mathematical
formulation in which averaging is carried out on a time-scale which is long compared to that of
turbulent fluctuations, but is short compared to any slow variations in the time-mean field (for
example due to a slow decay in the magnitude of the ambient wind velocity). In practice the
averaging time is not pre-defined.
For steady-state simulations the resulting mean value of the averaged dependent variables is most
equivalent to that obtained from taking a long time-average.
For unsteady simulations (URANS – Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes), as in FEM3A,
the resulting mean values are somewhat uncertain, since the averaging time is not unambiguously
defined. If there is a clear separation in time-scales for the turbulent fluctuations and variations in
the time-mean field, then the resulting time-averaged variables are again equivalent to that from
taking a long time average (but still short compared to the time-scale over which the mean field
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varies). If there is no clear separation between the time-scale for turbulent fluctuations and that for
the variation in the mean field it is debatable whether URANS is a valid modelling approach.
In practice this means that soundly-based URANS simulations require a clear separation in timescales for turbulent and time-mean variations.
In the present case this means that the model is, in principle, capable of capturing the large-scale
and relatively long time-scale unsteadiness caused by obstacles. However the model cannot predict
the stochastic short time-variations in concentration which arise from turbulent fluctuations. Mean
concentrations only are predicted, for an averaging-time which although undefined is equivalent to
a long time-average. This limitation is common to all Reynolds-averaged CFD approaches.
Stochastic processes which are caused by large-scale motions or instabilities in the atmosphere
cannot be predicted by the model.
2.6.2 Modelling assumptions
A significant residual source of uncertainty may be due to the modelling of turbulence for strong
density-stratification.
Application of the PBL turbulence model will not allow for turbulence generation and the
subsequent increase in mixing and dilution which generally occurs due to the presence of obstacles
such as a storage tank.
The current specification of turbulent boundary conditions at the upwind (in-flow) boundary for
stable atmospheric conditions is inconsistent with stable atmospheric conditions. This could lead to
errors in the predicted turbulence field which are advected downstream and are not entirely
mitigated by local generation and dissipation of turbulence at downstream locations.
2.6.3 Numerical method
In common with other CFD approaches, sources of error could arise during application of the
model: inadequate mesh resolution or poor mesh quality; poorly converged solutions.
2.6.4 Sensitivity to input
Possibly the principal source of uncertainty could be the specification of the source term (vapour
generation rate): this will rely on a model or methods which are outside of the model being
evaluated here.

2.7 Limits of applicability
2.7.1 Sources

2.7.1.1 Primary origin

• Separate model required to provide the specification of a vapour source term.
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2.7.1.2 Release type

• FEM3A February 2007 is most easily used by applying pre-processing tools to create the
required text input files. These pre-processing tools are available. However, they are limited
to the specification of a constant-area rectangular source at ground level, with constant flux of
vapour. Time-variation in the extent of the rectangular source and/or its emission rate can
only be approximated by conducting multiple runs of FEM3A February 2007 with differing
input conditions for each run. See Sections 2.1.1.2 and 2.1.2.3.
• In principle non-rectangular sources at ground level can be handled by FEM3A February
2007, but this will require the user to become involved in setting-up or modifying text input
files. This will not be a trivial task.
• It is unclear as to whether FEM3A February 2007 can handle an arbitrary location and
orientation of an area source. If this is possible the user would again be required to set-up or
modify text input files. This will be a very involved task and may be impractical. See Section
2.1.2.2.
2.7.1.3 Thermodynamic properties

• No obvious limitations
2.7.1.4 N/A

•
2.7.2 Environments

2.7.2.1 Atmosphere

• It is not clear that zero wind speed could be modelled or would give a numerically-stable
solution.
2.7.2.2 Terrain

• Non-flat terrain can be modelled using FEM3A February 2007. However, pre-processing
tools are only available for flat terrain. Simulation of non-flat terrain would require the user to
specify or modify text input files. This would be an involved process. See Section 2.2.3.1.
2.7.2.3 Obstacles

• Obstacles can be modelled using FEM3A February 2007. However, pre-processing tools are
only available for setting-up a single tank in a rectangular dike. Simulation of differing or
multiple obstacles, such as multiple storage tanks, would require the user to specify or modify
text input files. This would be a very involved process and may not be practical. See Section
2.2.4.1.
2.7.3 Targets/output
2.7.3.1 General situations

• In common with other Reynolds-averaged CFD approaches no information on short timeaveraged concentration fluctuations is available from the model. Only relatively long timemean values are output, but these can be time-varying provided that the time variation is long
compared to turbulent time-scales. See Section 2.6.1.
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2.7.3.2 Steady situations

• All simulations must be run in transient mode.
• It is unclear whether flammable inventory can be obtained from the CFD Analyzer in
TECPLOT (currently used to post-process FEM3A February 2007 output).
2.7.3.3 Time-dependent situations

• It is unclear whether flammable inventory, dose or toxic load can be obtained from FEM3A
February 2007 output files using the CFD Analyzer in TECPLOT (currently used to postprocess FEM3A February 2007 output).
• It is possible that the cumulative execution time could be lengthy for a time-varying source.
See Sections 2.1.1.2 and 2.1.2.3.

2.8 Special features
2.8.1 Capabilities
FEM3A February 2007 contains two turbulence models:
•

an anisotropic algebraic planetary boundary layer (PBL) model;

•

a k-ε model in which the effects of buoyancy are included as a variation of the model
proposed by Betts and Haroutunian (1988) and in which a simple means of allowing for
anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity is also included (Chan, 1994a & 1994b).

Both of the above models provide a mechanism for turbulent mixing to be locally modified by
density gradients; a phenomenon which is directly relevant to atmospheric dispersion of LNG.
Both models also allow for the vertical diffusivity to differ from that in the lateral direction.
However, the PBL approach cannot model the effects which obstacles - such as tanks or dikes have on turbulence generation, and hence mixing and dilution.
FEM3A February 2007 also incorporates a water vapour transport, evaporation and condensation
model.
Betts P L and Haroutunian V, 1988, Finite element calculations of transient dense gas dispersion,
in “Stably stratified flow and dense gas dispersion”, Editor – Puttock J S, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1988, pp 349 – 384, Proc of IMA Conference, Chester, April 1986.
Chan S T, 1994a, Recent upgrades and enhancements of the FEM3A model, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-ID-119749, December.
Chan S T, 1994b, FEM3C – An improved three-dimensional heavy-gas dispersion model: User’s
manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-MA-116567.
2.8.2 Formulation
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Algebraic PBL model
The algebraic PBL model in FEM3A February 2007, documented in Spicer & Havens (1997), is
very similar to that of FEM3 ‘model C’ from Ermak & Chan (1986) and in particular that of
FEM3C (Chan 1994a). However it differs in detail. More information is given in Section 2.8.3.
k-ε model
The k-ε turbulence model in FEM3A February 2007 is partially documented in Spicer & Havens
(1997). It was originally implemented by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and more
complete details of the model can be found in Chan (1994a). The following information has been
provided by the model developer:
“There have been modifications to the original code to account for implementation of boundary
conditions and filtering of the k and epsilon fields for the purpose of controlling numerical
instabilities.”
The k-ε model includes the effects of buoyancy on turbulent mixing as a variation of the model
proposed by Betts and Haroutunian (1988).
In addition, a simple means of allowing for anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity is also included
(Chan, 1994a, 1994b). Note that this feature of the model is not addressed in Spicer & Havens
(1997).
The key similarities and differences between Betts and Haroutunian (1988) and the implementation
as documented in Chan (1994a) are summarised in Section 2.8.3, below.
Water vapour transport, evaporation and condensation model
A water vapour transport, evaporation and condensation model is available in FEM3A February
2007, as originally implemented by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Chan, 1988). The
model developer has supplied the following relevant information:
“A previous version of FEM3 developed by LLNL included accounting for water vapour (and its
condensation/evaporation) using two additional (scalar) PDEs solved in a similar fashion to the
contaminant conservation equation (but including the additional condensation/evaporation terms);
the description on page 106 (Spicer and Havens, 1997) is of the same model outlined by Chan
(1988) starting on page 11, and this model is included in the February 2007 code just as originally
implemented by LLNL. The February 2007 code also includes a decoupled algorithm that can
account for the effect of water condensation. The description of the decoupled algorithm (and the
reason for its implementation) is outlined starting on page 205 of the 1997 FEM3A user’s manual
(Spicer and Havens, 1997). The decoupled algorithm is triggered by a flag in the input file to
PFEM3A.”
Ermak D L and Chan S T, 1986, FEM3 dispersion calculations: Evaluation of turbulence
submodel, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCID – 20933.
Spicer, T O, and J A Havens, 1997, Evaluation of Mitigation Methods for Accidental LNG
Releases: Volume 5/5--Using FEM3A for LNG Accident Consequence Analysis, (Users Manual),
Topical Report for Gas Research Institute, GRI-96/0396.5, April 1997.
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Chan, S T, 1988, FEM3A – A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Gas Transport and
Diffusion: User’s Manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-21043, April
1988.
2.8.3 Mathematical aspects
Algebraic PBL model
The algebraic PBL model in FEM3A February 2007 is as given in Spicer & Havens (1997).
This model uses a scaled friction velocity in the expression for turbulent vertical diffusivity
(equation I.15 in Spicer & Havens, 1997) whereas it appears that the Lawrence Livermore version
(Chan, 1994a) uses the ambient friction velocity (equation 2.12 in Chan 1994a). The scaled friction
velocity is simply the ambient friction velocity multiplied by the ratio of the local wind speed to the
ambient atmospheric wind speed. The expression for Richardson number also differs in the same
fashion. Thus the scaled friction velocity appears in Spicer & Havens (1997), whilst the ambient
friction velocity appears in Chan (1994a).
k-ε model
The key difference between the implementation of the k-ε model in FEM3A February 2007 as
documented in Chan (1994a, 1994b), and that of Betts and Haroutunian (1988), is that in FEM3A
February 2007 a simple means of introducing anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity is included,
whilst the model of Betts and Haroutunian adopts a much more sophisticated anisotropic form. In
FEM3A February 2007, anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity (i.e. a turbulent eddy viscosity which
differs in the vertical and horizontal directions) is introduced by increasing the diffusivities in the
streamwise and transverse directions (i.e. the horizontal directions) by a constant value; Beta_h. The
user can set the value of Beta_h but the recommended value is 6.5.
The transport equations solved for k and ε are the same in FEM3A February 2007 (as documented
in both Chan 1994a, and Spicer & Havens 1997) as that in Betts and Haroutunian (1988). However,
there are small differences in the values of the empirical coefficients for the terms in these
equations, although the values for the Cε3 buoyancy term in the ε-equation are identical.
In addition, clipping procedures are implemented in FEM3A February 2007 for turbulence
parameters to ensure that the solution remains numerically stable. These are documented in Spicer
and Havens (1997), although the following information supplied by the model developers is also
relevant:
“In recent references to the (k-ε) model improvements, the changes have mainly been associated
with the clipping scheme used in the model.”

2.9 Planned scientific developments
None currently planned. The developer has provided the following information:
“Currently, no scientific shortcomings have been identified that require further development work.
The biggest issue for using FEM3A February 2007 is its user interface. The present interface does
allow a person to be productive in a short period of time for limited applications. An improved user
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interface would be beneficial, but there are no current resources that can be committed to this
effort.”
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3.1 User-oriented documentation and help
3.1.1 Written documentation
; User Manual

; Other

A User Manual is available (Spicer & Havens, 1997). However the model has been further
developed since that time. A new users manual for the February 2007 version of FEM3A is
being prepared.
Documentation of the numerical basis and most of the current physical basis of FEM3A
February 2007 is available from reports from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
3.1.2 On-screen help and documentation
: Context-sensitive help : User Manual online

 Other

Input to FEM3A February 2007 is via text files only. There is no GUI for FEM3A February
2007.
FEM3A February 2007 produces a number of text output files, some of which contain
information which can be used to refine a simulation (for example to obtain better convergence).
3.1.3 User support
 Telephone support

 E-mail

 Training courses

; Other

The developer has provided the following information:
“Limited support is available.” This statement applies to both user support and training.
The model developer also states that:
“Because FEM3A was included in 49 CFR 193, the Chemical Hazards Research Center (CHRC)
has tried to answer questions about FEM3A as they arose. Because there has been little external
funding for support efforts such as these, the resources to answer questions has been limited.
The CHRC remains committed to addressing concerns involving the model and considering
questions as best possible given the limitation of resources to address such concerns.”

3.2 Installation procedures
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3.2.1 Medium
 Diskette

 CD-ROM

 Internet download

 Other

Not known, probably CD-ROM.
3.2.2 Procedure
 Copy files manually

 Installation program/script

 Other

Installation procedure not known, although the developer states that no special installation
procedures are required.
The source of FEM3A February 2007, the pre-processing tools for setting-up a flat terrain
simulation with or without a tank/dike, and the post-processing program for converting FEM3A
text output to a form suitable for input to TECPLOT, are all available.
Executables for Windows XP are available for FEM3A February 2007 and the pre-processing
tools for setting-up a flat terrain simulation with or without a tank/dike, as well as the postprocessing program for converting FEM3A text output to a form suitable for input to TECPLOT.
3.2.3 User-friendliness
 Description of procedure

; Help available during installation

The developer has provided the following information:
“Sample output files are available for simple problems to verify installation.”

3.3 Description of the user interface
3.3.1 General properties
: Interactive

: Batch

: Graphical

; Textual

The developer has provided the following information:
“Input data is entered through text files with fixed width fields. Example files are available
which facilitate the process.”
3.3.2 Provision of input
 Edit files directly

 Guided input

 Enter data on graphical forms

 Edit existing files

 Edit default input ; Other

The text input files required to run FEM3A February 2007 are most conveniently set-up by
running the pre-processing tools GRIDGEN and PFEM3A, together with a text file FEM3IN
specified by the user.
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However, GRIDGEN is only able to handle a limited number of configurations (see Section
2.2.4.1 and 2.4.3.1). For example, if the user wanted to simulate multiple storage tanks then the
text input files would need to be specified or modified by the user. This would be a very
involved process and may not be practical.
3.3.3 Information when model running
 Numerical values

 Error/warning messages  Status of calculation

; Other

Rms error statistics are written to a file which is opened and closed after each time-step whilst
the model is running.
The model developer has provided the following information:
“There are some diagnostic messages when errors are encountered. As discussed in Gresho and
Lee (1981), the philosophy of the original model developers was not to develop extensive
techniques to suppress numerical problems but instead to use the numerical problems to help
diagnose where grid or time steps were inadequate to resolve the relevant physics. The guidance
documents by Spicer and Havens (1997) outline counter-measures based on diagnosis of the
(text) output.”
Gresho, P M, and R L Lee, 1981, “Don’t Suppress the Wiggles – They’re Telling You
Something!,” Computers and Fluids, 9, No. 2, 223.
3.3.4 Examining output
Graphical display of output
: Integral graphical display facilities

; Separate graphical display program

: Interactive selection

 Other

Conversion software is available which takes the text output of FEM3A February 2007 and
converts it to a form suitable for input to TECPLOT – a commercial graphical post-processing
software tool.
Examining numerical values
: Integral numerical display facilities

; Separate numerical display facility

; Output files

 Other

Standard FEM3A February 2007 output is as text files.
These text files can be converted for read into TECPLOT, from which numerical values can be
extracted. See the qualifying statement above.

3.4 Internal databases
 Internal databases available

The model developer has provided the following information:
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“All properties can be input through data files; there is a limited internal database built in the
original version of the code from LLNL.”
3.4.1 Databases available
 Material properties

 Scenarios

 Other

Not known.
3.4.2 Access by user
 Access from model

 Access outside model

 Other

Not known.
3.4.3 Modification
 General users

 Administrators only

 No users

 Other

Not known.

3.5 Guidance in selecting model options
3.5.1 Main choices required
 Primary origin details

; Source configuration

 Substance released

; Properties of substance released

; Atmospheric conditions

 Terrain

; Obstacles

 Boundary conditions

; Initial conditions

; Computational domain

; Computational mesh

 Discretisation

; Convergence criterion/a

; Output required

 Other

If using the pre-processing tools GRIDGEN and PFEM3A to create the text input files required
by FEM3A February 2007 then the above choices are required. In this case, boundary conditions,
discretisation and terrain (assumed flat), are imposed by the model.
The following are the main geometrical choices available to a user of these pre-processing tools:
•

the height and radius of a single storage tank;

•

the upwind and lateral extent of a rectangular sloping dike with a user specified height,
slope and flat top;

•

the crosswind and downwind extent of a constant-area rectangular source (if appropriate
the tank is ‘cut-out’ from the central region of the source).

The user can specify that the simulation be carried out with, or without, a vertical plane of
symmetry on the centre-line of the release.
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In principle FEM3A February 2007 can, and has been, applied to a wider range of
configurations: such as complex terrain, multiple tanks, etc. However, in practice there are no
pre-processing tools available to create the necessary text input files, so setting-up these text
input files would be a very involved process and may be impractical.
3.5.2 Guidance in choices available
Sources
; User documentation

 Within interface

 Pre-existing input files

 Other

Type
; Worked examples ; Explicit advice  Pre-set lists of values ; Defaults  Other

The developer has provided the following information:
“Guidance for input data is provide in User’s Guides beginning with Chan (1988) and extending
through Spicer and Havens (1997) to Spicer and Havens (2007 – to be completed).”

3.6 Assistance in the inputting of data
3.6.1 Facilities available
Checks
: Valid range

: Valid type

 Entry has been made

 Other

The developer states that there are no automatic checks on input data validity.
Filing system
 Choose input file location

 Choose input file name

No automatic assistance is given on the selection of input files.
Special case: mesh and surface generation
: Import file formats

 Built-in facility

: Automatic

; User-defined

; Other

Pre-processing tools are available to create the text input files required by FEM3A February
2007 for the special case of a release from a rectangular constant-area vapour source on the
ground, with or without a cylindrical storage tank and/or rectangular dike.
Other configurations would require modification or specification of text input files by the user.
This could be a very involved process.
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3.7 Error messages and checks on use of model beyond its scope
3.7.1 Facilities to trap inappropriate use
: Facilities available
 Checks on intermediate results
 Warning messages given

 Other action taken

The developer states that there are no automatic checks on input data validity.
3.7.2 Error/warning Messages
Occurrence
: During input

: During model run

Type
 Self-explanatory : Look up online

; During output examination

 Other

; Look up in documentation

 Other

See Section 3.3.3.

3.8 Computational aspects
3.8.1 Programming languages
Simulation engine
; Fortran 77

 Fortran 90

 C

 C++

 Pascal

 Other

3.8.2 User programming
 User-defined subroutines permitted
{ Required

{ Optional

 Boundary/initial conditions

 Properties

 Other

; Main source code editable
; All

 Specific parts only

 Other

If the user wished to add a user-defined subroutine, for example for the turbulence profile at the
upwind boundary, then the main source of FEM3A February 2007 would need editing.
The source of FEM3A February 2007, the pre-processing tools for setting-up a flat terrain
simulation with or without a tank/dike, and the post-processing program for converting FEM3A
February 2007 text output to a form suitable for input to TECPLOT, are all available.
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3.8.3 Execution times for specified problems
{ Seconds

{ Minutes

{ Hours

~ Days

The model developer has provided the following information:
“A recent problem simulated at wind tunnel scale involved 60k nodes to simulate the near-field
dispersion of carbon dioxide (concentration only); the simulation took 71 hrs on a 500 MHz Intel
Pentium III Xeon (dual processor) system with 2.0 GB RAM.”

3.9 Clarity and flexibility of output results
3.9.1 Summary of model output

3.9.2 Facilities for display of results
: Graphical formats
 Line (“x-y”) plots
 Display on GIS
; Other
; Numerical formats
; Tabulated output

 Contour plots
 Animated display

 Vector plots
 Virtual reality

 User interrogation

 Other

 Hard copy facilities available directly from program
 Numerical output
 Graphical output

 Other

; Additional software may be required
~ Necessary
{ Optional
Required for
; Line (“x-y”) plots
; Display on GIS
; All

; Contour plots
; Animated display
; Other

; Vector plots
; Virtual reality

Graphical display can be obtained by the use of a conversion tool which takes the text output of
FEM3A February 2007 and converts it into a form suitable for input to TECPLOT – a
commercial graphical post-processing package.
All FEM3A February 2007 input and output files are text files and so can be printed to produce
hardcopies.
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3.10 Suitability to users and usage
3.10.1 Suitability with respect to type of user

Background
; Engineer

; Consultant

 Regulator

Type of experience
; Dispersion
 Statistics

; Fluid dynamics
; Programming

 Thermodynamics
; Numerical methods
 Consequence modelling  Risk analysis

Length of experience
{ Hours
{ Days

{ Weeks

; Academic

{ Months

 Other

~ Years

Programming experience will likely be needed if configurations are to be simulated which are
different from those which can be set-up using the pre-processing tools. See Section
3.10.2 Suitability with respect to type of usage
Intensity
; Specific incidents

; Hazard assessment

; Risk assessment

 Other

Suitability for simulation of configurations which are not addressed by the pre-processing tools
(flat terrain, rectangular constant-area source with or without a single storage tank/rectangular
dike) is possibly marginal, since the process of creating or modifying the required text input files
could be very involved. See Sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.4.1.
Suitability to risk assessment is marginal if a large number of simulations are required, due to
lengthy execution times for a single run.
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3.11 Possible improvements
 Written documentation

 On-line help and documentation

 Installation
; User interface

 Selection/entry of input data

 Information and checks while running
 Output results

The main improvement which could be made to FEM3A February 2007 is a user interface and the
means to straightforwardly set-up configurations other than that of a rectangular constant-area
source in flat terrain with or without a single storage tank/rectangular dike.

3.12 Planned user-oriented developments
A user manual for the February 2007 version of FEM3A is being drafted
The developer has provided the following relevant information:
“The biggest issue for using FEM3A is its user interface. The present interface does allow a person
to be productive in a short period of time for limited applications. An improved user interface
would be beneficial, but there are no current resources that can be committed to this effort.”
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4.1 Summary of verification
4.1.1 Parts of implementation verified
See 4.1.2, below.
4.1.2 Verification undertaken
The developer has provided the following information:
“There have been several exercises in which FEM3A calculations have been verified. In previous
work at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Gresho (1987) identified a mass closure issue
and implemented a correction algorithm in subsequent versions of the model.
At the University of Arkansas, internal validation exercises have been conducted such as:
•
•
•

Simulations with planes of symmetry were compared with full domain simulations (no
plane of symmetry), and the results were found to be identical to the extent possible.
Contaminant mass was integrated over the computational domain as a function of time to
confirm that the total mass was a correct linear function of time with a constant gas
injection rate (Spicer and Havens, 1996).
Computational domains of different extent were compared to ensure the solution did not
change.

In all of these cases, changes in the computational domain resulted in differences in the pressure
field calculated by the model. This is caused by the fact that the velocity boundary conditions are
incorporated in the matrix used to calculate the pressure field including the boundary conditions at
the outflow boundary. Such differences did not significantly change the calculation of the primary
output variables (velocity, temperature, and concentration) when using the PBL turbulence closure
model.
The model for ground cooling was developed independently of FEM3A to ensure the equations
behaved in a consistent fashion with the correct analytical expression before implementation in
FEM3A (in a similar fashion to Kunsch and Fannelop, 1995). After implementation in FEM3A, the
model was checked to ensure it was consistent with previous test cases.
The implementation of PBL and k-epsilon turbulence closure models in FEM3A has been tested for
neutral atmospheric conditions, and the model is able to calculate velocity profiles that are
consistent with observations. These comparisons have not been systematically made for stable
atmospheric conditions.”
Gresho, P M, 1987, “Modification of the FEM3 Model to Ensure Mass Conservation,” Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, UCID-21280.
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Spicer, T O, and J Havens, 1996, “Application of Dispersion Models to Flammable Cloud
Analyses,” Journal of Hazardous Materials, Vol 49, pp 115 - 124.
Kunsch, J P, and T K Fannelop, 1995, “Unsteady heat transfer effects on the spreading and
dilution of dense cold clouds,” Journal of Hazardous Materials, 43, 169-193.
4.1.3 Quality assurance
See qualifying comments in Section 1.6.

4.2 Comments
The vast majority of the development of FEM3A February 2007 was undertaken by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory during the 1980’s and early 1990’s. The coding modifications and
additions by the University of Arkansas since that time have been relatively minor: modification of
the clipping procedures to ensure numerical stability for a range of atmospheric conditions;
additional code to allow for ground cooling; etc. The additional coding introduced by University of
Arkansas to allow for ground cooling has been verified as outlined above.
The coding of FEM3A February 2007 and its ancestors by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory during the 1980’s and early 1990’s, does not appear to have been formally and
rigorously verified. However, there have been numerous broadly successful evaluations of the
original FEM3, FEM3A, FEM3B and FEM3C codes published by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory in which comparisons have been made against both wind tunnel and field trials data.
Whilst this does not formally constitute rigorous verification of FEM3A February 2007, it does
nevertheless provide some confidence in the coding of FEM3A February 2007.
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5. Evaluation against MEP qualitative
assessment criteria

5.1 Scientific criteria
;

Key details of the model available for scientific assessment

Yes, in Spicer & Havens (1997), Spicer & Havens (2005), and previous publications from the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, such as Chan (1983).
;

Model based on accepted/published science.

Yes. The numerical basis of FEM3A February 2007 is as described in Gresho (1980, 1984) and
Chan (1994a). See Section 2.4.3. The physical basis of FEM3A February 2007 is also based on
accepted and published science: the PBL turbulence model is based on publications by Chan
(1983), Ermak & Chan (1986), and in particular Chan (1994a); the k-ε turbulence model is based on
a variation of the model published by Betts & Haroutunian (1988) – see Chan (1994a, 1994b); the
water evaporation and condensation model is as described by Chan (1988).
Chan, S T, 1988, FEM3A – A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Gas Transport and
Diffusion: User’s Manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-21043, April
1988.
;

Model accepts a credible source term

The model does not include an LNG spill vapourisation sub-model. However, if a credible
vapour source term can be defined for the scenario of interest then this can be implemented as a
boundary condition for the model, with three caveats:
•

•
•

set-up of a rectangular constant-area vapour source on the ground is straightforward
using pre-processing software, however other shapes of source will require significant
user involvement to create or modify the necessary FEM3A February 2007 text input
files;
it is not clear that FEM3A February 2007 can handle an area source which is not located
on the ground;
time-varying sources (area and/or flux) can only be handled by repeatedly stopping and
re-running FEM3A February 2007 with a revised source area and/or flux and with initial
conditions specified by the preceding simulation.

See Sections 2.1 (including sub-sections) and 2.7.1.
;

Model accounts for the effects of wind speed

Yes, via specification of the friction velocity. See Section 2.2.2.1.
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Qualitative assessment

Model accounts for the effects of surface roughness on dispersion

Yes, see Section 2.2.3.3.
;

Model accounts for the effects of atmospheric stability on dispersion

Via user-influenced boundary conditions and either a planetary boundary layer (PBL) algebraic
turbulence model or a buoyancy-modified k-ε turbulence model. See Sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.8.
;

Model accounts for passive dispersion

Via a planetary boundary layer (PBL) algebraic turbulence model or a buoyancy-modified k-ε
turbulence model. See Sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.8.
;

Model accounts for gravity-driven spreading

Yes, via the governing transport equations for momentum transport.
;

Model accounts for the effects of buoyancy on dilution

Via a planetary boundary layer (PBL) algebraic turbulence model or a buoyancy-modified k-ε
turbulence model. See Sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.8.
;

Numerical methods are based on accepted/published good practice

Yes. See Section 2.4.3.

5.2 Output criteria
; Model produces output suitable for assessment against MEP statistical performance
measures

FEM3A February 2007produces text output.
A post-processing tool is available which will produce an input file suitable for the TECPLOT
commercial post-processing package, based on FEM3A February 2007 text output. TECPLOT
can be used to produce output suitable for assessment against MEP statistical performance
measures.
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6. Validation performed and evaluation against
MEP quantitative assessment criteria

6.1 Validation already performed
The developer has provided the following information:
“There have been extensive validation efforts for the general algorithmic approach in FEM3; a
reference list will be provided if necessary. In further validation work based on field-scale
experimental programs conducted in the 1980’s, FEM3 simulations were made with the Planetary
Boundary Layer (PBL) turbulence closure model appropriate for use in FEM3 when considering
dispersion of an LNG vapour cloud without significant terrain or obstacle effects (e.g., Morgan et
al., 1984), and agreement between observations and predictions was considered acceptable. (The
PBL turbulence closure model is consistent with the techniques used to model the effect of density
stratification in DEGADIS.) In subsequent field tests, the effect of a fence on LNG vapour cloud
dispersion was investigated in the Falcon Tests; FEM3A simulations were made assuming constant
(turbulent) diffusivity inside the vapour fence (Chan, 1992).
After incorporation of a k-epsilon turbulence closure model by LLNL based on work by Betts and
Haroutunian (1988), our FEM3A validation efforts focused on the interaction between denser-thanair gas effects and obstacles to the flow, particularly using a prototype tank and dike system typical
of what might be constructed in the US. Validation efforts have been based on comparison with
wind tunnel measurements made with carbon dioxide (as a stimulant of LNG vapour based on
Richardson number scaling) over a roughened surface; flows over the roughened wind tunnel floor
will be scalable to field scale and less likely to be influenced by laminarization effects. For the
purposes of validation, FEM3A simulations have been made at wind tunnel scale with carbon
dioxide as the working fluid. The experiments are summarized in Havens and Spicer (2006a).
Agreement between FEM3A model predictions and experimental observations was good,
particularly for near field concentrations.
Additional work has been undertaken to use FEM3A (with its k-epsilon turbulence closure model)
to model the flow around the prototype tank and dike in the near field and then model subsequent
dispersion downwind of the tank and dike with DEGADIS. (Although FEM3A simulations can be
made at wind tunnel scale, DEGADIS simulations should only be made for field-scale conditions.)
As a validation exercise for this approach, FEM3A simulations of wind tunnel experiments were
made at wind tunnel scale as reported in Havens and Spicer (2005). As outlined in Spicer and
Havens (1997), we have scaled the mass fraction of the carbon dioxide (at wind tunnel scale) to
obtain the equivalent mass fraction of LNG vapour (typically assumed to be methane) at field scale
(based on Richardson number scaling); this scale factor works out to be (essentially) identical
numerically to that used by Meroney (1986) who scaled mole fractions taking into account
temperature differences at wind tunnel and field scale. As reported in Havens and Spicer (2005),
the FEM3A simulation of the wind tunnel experiments was scaled to field scale (as LNG vapour)
and the subsequent dispersion downwind of the tank and dike was modelled with DEGADIS to the
methane LFL/2 (2.5% methane). This procedure gave a consistent result with the scaled wind
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tunnel simulation to the carbon dioxide concentration of 0.9 (mole)%. (The mass fraction of 2.5
(mole)% methane is the same as the mass faction of 0.9 (mole)% carbon dioxide.)”
Betts P L and Haroutunian V, 1988, Finite element calculations of transient dense gas dispersion,
in “Stably stratified flow and dense gas dispersion”, Editor – Puttock J S, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1988, pp 349 – 384, Proc of IMA Conference, Chester, April 1986.
Chan, S T, 1992, “Numerical simulations of LNG vapor dispersion from a fenced storage area,”
Journal of Hazardous Materials, 30, 195-224.
Havens, J, and Spicer T, 2005, “LNG Vapor Cloud Exclusion Zones for Spills Into
Impoundments,” American Institute of Chemical Engineers 2005 Spring National Meeting.
Havens, J and Spicer T, 2006a, “Vapor Dispersion and Thermal Hazard Modeling – Final Topical
Report”, to Gas Technology Institute, October 2006.
Meroney, R N, 1986, “Guidelines for Fluid Modeling of LNG Vapor Dispersion,” GRI report.
Morgan, D L, et al, 1984, “Phenomenonology and Modeling of Liquefied Natural Gas Vapor,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-53581, April 1984.
Spicer, T O, and J A Havens, 1997, "Evaluation of Mitigation Methods for Accidental LNG
Releases: Volume 5/5--Using FEM3A for LNG Accident Consequence Analysis," (Users Manual),
Topical Report for Gas Research Institute, GRI-96/0396.5, April 1997.
6.1.1 Validation exercises
Validation comparisons have already been made with:
Wind tunnel releases:
Continuous releases
• CHRC
CO2 release with high dike and tank (Havens & Spicer 2005, Havens &
Spicer 2006a, Havens & Spicer 2006b).
• SMRE
CO2 release from a line source in a wind tunnel, tests 2 & 3 (McQuaid,
1976), evaluated in (Ermak & Chan, 1986).
Havens, J and Spicer T, 2006b, “LNG Safety: Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Models for
LNG Vapor Cloud Dispersion Exclusion Zones,” Gas Technology Institute Workshop, Houston,
Texas, September 2006.
McQuaid, J, 1976, Some experiments on the structure of stably stratified shear flows, Technical
paper P21, Safety in Mines Research Establishment, Sheffield, UK.
Ermak D L and Chan S T, 1986, FEM3 dispersion calculations: Evaluation of turbulence
submodel, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCID – 20933.
Havens & Spicer (2005) report that:
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“The downwind distance to LFL/2 gas concentration is estimated to be 2.6 m (at wind tunnel scale)
and the approximate downwind distance observed in the wind tunnel for this experiment was 3.4 m.
This is an approximately 30% under-prediction of the distance indicated by the wind tunnel tests.
Current efforts are directed to bringing this agreement closer by consideration of more appropriate
description of the turbulence closure methods used as well as boundary condition specification
issues that have been shown to be important.” Note that in this work simulations were undertaken
using the k-ε turbulence model with buoyancy modifications.
Havens & Spicer (2006b) elaborate on the above comparison between FEM3A results and wind
tunnel results, showing that at the Upper Flammability Limit (UFL) the model replicates the
measurements almost exactly, but by the time concentrations have dropped to the Lower
Flammability Limit (LFL) the model under-predicts the distance by 22%, rising to an underprediction of 26% at LFL/2.
Ermak & Chan (1986) report that “….the results obtained from the FEM3 model C calculations (i.e.
as implemented in the original version of FEM3A) were very encouraging….”.
Field trial releases:
Continuous releases
• Maplin Sands
• Burro
• Burro
• Coyote
• Falcon

tests 47, 49, 50, 54 (Chan & Ermak, 1985)*
tests 8 & 9, with and without terrain (Morgan et al, 1984)*+
test 8, with and without terrain (Chan, 1994a & 1997)#
tests 5 & 6 (Morgan et al, 1984)*+
tests 1,3 & 4 (Chan, 1992)+

Chan S T and Ermak D L, 1985, Further assessment of FEM3 – a numerical model for the
dispersion of heavy gases over complex terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report
No. UCRL – 92497.
All of the above field trials are for releases of LNG.
*FEM3 model evaluated.
#

FEM3C model evaluated.

Chan & Ermak (1985) report that “In general good agreement between model predictions and field
data was observed”.
+

See Section 6.1 above for an outline of these validation exercises.

The later evaluations of FEM3C (using the k-ε turbulence model) - against the Burro 8 field trials
by Chan (1994a & 1997), were broadly successful in capturing both the qualitative and quantitative
features of the measured concentration field.
Instantaneous releases
• Thorney Island
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Koopman R P, Ermak DL and Chan S T, 1989, A review of recent field tests and mathematical
modelling of atmospheric dispersion of large spills of denser-than-air gases, Atmospheric Env, Vol
23, pp 731 – 745.
*FEM3 model evaluated.
Koopman et al (1989) provides a summary of modelling and field trials work at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and elsewhere, including simulation of three of the Thorney Island
instantaneous releases of Freon using FEM3. For one of these releases (test 13) a simulation was
undertaken using the PBL turbulence sub-model C (Ermak & Chan, 1986) in FEM3, which is
similar to the PBL turbulence model implemented in FEM3A February 2007. Koopman et al state:
“The present K model produced the best agreement, but further improvement is needed to better
simulate the early phase of the release. This K model still does not adequately account for
significantly perturbed velocities due to the presence of obstacles or heavy gas clouds.” Overall, the
model significantly under-predicted the maximum downwind distance to concentrations in a range
comparable to that of LFL/2 for LNG.

6.2 Evaluation against MEP quantitative assessment criteria
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.1 Validation cases modelled
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.2 Model performance for key statistical evaluation parameters
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.3 Evaluation against quantitative assessment criteria
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.4 Additional comments
This section not yet applicable.

6.3 Conclusions
From the existing validation studies it appears that:
•

•

overall, the algebraic PBL turbulence model provides broadly acceptable predictions
when compared to continuous, unobstructed, field trial releases of LNG, although the
exact form of its implementation in FEM3A February 2007 may differ slightly from that
of the earliest validation exercises;
for an instantaneous field trial release of Freon the algebraic PBL turbulence model leads
to a significant under-prediction in the maximum downwind distance to concentrations
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comparable to that of LFL/2 for LNG, although again exact form of its implementation in
FEM3A February 2007 may differ slightly from that of the validation exercise;
for wind tunnel continuous releases of CO2 in the presence of a tank and dike, and when
using the k-ε turbulence model with buoyancy modifications and simple anisotropy
effects, FEM3A as of February 2007 provides accurate prediction of the downwind
distance to UFL, but under-predicts the distance to LFL and LFL/2 by 22% and 26%,
respectively.
for continuous, unobstructed, field trial releases of LNG, FEM3C (using the same form
of k-ε turbulence model as implemented in FEM3A February 2007) was broadly
successful in capturing both the qualitative and quantitative features of the measured
concentration field.
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7. Conclusions

General model description
FEM3A February 2007 is a finite element based 3-D unsteady Reynolds-averaged CFD code. It was
originally developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory by Stevens T Chan and Donald L
Ermak, during the 1980’s and 1990’s, specifically for the modelling of dense gas dispersion in the
atmospheric boundary layer. It appears to be most closely related to the FEM3C model from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Chan, 1994a). It has undergone further more minor
development and application, specifically for the modelling of LNG vapour dispersion, at the
Chemical Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas.
FEM3A February 2007 is based on a single-block structured mesh composed of general
hexahedrons.
Turbulence closure models and other sub-models are specifically developed to model the important
features of dispersion of an LNG vapor cloud in the atmosphere.
The model requires text-based, formatted, input files. FEM3A February 2007 output is a text file.
There is a conversion program available which operates on this output file to produce a format
suitable for input to TECPLOT – commercial post-processing software.
The source and executables of FEM3A February 2007, the pre-processing tools for setting-up a flat
terrain simulation with or without a tank/dike, and the post-processing program for converting
FEM3A February 2007 text output to a form suitable for input to TECPLOT, can all be licensed
from the Gas Technology Institute.

Scientific basis of model
The numerical basis of FEM3A February 2007 is inherited from the original FEM3 model (Chan,
1983). FEM3A February 2007 uses a modified form of the Galerkin finite element method for
integration in space along with an Euler explicit finite difference method for integration in time to
solve the conservation equations for total mass, momentum, and energy. The temporal and spatial
schemes are stated as being second-order-accurate.
There are two turbulence models in FEM3A February 2007: an anisotropic algebraic planetary
boundary layer (PBL) model; a k-ε model in which the effects of buoyancy are included as a
variation of the model proposed by Betts and Haroutunian (1988) and a simple means of allowing
for anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity is also included (Chan, 1994a, 1994b). The algebraic PBL
model is similar to that of ‘model C’ from Ermak & Chan (1986) for the FEM3 model and in
particular is very similar to that of FEM3C as reported in Chan (1994a). The k-ε turbulence model
was originally implemented by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, but with some more
recent relatively minor modifications. Both of these turbulence models include mechanisms which
lead to a local damping of turbulent mixing in the presence of stable density gradients, a
phenomenon important which is significant for LNG spills or stable atmospheric conditions.
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A water vapour transport, evaporation and condensation model is available in FEM3A February
2007, as originally implemented by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Chan, 1988).
A model to account for cooling of the ground has recently been implemented and tested in FEM3A
February 2007 (Havens & Spicer, 2005).
The model does not include a LNG spill and vaporisation sub-model. Therefore a credible vapour
source term has to be defined by the user.

Limits of applicability
Source:
• FEM3A February 2007 is most easily used by applying pre-processing tools to create the
required text input files. These pre-processing tools are available. However, they are limited
to the specification of a constant-area rectangular source at ground level, with constant flux of
vapour. Time-variation in the extent of the rectangular source and/or its emission rate can
only be approximated by conducting multiple runs of FEM3A February 2007 with differing
input conditions for each run.
• In principle non-rectangular sources at ground level can be handled by FEM3A February
2007, but this will require the user to become involved in setting-up or modifying text input
files. This will not be a trivial task.
• It is unclear as to whether FEM3A February 2007 can handle an arbitrary location and
orientation of an area source. If this is possible the user would again be required to set-up or
modify text input files. This will be a very involved task and may be impractical.
Environment:
• It is not clear that zero wind speed could be modelled or would give a numerically-stable
solution.
• Non-flat terrain can be modelled using FEM3A February 2007. However, pre-processing
tools are only available for flat terrain. Simulation of non-flat terrain would require the user to
specify or modify text input files. This would be an involved process.
• Obstacles can be modelled using FEM3A February 2007. However, pre-processing tools are
only available for setting-up a single tank in a rectangular dike. Simulation of differing or
multiple obstacles, such as multiple storage tanks, would require the user to specify or modify
text input files. This would be a very involved process and may not be practical.
Targets/output:
• In common with other Reynolds-averaged CFD approaches no information on short timeaveraged concentration fluctuations is available from the model. Only relatively long timemean values are output, but these can be time-varying provided that the time variation is long
compared to turbulent time-scales.
• All simulations must be run in transient mode.
• It is possible that the cumulative execution time could be lengthy for a time-varying source.
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User-oriented aspects of model
Model input and output is via formatted text files: there is no user interface.
However, pre-processing tools are available for creating text input files for the case of a rectangular
constant-area source, with or without a storage tank/rectangular dike. In addition, a post-processing
program for converting FEM3A February 2007 text output to a form suitable for input to
TECPLOT – a commercial graphical post-processing software package – is available.
A new users manual is being written, but the key basis and use of FEM3A February 2007 is already
documented in Spicer & Havens (1997) and earlier reports by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory.
Limited user support and training is available. This is subject to the limitations of resources at the
Chemical Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas.
The source of FEM3A February 2007 is available. The code is written in FORTRAN 77. Model
run-times could be lengthy (24 hours or more).

Verification performed
The vast majority of the development of FEM3A February 2007 was undertaken by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory during the 1980’s and early 1990’s. The coding modifications and
additions by the University of Arkansas since that time have been relatively minor: modification of
the clipping procedures to ensure numerical stability for a range of atmospheric conditions;
additional code to allow for ground cooling; etc. The additional coding introduced by University of
Arkansas to allow for ground cooling has been verified.
The coding of FEM3A February 2007 and its predecessors FEM3, FEM3A, FEM3B and FEM3C,
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory during the 1980’s and early 1990’s, does not appear to
have been formally and rigorously verified. However, there have been numerous broadly successful
evaluations of published by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in which comparisons have
been made against both wind tunnel and field trials data. Whilst this does not formally constitute
rigorous verification of FEM3A February 2007, it does nevertheless provide some confidence in the
coding of FEM3A February 2007.

Evaluation against MEP qualitative assessment criteria
Model meets the qualitative assessment criteria.

Validation performed and evaluation against MEP quantitative
assessment criteria
From the existing validation studies it appears that:
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• overall, the algebraic PBL turbulence model provides broadly acceptable predictions when
compared to continuous, unobstructed, field trial releases of LNG;
• for an instantaneous field trial release of Freon the algebraic PBL turbulence model leads to a
significant under-prediction in the maximum downwind distance to concentrations
comparable to that of LFL/2 for LNG;
• for wind tunnel continuous releases of CO2 in the presence of a tank and dike, and when using
the k-ε turbulence model with buoyancy modifications and anisotropy effects, FEM3A
February 2007 provides accurate prediction of the downwind distance to UFL, but underpredicts the distance to LFL and LFL/2 by 22% and 26%, respectively.
• for continuous, unobstructed, field trial releases of LNG, FEM3C (using the same form of k-ε
turbulence model as implemented in FEM3A February 2007) was broadly successful in
capturing both the qualitative and quantitative features of the measured concentration field.

Advantages and disadvantages of model
Advantages
• FEM3A February 2007 is based on previously tested and published numerical and physical
sub-models.
• The physical sub-models are specifically tailored to the modelling of LNG vapour
dispersion.
• For the specific case of a rectangular constant-area source with or without a storage
tank/rectangular dike, pre-processing tools are provided which permit relatively rapid set-up
of the model (the model developer indicates about 8 hours).
• A user manual is available (Spicer & Havens, 1997) which will soon be updated.
• Validation against field trials and wind tunnel data has been reported which indicates that
the model is capable of providing credible and broadly acceptable predictions when
compared against this data.
Disadvantages
• There is no user interface. All input and output is via formatted text files.
• Model set-up for configurations comprising non-flat terrain/multiple obstacles/nonrectangular area source, could be very involved and may be impractical.
• There is very limited error handling of model input and limited information is output whilst
the model is running.
• Quality of the results will depend strongly on the way on in which the model has been
applied.
• Model use will require user experience in CFD and some knowledge of atmospheric
dispersion.
• Run-times are lengthy (24 hours or more).

Suitability of protocol for assessment of model
The protocol is suitable for assessment of the model.
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Appendix 1: Actively-generated information
Summary of validation results: not available at this stage.
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Appendix 2: Comments from
model supplier/proponent
The following comments were received from the developer of FEM3A February 2007 in response
to the first version of this Model Evaluation Report. The comments have been taken into account in
revising this second, final, version.
COMMENT: E-mail from T Spicer on 27/3/07: pg 26, you state that the FISSLE convergence is set
by FEM3A, but FISSLE is a direct solution method so there is no convergence process.
RESPONSE: Section 2.4.3.3 has been amended accordingly.
This second version of the Model Evaluation Report also incorporates modifications in Section 1
which expand upon and further clarify the historical basis and lineage of FEM3A as of February
2007. This clarification also appears as slight modifications in Section 7, under sub-headings
‘General model description’, ‘Scientific basis of model’.
Section 2.8 has been modified following receipt from the developer (27/3/07) of a report by Chan
(1994a). In particular, this report clarifies that the k-ε model in FEM3A February 2007 includes
simple modifications to allow for the effects of anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity. This is not
clear from the 1997 user’s manual (Spicer & Havens, 1997): note that a new user’s manual is being
written. Other references to the k-ε model in FEM3A February 2007, for example in Section 7, have
been amended accordingly.
In addition, following receipt of Chan (1994a) the description of the algebraic PBL model has been
modified in Section 2.8.
Additional validation exercises in which the FEM3C code was evaluated against the Burro 8 field
trial have been added to Section 6, Validation. A summary of the outcome of these additional
validation exercises has been included in Sections 6.3 and Section 7 – Validation performed.
Chan S T, 1994a, Recent upgrades and enhancements of the FEM3A model, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-ID-119749, December.
Spicer, T O, and J A Havens, 1997, Evaluation of Mitigation Methods for Accidental LNG
Releases: Volume 5/5--Using FEM3A for LNG Accident Consequence Analysis, (Users Manual),
Topical Report for Gas Research Institute, GRI-96/0396.5, April 1997.
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Key to summary information
In Sections 1-3 summary information is provided on many aspects of the model. This is organised
as follows:
(a) Where there is a mutually exclusive choice of options, the relevant choice is denoted by a circle
containing a dot ~, while the remaining choices are accompanied by an empty circle {.
(b) A square box containing a tick ; denotes that a feature is present or an option applies to the
model; if the box contains a cross :, this emphasises that the feature is not present or that the
option does not apply.
(c) A character between square brackets can convey one of the following meanings:
[U] denotes that the user can specify the details of the feature;
[M] denotes that the model specifies the details of the feature;
[X] denotes that the feature is absent or not considered;
[9] denotes that the feature is present
[?] denotes that the status of the feature is uncertain;
[n] denotes that the item has the value n.

(d) Any parts which are greyed out are not relevant to the model in question.
(e) Comments may be added in any section. They should be brief.
In Section 2 – “Scientific basis”
A simple categorisation of dense gas dispersion models is included in the protocol, consisting of
four main types:
(a) Simplified empirical screening models or screening tools based on either a generic interpretation
of a problem or specific experience in a restricted domain
(b) One-dimensional integral models in which the development of the flow is in one spatial
dimension. Variations of, say, the concentration field in the other two dimensions are
accommodated by the assumption of self-similarity in the concentration field.
(c) Shallow-layer models or two-dimensional integral models in which the development of the flow
is in two spatial dimensions
(d) Fully three-dimensional models allowing for the development of the flow field in three spatial
dimensions and time. This would include computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the attendant
models for turbulence.
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0. Evaluation information

0.1 Protocol
This scientific assessment was carried out using the LNG Model Evaluation Protocol (2007)
derived from the SMEDIS Model Evaluation Protocol, Version 2.0 (7 December 2000), and the
Model Evaluation Report template Version 4.

0.2 Evaluator
The scientific assessment was carried out by:
Dr C J Lea on behalf of the Health and Safety Laboratory

0.3 Date
The date of this scientific assessment is 8-9 February 2007. Minor additions and modifications were
made on 8th March 2007 and subsequently on 30th March 2007.

0.4 Documentation
0.4.1 References
The following references were used in this scientific assessment.

0.4.1.1 Supplied documents

[1] Completed model evaluation questionnaire, supplied 3/2/07 by E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
[2] Presentation and slides from August 2006 GMU Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion
Modeling Conference, supplied 3/2/07 by E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
[3] Presentation and slides from September 2006 GTI Conference: LNG Safety: The Status of
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Models for LNG Exclusion Zones, supplied 3/2/07 by E
David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
[4] Written response to request for clarification on DOE-NETL LNG dispersion model, supplied
7/2/07 by E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
[5] Written response to further request for clarification on DOE-NETL LNG turbulence models,
supplied 9/2/07 by E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
[6] Turbulence model formulation for NETL LNG model – PBL model formulation, supplied
9/2/07 by E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
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0.4.1.2 Other references

[A] FLUENT 6.2 User Guide:
http://www.engres.odu.edu/Applications/fluent6.2/help/pdf/ug/pdf.htm
[B] Fluent web-site: http://www.fluent.com/
[C] Spicer T and Havens J, 1996, Evaluation of mitigation methods for accidental releases of LNG
releases, Volume 5/5: Using FEM3A for LNG accident consequence analysis, Gas Research
Institute, GRI-96/0396-5.
[D] Hanna S R, Hansen O R and Dharmavaram S, 2004, FLACS CFD air quality model
performance evaluation with Kit Fox, MUST, Praire Grass and EMU observations, Atmos Env, Vol
38, p 4675 – 4687.
[E] Ermak D L and Chan S T, 1986, “FEM3 Dispersion Calculations: Evaluation of Turbulence
Submodel”, Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory, UCID-20933.
[F] S.T. Chan, 1997, A Three-Dimensional Model for Simulating Atmospheric Dispersion of
Heavy-Gases Over Complex Terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, UCRL-JC-127475.
[G] Chan S T, 1994a, Recent upgrades and enhancements of the FEM3A model, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-ID-119749, December.
[H] Chan S T, 1994b, FEM3C – An improved three-dimensional heavy-gas dispersion model:
User’s manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-MA-116567.
[I] Chan S T, 1983, FEM3 – A finite element model for the simulation of heavy gas dispersion and
incompressible flow: User’s manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL
– 53397.
[J] Betts P L and Haroutunian V, 1988, Finite element calculations of transient dense gas
dispersion, in “Stably stratified flow and dense gas dispersion”, Editor – Puttock J S, Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1988, pp 349 – 384, Proc of IMA Conference, Chester, April 1986.
[K] Havens J and Spicer T, 2003, Evaluation of mitigation methods for accidental LNG releases,
the FEM3A model: continuing wind tunnel verification final topical report, GRI - 03/0104.
0.4.2 Comments on documentation supplied
0.4.3 Major omissions and uncertainties arising
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1. General model description

1.1 Name, version number and release date
Name:

DOE-NETL LNG dispersion module for FLUENT 6.2/6.3.

Version number:

Model not yet released, pre-alpha

Release date:

Not applicable

1.2 Short description of model
The model developer has provided the following information:
“The module is a set of User Defined Functions (UDFs) to improve the capability of the FLUENT
CFD package to predict the dispersion of dense gas, specifically liquefied natural gas (LNG) vapor
in the atmosphere. The module is enabled by “hooking” the appropriate function name to the
FLUENT code through the GUI (or optionally the TUI – text user interface). The primary
components of the module are: (1) an anisotropic algebraic turbulence model based on dense gas
Planetary Boundary Layer theory, (2) an anisotropic two-equation turbulence model built on the
standard k-ε model and (3) a water vaporization/condensation model.”
The development version of the module is compatible with FLUENT Versions 6.2 and 6.3.

1.3 Model type
{ Screening tool { Integral model

{ Shallow layer model

{ 1-D

~ 3-D

{ 2-D

~ CFD model

1.4 Route of model into evaluation project
1.4.1 Model supplier

; Developer

 Licensee

; Other

Contact details:
Name:

E David Huckaby

Address:

US Dept of Energy, National Energy Technology Laboratory, PO Box 88,
Morgantown, WV 26507-0880
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Telephone:

304-285-5457

Fax:

304-285-4403

E-mail/Web:

huckaby@netl.doe.gov

Category 1: General model description

David Huckaby at DOE-NETL is the team lead for a project to develop and test a set of User
Defined Functions (UDF) for FLUENT for LNG gas dispersion simulations. In addition to David
Huckaby, the testing and development team currently consists of Mehrad Shahnam (NETL Site
Support Contractor, ANSYS-FLUENT), Gilles Eggenspieler (NETL Site Support Contractor,
ANSYS-FLUENT) and Kartik Mahalatkar (NETL Site Support Contractor, ANSYS-FLUENT).
FLUENT is a general-purpose commercial CFD package which is under continual development and
with regular releases. The current release is 6.3. FLUENT allows users to extend the capabilities of
the package by User Defined Functions (UDF). David Huckaby and the team above are developing
these UDF. The main FLUENT package is developed by ANSYS Inc. www.ansys.com
1.4.2 Model developer

; As above

Contact details:
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail/Web:

1.5 History of model
1.5.1 Model ancestors

The model developer has provided the following information:
“The LNG dispersion module is based on the documentation of the FEM3A model initially
developed during the 1980's by Stevens Chan at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and
further enhancements documented/implemented by Jerry Havens, Thomas Spicer and their students
at the University of Arkansas - Chemical Hazards Research Center.”
______
Chan (1994a) provides a useful overview of the historical development of the FEM3 line of models,
upon which the following description is based:
•

The original FEM3 model was developed and documented by Chan (1983) at the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.

•

In 1988 the original FEM3A model was released (Chan, 1988). This incorporated a number
a number of enhancements to FEM3: instantaneous releases in addition to continuous
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Category 1: General model description

releases; multiple, overlapping, sources; ability to handle obstructions such as buildings,
tanks and dikes; an improved algebraic turbulence model; addition of a dispersed phasechange sub-model for handling water vapour condensation and subsequent evaporation; an
additional solver suitable for large-scale problems; simplified input.
•

The original FEM3A model conserved mass “reasonably well” for density changes relevant
to dispersion of LNG. However, for larger density differences seen with other substances
mass was apparently not well-conserved. The FEM3B model was released in 1990 to
address this problem.

•

Until 1990 the effects of turbulence were included in the FEM3 line of models via an
anisotropic algebraic planetary boundary layer (PBL) model (based on a K-theory
approach). In the early 1990’s FEM3B was further enhanced by incorporation of a two
equation k-ε turbulence model. The turbulence model incorporated the effects of buoyancy
on turbulent mixing as a simplified variation of a model proposed by Betts and Haroutunian
(1988). A simple means of allowing for anisotropy (differing turbulent diffusivity in the
horizontal and vertical directions) was also included. This model is described by Chan
(1994a, 1994b). It was released as FEM3C. (Also see Chan, 1997).

•

Since the mid 1990’s, development of the FEM3 line of models has continued at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. For example their most recent version is FEM3MP (Leach
et al, 2005), suitable for use on massively parallel computers.

•

It appears that there has been a gradual divergence between the development efforts at
University of Arkansas, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, since the mid
1990’s. The former research group have concentrated on model development and
application for LNG spills, whilst the latter group have extended use of the FEM3 line of
models to scenarios such as chemical release in complex urban environments.

Chan S T, 1983, FEM3 – A finite element model for the simulation of heavy gas dispersion and
incompressible flow: User’s manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL
– 53397.
Chan, S T, 1988, FEM3A – A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Gas Transport and
Diffusion: User’s Manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-21043, April
1988.
Betts P L and Haroutunian V, 1988, Finite element calculations of transient dense gas dispersion,
in “Stably stratified flow and dense gas dispersion”, Editor – Puttock J S, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1988, pp 349 – 384, Proc of IMA Conference, Chester, April 1986.
Chan S T, 1994a, Recent upgrades and enhancements of the FEM3A model, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-ID-119749, December.
Chan S T, 1994b, FEM3C – An improved three-dimensional heavy-gas dispersion model: User’s
manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL-MA-116567.
Chan S T, 1997, A three-dimensional model for simulating atmospheric dispersion of heavy-gases
over complex terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL –JC-127475.
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Leach M J, Chan S T and Lundquist J K, 2005, High-resolution CFD simulation of airflow and
tracer dispersion in New York City, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Report No. UCRL–
CONF-216801.
1.5.2 Features inherited

An anisotropic algebraic turbulence model based on dense gas Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL)
theory. See Chan (1994a) and Spicer & Havens (1996).
A two-equation turbulence model built on the standard k-ε model in which the effects of buoyancy
on turbulence are included as a variation of the model proposed by Betts & Haroutunian (1988) and
a simple means of accounting for anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity is also included. See Chan
(1994a).
A water evaporation and condensation model, as per the model description in Spicer & Havens
(1996) and based on Chan (1988).
The package in which the above models have been implemented is the FLUENT Version 6.2/6.3
software.
See Section 2.8 for more details.

1.6 Quality assurance standards adopted
1.6.1 Model development

 MEG guidelines ; Other

Model development is based on physical sub-models developed at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and further model enhancements documented/implemented by Jerry
Havens, Thomas Spicer and their students at the University of Arkansas - Chemical Hazards
Research Center.
The development of the model is being guided by the outcome of evaluations against wind
tunnel data from the Chemical Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas, and field trial
spills of LNG, i.e. 1980 Burro trials at China Lake, California.
1.6.2 Software development

 National

 International

 Organisation

; ISO 9000 ; Other

No information provided on quality assurance standards for the UDF modules.
The FLUENT package is developed using a quality management system which is registered to
the ISO 9001:2000 international standard and the TickIT standard for software development.
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1.7 Relationship with other models
1.7.1 Status of dispersion model being evaluated

{ Self-contained

{ Can be used as one part of suite

~ Inextricably bound to other models

~ General-purpose, specific application

{ Other

The UDF which embody the anisotropic turbulence models and water condensation/evaporation
model require FLUENT. FLUENT is a general-purpose CFD package which is being tailored to
the specific application of dispersion of LNG, via these UDF.
1.7.2 N/A

1.7.3 Interfacing with other models

Requires FLUENT.
FLUENT has a variety of output formats, which can be read by many visualization/analysis
packages.
FLUENT can import CFD meshes in a range of formats.
Gambit - the geometric modeling/mesh generation tool which is packaged with FLUENT - will
input CAD data as well as input/output to a number of mesh and geometry formats.

1.8 Current model usage
1.8.1 Type of user

Background
; Engineer

 Consultant

Type of experience
 Dispersion
 Programming

 Fluid dynamics
 Thermodynamics
 Consequence modelling  Risk analysis

Length of experience
{ Hours
{ Days

 Regulator

{ Weeks

 Academic

{ Months

 Other

 Numerical methods
 Other
~ Years

The model is under development. There is no user-base as such. Current usage is by its
developer, whose background is mechanical engineering.
1.8.2 Model distribution

Location
 Outside model developer
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 Country of origin
 Continent of origin
 Worldwide
 Other
 Industry
 Consultancies  Universities  Regulatory authorities  Other
Numbers
{ <5

{ 5-10

{ 10-50

{ 50-100

{ >100

The model is under development. The UDF are not yet publicly available. Distribution of the UDF
has not yet been determined.

1.9 Hardware and software requirements
1.9.1 List of requirements

Computer platforms
; PC
; Workstation

; Parallel machine

Operating system
 DOS
; Windows

; UNIX

Additional software
~ Required
 Compiler

 VMS

 Other
; Other

{ Optional
{ Not required
 Graphics package  GIS
; Other

Linux operating system also supported for FLUENT.
FLUENT is required.

1.10 Availability and costs
{ Proprietary

{ Shareware

{ Public domain

 Licence

 Perpetual licence/buy outright

{ Other
 Not available

 Other

The FLUENT package is proprietary and is available under a number of licencing arrangements.
The final availability of the UDF, and any additional licence fees for these LNG-specific
modules, has not yet been determined.
Currently the UDF are under development. DOE-NETL should be contacted for information on
their availability.
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2. Scientific basis of model

2.0 Model type
The present model may be classified as
 empirical

 integral

 shallow

; 3D

2.1 Specification of the source
2.1.1 Primary origin for source

2.1.1.1 Types of release conditions available directly to dispersion model

 Release models available
 Liquid jet
 Liquid pool

 Catastrophic release

; Other

The model does not specifically include a source term for spills of LNG. However there is a
capability for the user to specify and include area and volume, steady and unsteady, source terms
in FLUENT. The FLUENT user manual provides general examples.
The developer intends that examples for the specification of LNG source terms will form part of
a validation/example case set, and also that model set-up guidelines will be provided.
There is currently no modelling of liquid to vapour source evolution. However the model
developers anticipate developing a routine for this purpose to aid the validation process. The
model developer has provided the following information:
“As of mid-March two models have been developed/implemented to account for liquid LNG
spills. The team is currently testing and assessing the models against experimental data.”
2.1.1.2 Source geometry handled by the dispersion model

Pool plan view
; Circular

; Long trench

; Other

Liquid containment
; No dike

; Dike

; High collar bund

; Other

User-specified shapes, dimensions and locations of area or volume sources can be specified in
FLUENT. Arbitrary geometries relevant to containment of liquid can be specified in FLUENT,
provided that an appropriate mesh can be fitted to the desired geometry.
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2.1.2 Fluid dynamic properties of source
2.1.2.1 Instantaneous releases

; Instantaneous releases
[U] Spatial dimensions

[U] Symmetry

[U] Velocity

[U] Volume

[U] Density

[U] Mass

[U] Multiple sources

[U] Elevation

[U] Other

[9] Entrained air

The user can specify the initial conditions of the vapour release, including its concentration.
Air entrainment after vapour release cannot be specified. FLUENT handles the effects of air
entrainment with a fidelity which depends on the capabilities of the turbulence model and which
is also affected by the degree to which spatial and temporal numerical errors are minimised.
2.1.2.2 Continuous releases

; Continuous releases
[U] Spatial dimensions

[U] Orientation

[U] Symmetry

[U] Velocity
[U] Volume flow rate

[U] Density

[U] Mass flow rate

[U] Multiple sources

[U] Elevation

[U] Other

[9] Entrained air
[n/a] Model can recalculate source dimensions

The user can specify the boundary conditions of the vapour release, including its concentration.
Air entrainment after vapour release cannot be specified. FLUENT handles the effects of air
entrainment with a fidelity which depends on the capabilities of the turbulence model and which
is also affected by the degree to which spatial numerical errors are minimised.
2.1.2.3 Time-varying releases

; Time-varying releases
[U] Spatial dimensions

[U] Orientation

[U] Volume flow rate

[U] Density

[U] Mass flow rate

[U] Multiple sources

[U] Time variation

[U] Other

[9] Entrained air
[n/a] Model can recalculate source dimensions

The user can specify the initial and time-varying boundary conditions of the vapour release,
including its concentration.
See comments above regarding air entrainment.
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2.1.2.4 Other aspects of release types

: Guidance provided on choice of dispersion source type
 Instantaneous

 Continuous  Time-varying

 Other

The provision of guidance on model set-up, including a library/archive of example cases, is
planned in the development programme.
2.1.3 Thermodynamic properties of source
[U] Temperature

[U] Isothermal

; Other

The source temperature can be specified by the user. The released material can be specified to be
at the same temperature as the surrounding ambient. A source with pressure different from
ambient (downstream of an evaporator?) can also be specified by the user.
2.1.4 Material nature of source
; Pre-defined substances
: LNG

; Methane

[n>>1] Other (#)

The thermo-physical database in FLUENT contains other hydrocarbons besides methane: ethane,
propane, etc.
; Mixtures
[U] True mixtures [U/M] Effective single-component mixtures ; Passive tracer
[] Other

A multi-component species model is being applied in the development activity.
; Dependence of physical properties
[U/M] Temperature

[U] Pressure

DOE-NETL LNG dispersion module for FLUENT 6.2/6.3
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2.2 Specification of the environment
2.2.1 Frame of reference

2.2.1.1 Coordinate system

; Cartesian

 Cylindrical polar

 Spherical polar

; Other

It is possible to set-up a two-dimensional simulation as an alternative to the usual threedimensional mode of application.
2.2.1.2 N/A

2.2.2 Atmosphere
2.2.2.1 Mean wind field

 Mean wind parameterised
 Vertical profile

 Horizontal field

[] Stratification

[] Other

 Time-varying

 Vertical velocity profiles used
 Logarithmic

 Other

[] Velocity at reference height

[] Friction velocity specified

; Mean wind modelled
[U] Vertical profile

[U] Horizontal field

[U] Time variation

 Other

; Zero wind allowed

The developer specifies the mean wind field (velocity/temperature variation) at the upwind
boundary.
2.2.2.2 Turbulence

 Turbulence parameterised

; Turbulence modelled

See Section 2.3.1.5.
The user has to define profiles of turbulence variables at the upwind boundary. These profiles are
being obtained by the developer from an auxiliary simulation in which turbulence profiles are
allowed to evolve to be consistent with the desired velocity profile.
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2.2.2.3 Stratification

; Stability ranges
[U] neutral [U] stable

[U] unstable

 Stratification parameterised
 Vertical density profile

 Horizontal density field

 Time-varying

[] Pasquill-Gifford stability categories used

[] Monin-Obukhov length used

 Monin-Obukhov ↔ Pasquill-Gifford conversion
; Stratification modelled
[] Vertical density profile

[U] Time-varying

; Other

The user can define a temperature profile at the upwind boundary. Density is calculated from an
equation of state.
The user has to define profiles of turbulence variables at the upwind boundary, appropriate for
the specified atmospheric stability. The developer is obtaining these profiles from an auxiliary
simulation in which turbulence profiles are allowed to evolve to be consistent with the desired
velocity profile. Surface heat flux can be specified at the ground.
2.2.2.4 Use of meteorological data

: Meteorological data used
[] Temperature

[] Humidity

[] Cloud cover

[] Date/time

[] Latitude/longitude

[] Other

Input and automatic use of meteorological data is not a feature of the model.
The model developer has provided the following information:
“Developed outside of this project, FLUENT 6.3 has a “solar-calculator” which calculates the
“normal”, “vertical diffuse”, “horizontal diffuse” and “reflected” heat fluxes. The inputs are the:
(1) time of day, (2) date, (3) location on the earth, (4) “sunshine factor”. Note that the output of
this “calculator” must be manually applied to the appropriate surfaces of the CFD model.”
2.2.3 Terrain

2.2.3.1 Terrain types available

; Non-flat terrain
[U] Single slope

[U] Slope segments (#)

[U] General 2-D

[U] Other

Arbitrary terrain can be modelled. Surface data can be input in a variety of formats.
2.2.3.2 Wind orientation for non-flat terrain

; Downslope

; Upslope
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2.2.3.3 Surface characteristics

[U] Roughness length
: Pre-defined surface types
[U] Temperature

; User-defined values
[U] Other

Any of the surface thermal boundary conditions in FLUENT can be applied in conjunction with
the UDF for LNG vapour dispersion: adiabatic, isothermal, specified heat flux, arbitrary
temperature/heat flux distribution, conjugate heat transfer with the ground (allows for ground
cooling).
Roughness length can be specified by the developer, using rough equilibrium ‘wall functions’.
2.2.4 Obstacles

2.2.4.1 Obstacle types available

; Obstacle types available
; 2-D fence

; Cylindrical building/tank

; Cuboidal building

; General shape

; 1-sided canyon

; 2-sided canyon

; Other

Arbitrary geometries can be simulated using FLUENT, provided that the mesh can be fitted to
the geometry. However the user must define the shape, size and location of all obstacles to be
included in the geometry, and then construct the geometry using FLUENT pre-processing tools
or other 3rd party geometry tools (e.g. CAD package).
2.2.4.2 Obstacle distribution

; Distribution of obstacles
[n/a] Max number (#)
[U] Positions

[U] Orientations

[U] Other

An arbitrary distribution and number of obstacles can be defined and geometry constructed by
the user.
2.2.4.3 Obstacle characteristics

; Dimensions
[U] Horizontal

[U] Vertical

[U] Other

; Structural characteristics
[U] Porous

[] Other

A complex obstacle(s) can be defined, dimensioned, and geometry constructed by the user.
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The porosity of obstacles/plant which are not resolved by the mesh (i.e. sink of momentum,
source of turbulence, heat, etc.) can be simulated, but the porosity characteristics of this plant
must be fully defined and specified by the user.
It is not clear whether obstacles which are resolved by the mesh can be porous.

2.3 Model physics and formulation
2.3.1 Fundamental equations, initial conditions and boundary conditions
2.3.1.1 Equations used/set up

 Volume

; Mass

; Momentum

; Energy

 Enthalpy

 Temperature

 Width/radius

 Concentration

 Species concentration

; Contaminant mass fraction

; Species mass fraction

;Turbulent kinetic energy k,

;Turbulent dissipation ε

; Other

If a Reynolds Stress Model is applied for turbulence then additional transport equations for the
individual Reynolds stresses will be used.
2.3.1.2 Dependent variables 1

 H

 W

 R

; ρ

 Uad

; u

; v

; w

; E

; h

; T

 c

 {ci}

;m

; k

; ε

; Other

; {mi}

Enthalpy is derived from solution of a transport equation for total energy. Temperature is derived
from enthalpy, and density from temperature and pressure, via thermodynamic equations of state.
Pressure is also solved as a dependent variable.
If a Reynolds Stress Model is applied for turbulence, then the individual Reynolds stresses are
also independent variables and are used in place of turbulent kinetic energy, k.
Additional variables for water vapour mass fraction and water liquid mass fraction are also
computed if humidity effects are being modelled.

1

H = depth; W = width; R = radius; Uad = advection velocity; ρ = density; (u, v, w) = velocity components; E = energy;
h = enthalpy; T = temperature; c = concentration; ci = concentration of species i; m = contaminant mass fraction;
mi = mass fraction of species I, k=turbulent kinetic energy, ε = turbulent dissipation
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2.3.1.3 Independent variables (#)

[U] spatial (3)

; time

 Other

2.3.1.4a Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“screening tool”)

 Physical quantities for which correlations are available
 Concentration

 Other

 Main quantities used to form dimensionless groupings
 Length scale

 Velocity scale

 Ambient density

 Other

 Main independent variables
 Downwind distance  Wind speed

 Release size/rate  Other

 Physical quantities fixed (or given limited values) for purposes of correlation
 Wind speed  Atmospheric stability

 Surface roughness

 Other

Not applicable
2.3.1.4b Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“integral”)

 Use of similarity profiles in setting up equations
 Dependent variables
 Concentration

 Velocity

 Temperature

 Other

 Profile shapes used
 Uniform

 Gaussian  Other

Not applicable
2.3.1.4c Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“shallow layer”)

 Shape factors for depth variation
[] Constant

[] Other

Not applicable
2.3.1.4d Model-type-dependent features of equation formulation (“CFD”)

See 2.3.1.5 and 2.4.3.
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2.3.1.5 Turbulence modelling

; Turbulence models available
; k-ε

; Isotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε

: Algebraic stress

; Reynolds stress

; Anisotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε
; Other

An anisotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε model is included via the developer’s UDFs. See section
2.8.
In addition, an anisotropic algebraic PBL turbulence model, based on the behaviour of dense gas
in the atmospheric boundary layer, is included via the developer’s UDFs. Also see section 2.8.
Other two-equation turbulence models are also available in FLUENT (RNG, k-ω, SST, etc), but
none is specifically relevant to dispersion of LNG vapour in the atmosphere.
Equilibrium wall functions are used at solid surfaces. The model developer has provided the
following information:
“The reports by Chan (1994a) and Spicer & Havens (1996) state that the standard equilibrium
wall functions are used by FEM3A. Consistent with this, for most of our simulations we have
used the “standard wall functions” option in FLUENT. We have not made any modifications to
the existing near wall treatment. In addition, we have found that using advanced “near-wall”
treatments (“enhanced” or “non-equilibrium”) improve the predictions for some low-Reynolds
number wind tunnel tests when applied with either the “standard” or anisotropic k-ε turbulence
models.”
2.3.1.6 Initial conditions

; Initial conditions specified
[U] Source

[U] Atmosphere

[U] Terrain

[U] Obstacles

 Other

The initial condition for a time-dependent simulation may be obtained from an auxiliary
simulation of the ambient conditions which exist prior to the release.
2.3.1.7 Boundary conditions

; Boundary conditions specified
[U] Source

[U] Atmosphere

[U] Terrain

[U] Obstacles

[n/a] Cloud boundary  Other

The user must specify boundary conditions at all boundaries of the computational domain.
The developer has provided the following information:
“The source term can be specified as an inlet boundary, a wall boundary with mass transfer or a
volume source term in the governing equations. Modelling the source as inlet boundary differs
from the others in that the turbulent “wall functions” will not be applied in the vicinity of the
source.”
The developer is examining the effect of these differing approaches to inputting the source term
via comparison with wind tunnel data from the Chemical Hazards Research Center, University
of Arkansas.
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For the boundaries in the atmosphere the following approach is taken by the developer:
Side-boundaries: plane of symmetry.
Upper boundary: plane of symmetry, or, moving wall, or, slip wall with specified pressure.
Downstream boundary: specified pressure.
Equilibrium rough wall functions have been used for the terrain boundary. The thermal boundary
condition being used by the developer is unclear, but many options are available – see section
2.2.3.3.
2.3.1.8 Domain

; The domain on which the model runs
[U] Overall extent

 Restrictions

No restrictions on domain size reported by the developer.

2.3.2 Dispersion - advection
 Advection velocity derived from wind profile
 Average over cloud height [] Wind speed at fraction of cloud height

 Other

 Acceleration of stationary cloud from rest calculated
; Advection modelled directly

2.3.3 Dispersion - gravity spreading
 Gravity spreading parameterised
 Gravity spreading locations
 Plume sides

 Puff edge

 Cloud boundary

 Other

 Gravity spreading characterisation
 Other

[] Constant Froude number

 Upstream/lateral spreading of vapour blanket (continuous releases)
 Upstream spreading

 Lateral spreading  Other

; Gravity spreading modelled directly

2.3.4 Dispersion - dilution
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2.3.4.1 Dispersion modelling in the DENSE GAS régime

; Turbulent diffusion

 Top entrainment

 Gaussian or similar parametrisation

 Edge entrainment

 Other

Turbulent diffusion occurs via computation of a turbulent viscosity. The turbulent viscosity can
be anisotropic.
2.3.4.2 Dispersion modelling in the PASSIVE régime

; Turbulent diffusion

 Top entrainment

 Gaussian or similar parametrisation

 Edge entrainment

 Other

In both the dense gas and passive regimes turbulent diffusion is modelled, either via computation
of an algebraic turbulent diffusivity (PBL model), or a turbulent eddy viscosity (k-ε model).
2.3.5 Dispersion - concentration fluctuations
: Concentration fluctuations considered

Not meaningful for a Reynolds-averaged CFD approach.
2.3.5.1 Fluctuation calculations

[] Derived from data

[] Modelled directly

 Other

Not applicable.
2.3.6 Dispersion - concentration profiles
; Concentration profiles considered

Concentration distribution is predicted by the model.
2.3.6.1 Types of concentration profiles used for dense gas dispersion region

 Vertical profile
 Uniform

 Gaussian

 Exponential decay  Predicted  Other

 Gaussian

 Uniform core with erf edges

 Predicted  Other

 Gaussian

 Uniform core with erf edges

 Predicted  Other

 Lateral profile
 Uniform
 Radial profile
 Uniform

Not applicable.
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2.3.6.2 Types of concentration profiles used for passive dispersion region

 Concentration profiles applied
 Uniform

 Gaussian

 Exponential decay

 Other

Not applicable.

2.3.7 Thermodynamics
; Thermodynamics considered

2.3.7.1 Sources of heat gain/loss for cloud

[M] Ambient air

[M] Ground: forced convection

[] Insolation

[M] Phase changes

[?] Ground: free convection

[] Other

A water evaporation/condensation model is implemented via UDFs. This takes into account heat
loss or gain.
The ground thermal boundary condition is implemented via equilibrium wall functions which are
based on heat transfer in high Reynolds number forced convection flows, not free convection.
2.3.7.2 Relations used for thermodynamic properties

; Perfect gas law

 Antoine correlation

 Other

2.3.8 N/A
2.3.9 N/A
2.3.10 Transition to passive dispersion
2.3.10.1 Criteria for transition to passive dispersion

 Richardson number small

 Density difference small

 Rate of lateral spreading small

 Implicit

 Other

Not applicable. Transition to passive dispersion is a prediction of the model not based on any
pre-defined criteria.
2.3.10.2 Treatment of passive dispersion

 Dispersion parameters (σ’s) used

 Other
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Dispersion parameter dependencies
 Downwind distance

 Roughness length

 Atmospheric stability

Other

Not applicable.
2.3.11 Complex effects: aerosols
; Aerosols considered

A water evaporation/condensation model is implemented in the UDFs. See Section 2.8.
2.3.11.0 Sources of mass loss from two-phase clouds

 Other

[] Rain-out (two-phase)

See Section 2.8.
2.3.11.1 Type of model

; Homogeneous equilibrium

 Explicit droplet

 Other

Also see reference in Section 2.8.
2.3.11.2 Effects incorporated in aerosol model

; Mass transfer between phases

; Heat transfer between phases

; Interaction with atmospheric water

 Other

Mathematical details contained in references in Section 2.8.
2.3.11.3 Cloud variables affected by aerosol

; Temperature

; Density

; Velocity

; Concentration

 Other

See Section 2.8. All flow variables are, in principle, potentially affected to a greater or lesser
extent by the aerosol.
2.3.11.4 Rainout and other effects considered

Mass loss
 Rainout

: Obstacle impact

 Other

: Break-up

 Other

Droplet behaviour
: Coalescence

See Section 2.8 for comments from the model developer on rainout.
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2.3.12 Complex effects: terrain
; Terrain considered

2.3.12.1 Cloud variables affected by terrain

; Depth

; Width

; Velocity

; Concentration

; Other

All dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by terrain.
2.3.12.2 Physical processes modified in formulation of terrain effects

; Advection

; Entrainment

; Gravity spreading ; Other

The evolution of all dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by terrain.
2.3.12.3 Modification of ambient flow by terrain

; Mean flow

; Turbulence

; Other

Vortex shedding could be predicted by the model, leading for example to unsteady flow in the
lee of a hill in an otherwise steady simulation.
2.3.13 Complex effects: obstacles
; Obstacles considered

2.3.13.1 Level of detail

; Net effect

; Local details

 Other

Net effects can be encompassed by a sub-grid porosity-based model. Local details can be
encompassed by resolving obstacles with the mesh.
2.3.13.2 Cloud variables affected directly by obstacles

; Depth

; Width

; Velocity

; Concentration

; Other

; Puff time-of-arrival

All dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by obstacles.
2.3.13.3 Physical processes modified in formulation of obstacles

; Advection

; Entrainment

; Gravity spreading ; Other

The evolution of all dependent variables can either be directly or indirectly affected by obstacles.
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2.3.13.4 Modification of ambient flow by obstacles

; Mean flow

; Turbulence

 Other

In the case of the PBL turbulence model, the effects of obstacles - such as a tank - on turbulence
generation and the subsequent enhancement of mixing and dilution will not be reproduced.
Vortex shedding could be predicted by the model, leading for example to unsteady flow in the
lee of an obstacle in an otherwise steady simulation.

2.4 Solution technique
2.4.1 Equation types

2.4.1.1 Type of main equations

 Algebraic

 Ordinary Differential

; Partial Differential

 Other

2.4.2 Analytical solution methods
: Significant analytical solution methods used
 Methods developed as part of model  Existing methods used

 Other

2.4.3 Numerical solution methods
; Significant numerical solution methods used
; Methods developed as part of model ; Existing methods used

 Other

“The water condensation/evaporation model is similar to the model described by Spicer and
Havens (1996) (see Section 2.8), but performs the iteration for the saturation condition
differently. In addition to a model based on operator splitting we have also implemented an unsplit model which seems to improve the convergence.” Also see Section 2.4.3.3.
The numerical solution methods in FLUENT are required for solution of the governing transport
equations.
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2.4.3.1 Computational mesh

; Structured

; Unstructured

[U] Mesh size/arrangement

; Adaptive

 Multi-block

 Other

: Advice provided

Mesh adaption is available in FLUENT and the developer has used this feature in conjunction
with the LNG modules.
Advice is planned to be provided by the developer via a model set-up guide, which will no doubt
cover mesh size/arrangement.
2.4.3.2 Discretisation methods

; Temporal discretisation of governing equations
 Explicit

; Implicit

 Other

; Spatial discretisation of governing equations
 Finite difference

; Finite volume

 Finite element

 Other

; Flux differencing applicable
; 1st order

; 2nd or higher order

; bounded

“FLUENT uses the Finite Volume Method with user selected spatial and temporal discretisation
schemes
– 1st and 2nd order upwind, MUSCL, QUICK.
– 1st and 2nd order backward time differencing.
The UDF-based module works with these existing schemes.”
2.4.3.3 Solution of discrete system

Solution methods used
; Segregated solver

 Coupled solver

Convergence
; Convergence criteria

; Features to enhance convergence

 Other

Accuracy
; Desired accuracy specified

 Other

The developer has provided the following information:
“The model has been developed around FLUENT's segregated solver, which implements several
pressure correction algorithms (SIMPLE,SIMPLEC,PISO). Algebraic multigrid is used to
sequentially solve the governing equations. The anisotropic turbulent diffusion of scalar quantities
(temperature, species, k and epsilon) is treated fully-implicitly. The nature the segregated solver
does not allow the treatment of the anisotropic turbulent diffusion of velocity, and is handled using
a deferred correction approach.The evaporation/condensation model is a variation on the method
used by FEM3A, which uses an operator-splitting method. The time-step consists of an advection
step followed by a water liquid/vapor equilibrium step. During this step, the water-vapor and liquid
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mass fraction in each cell is adjusted to the state closest to the vapor saturation mass fraction which
conserves the total mass of water and the internal energy of the mixture. In addition to the splitting
method described above, we have implemented several routines which incorporate the water
evaporation/condensation into the advection step.”
Convergence criteria are defined by the user. The user can specify the accuracy with which the
iterative solution procedure solves the discretised algebraic equations.
Algebraic multi-grid methods are used to enhance convergence.

2.5 Results or output available from model
2.5.1 Concentration-related output for steady situations
2.5.1.1 Plume centreline

; Plume centreline trajectory

Available via graphical post-processing of the output file.
2.5.1.2 Pointwise concentration output

; Pointwise concentration distributions
; Centreline

; Longitudinal

; Lateral

; Vertical

; All points

 Other

Available via post-processing of the output file.
2.5.1.3 Derived concentration data

; Concentration information - derived
; Contours

; Flammable inventory

; Lateral distance to given concentration
; Longitudinal distance to given concentration

; Other

A wide-range of derived (line, surface, volume integrals, etc) concentration data can be obtained
by post-processing of the output file.
2.5.1.4 Concentration fluctuations

: Concentration fluctuations
 Averaging time

 PDF

 Other
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2.5.2 Concentration-related output for time-varying situations
2.5.2.1 Cloud position

; Position of cloud
; Centroid

; Time-of-arrival

; Other

Available via graphical post-processing of the output file using FLUENT or 3rd party postprocessing software.
2.5.2.2 Pointwise concentration output

; Concentration time history at a point
 Coordinate origin for distributions
 Cloud centroid

 Fixed origin

; Other

; Distributions relative to origin
; Centreline

; Longitudinal

; Lateral ; Vertical

; All points

 Other

Available via post-processing of the output file using FLUENT or 3rd party post-processing
software. Any coordinate origin can be chosen for providing concentration distributions.
2.5.2.3 Derived concentration data

; Concentration information - derived
; Contours

; Flammable inventory

; Dose

;Toxic load

; Lateral distance to given dose

; Maximum concentrations
; Other

A wide-range of derived (line, surface, volume integrals, etc) concentration data can be obtained
by post-processing of the output file using FLUENT or 3rd party post-processing software.
2.5.2.4 Concentration fluctuations

: Concentration fluctuations
 Averaging time

 PDF

 Other

2.5.3 Other information available

2.5.3.1 Temperature

; Mean temperature

: Fluctuations
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2.5.3.2 Further variables

; Other variables available in output
 Radius/width

 Height/depth

; Density

; Velocity magnitude ; Velocity vector

; Pressure

; Turbulent k.e.

; Other

; Turbulent dissipation

All dependent variables, as well as many other internal variables based on these dependent
variables, are available in the output of FLUENT.
The developer has provided the following information:
“FLUENT allows for the output of a large library of variables on a cell, face or node point as
well as internal facilities for the surface and volume integration, maxima and minima. In
addition there is a facility through the GUI for the calculation of derived values and the user
could also program a UDF to calculate more complex output variables.”

2.6 Sources of model uncertainty
2.6.1 Stochastic processes
The model is based on a Reynolds-averaging procedure. In this approach the turbulent fluctuations
in concentration, velocity, temperature etc. are not simulated directly. Instead, their effects on mass,
momentum and heat transfer are modelled. This is achieved with a turbulence model which
provides a closed form for the governing transport equations which now include additional
unknowns (Reynolds stresses, scalar fluxes) as a result of Reynolds-averaging.
Reynolds-averaging results in a RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) mathematical
formulation in which averaging is carried out on a time-scale which is long compared to that of
turbulent fluctuations, but is short compared to any slow variations in the time-mean field (for
example due to a slow decay in the magnitude of the ambient wind velocity). In practice the
averaging time is not pre-defined.
For steady-state simulations the resulting mean value of the averaged dependent variables is most
equivalent to that obtained from taking a long time-average.
For unsteady simulations (URANS – Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes), the resulting
mean values are somewhat uncertain, since the averaging time is not unambiguously defined. If
there is a clear separation in time-scales for the turbulent fluctuations and variations in the timemean field, then the resulting time-averaged variables are again equivalent to that from taking a
long time average (but still short compared to the time-scale over which the mean field varies). If
there is no clear separation between the time-scale for turbulent fluctuations and that for the
variation in the mean field it is debatable whether URANS is a valid modelling approach.
In practice this means that soundly-based URANS simulations require a clear separation in timescales for turbulent and time-mean variations.
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In the present case this means that the model is, in principle, capable of capturing the large-scale
and relatively long time-scale unsteadiness caused by obstacles. However the model cannot predict
the stochastic short time-variations in concentration which arise from turbulent fluctuations. Mean
concentrations only are predicted, for an averaging-time which although undefined is equivalent to
a long time-average. This limitation is common to all Reynolds-averaged CFD approaches.
Stochastic processes which are caused by large-scale motions or instabilities in the atmosphere
cannot be predicted by the model. Again this limitation is common to all Reynolds-averaged CFD
approaches for near-field dispersion modelling.
However, it is possible to use the model to reproduce the effects of some stochastic processes, such
as plume meandering, if a meaningful time variation in boundary conditions can be defined. Such
an approach to modelling the consequences of plume meander has been applied by Hanna et al
(2004), for the FLACS CFD model.
Hanna S R, Hansen O R and Dharmavaram S, 2004, FLACS CFD air quality model
performance evaluation with Kit Fox, MUST, Praire Grass and EMU observations, Atmos Env, Vol
38, p 4675 – 4687.
2.6.2 Modelling assumptions
A significant source of uncertainty may be due to the modelling of turbulence for strongly densitystratified flow.
Application of the PBL turbulence model will not allow for turbulence generation and the
subsequent increase in mixing and dilution which generally occurs due to the presence of obstacles
such as a storage tank.
Furthermore, the specification of upwind boundary conditions – especially for stable atmospheric
conditions – and in particular the consistency of these boundary conditions with the turbulence
model, could be a source of uncertainty.
2.6.3 Numerical method
In common with other CFD approaches, sources of error could arise during application of the
model: inadequate mesh resolution; use of numerically-diffuse flux discretisation schemes; poorly
converged solutions.
2.6.4 Sensitivity to input
Possibly the principal source of uncertainty could be the specification of the source term: this will
rely on a model or methods which are outside of the model being evaluated here.
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2.7 Limits of applicability
2.7.1 Sources

2.7.1.1 Primary origin

• Separate model required to provide the specification of a vapour source term.

2.7.1.2 Release type

• Almost any type of release - including multiple and time-varying releases - can be specified as
a source term in the model, provided that this is a vapour source. Pressure effects can be
included.

2.7.1.3 Thermodynamic properties

• No specific limitations.

2.7.1.4 N/A

•

2.7.2 Environments

2.7.2.1 Atmosphere

• In principle all atmospheric conditions can be modelled, including zero wind speed.

2.7.2.2 Terrain

• No specific limitations.

2.7.2.3 Obstacles

• No specific limitations. Multiple obstacles can be included. However, very complex
topography could require a large mesh for adequate resolution of the geometry and resulting
flow. As a consequence execution times could be lengthy (days).

2.7.3 Targets/output

2.7.3.1 General situations

• In common with other Reynolds-averaged CFD approaches no information on short timeaveraged concentration fluctuations is available from the model. Only relatively long timemean values are output, but these can be time-varying provided that the time variation is long
compared to turbulent time-scales. See Section 2.6.1.

2.7.3.2 Steady situations

• No specific limitations.
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2.7.3.3 Time-dependent situations

• No specific limitations other than as described in section 2.7.3.1. However, execution times
could be lengthy for long transient releases.

2.8 Special features
2.8.1 Capabilities
An anisotropic buoyancy-modified k-ε model is included via the developer’s UDFs.
In addition, an anisotropic algebraic Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) turbulence model, based
on the behaviour of dense gas in the atmospheric boundary layer, is also included via the
developer’s UDFs.
Both of the above models provide a mechanism for turbulent mixing to be locally modified by
density gradients; a phenomenon which is directly relevant to atmospheric dispersion of LNG.
Both models also allow for the vertical turbulent diffusivity to differ from that in the lateral
direction.
However, the PBL approach cannot model the effects which obstacles - such as tanks or dikes have on turbulence generation, and hence mixing and dilution.
Furthermore, a water evaporation/condensation model is also included via the developer’s UDFs.
2.8.2 Formulation
The anisotropic turbulence models are based on the documentation of the FEM3A model initially
developed during the 1980's by Stevens Chan at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and
further enhancements documented/implemented by Jerry Havens, Thomas Spicer and their students
at the University of Arkansas - Chemical Hazards Research Center. The key reference documents
for these turbulence models are Chan (1994a), Spicer & Havens (1996) and Havens & Spicer
(2003). Section 2.8.3 outlines significant differences in the implementation of these models via the
developers UDF as compared to their original formulation.
The water evaporation and condensation model is very similar to that in Spicer & Havens (1996),
which in turn is based upon Chan (1988). The model developer has provided the following
clarifications:
“The water vapour model would be considered a homogeneous equilibrium model.”
“The primary direct influence of the water condensation/evaporation model of gas dispersion is to
act as is thermal sink/source. The treatment which was used for this model, and is described in the
FEM3A references, treats both liquid and vapour water as additional species in a multi-component
ideal gas. The ideal gas assumption for liquid water is probably a reasonable approximation as long
as the mass fraction of the water is relatively small. There is also an implicit assumption that the
liquid water is entrained in the gas stream, which is further implies fairly small droplet sizes and
minimal droplet coalescence.”
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“The model can probably capture some aspects of rain-out, but strictly to get the liquid momentum
correct would require either a two-fluid model, with possibly an additional momentum equation for
the droplet phase or an explicit droplet model. Coalescence, break-up and obstacle impact would
seem to require an explicit droplet model or some other alternative means of transporting the
droplet size distribution.”
Chan, S T, 1988, FEM3A – A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Gas Transport and
Diffusion: User’s Manual, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report UCRL-21043, April
1988.
Spicer T and Havens J, 1996, Evaluation of mitigation methods for accidental releases of LNG
releases, Volume 5/5: Using FEM3A for LNG accident consequence analysis, Gas Research
Institute, GRI-96/0396-5.
2.8.3 Mathematical aspects
The model developer has provided the following information on the turbulence models:
“Anisotropic algebraic planetary boundary layer model:
The implementation of the PBL models follows what is described in Havens and Spicer [2003, GRI
- 03/0104]. The most significant exception is the anisotropic turbulent stress-strain relationship:
the implementation of the momentum equations in FLUENT required the inclusion of several terms
which are neglected in the FEM3A PBL model.
Two other differences, in this implementation of the PBL model are:
1. The turbulent viscosity is added to laminar values as opposed to setting minimum values as
done in FEM3A.
2. The ambient friction velocity is used to calculate the horizontal diffusivity.
Other differences in the physical formulation of the current model and the FEM3A are the treatment
of acoustics, which is not directly related to the turbulence model. FEM3A uses a modified inelastic
approximation to remove acoustic waves. In FLUENT one may use an ideal gas or an
incompressible ideal gas model. The implications of this were not investigated.
The scaling for the friction velocity which is ultimately used to calculate the horizontal and vertical
diffusivities is based on “model C” of Ermak and Chan [1986]. This is in contrast with the model
described by Havens and Spicer [2003, discussion after Equation III-15] or Spicer and Havens
[1996, after Equation I.15] in which the friction velocity which is ultimately used to estimate the
vertical and horizontal diffusivities is scaled by ratio of the wind speed to the ambient wind speed.
The standard turbulent stress-strain formulation in FLUENT is analogous to the Newtonian stressstrain formula [Fluent Inc. 2005, Pope 2000]. This is in contrast to FEM3A-PBL model which
uses the K-theory approximation [Havens and Spicer 2003, Jacobson 1999].
∂u
τ ij = K ij i (no summation over indices),
∂x j
where τ ij refers to the turbulent stress of the i-th momentum component in the j-th direction, and

K ij refers to the non-zero components of the rank 4 viscosity tensor
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⎡Kh Kv Kh ⎤
K ij = ⎢ K v K v K v ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣ K h K v K h ⎥⎦
For consistency with the existing FLUENT structure, the anisotropic stress-strain relationship is
based on the symmetric strain tensor. The following four formulations were used to simulate of the
experiments described in Havens and Spicer [2003]:
τ ij = 2 K ij ( Sij − 13 δ ij ∇ ⋅ u ) [1]

τ ij = 2 K ij Sij − 23 K isoδ ij ∇ ⋅ u [2]
τ ij = 2 K ij ( Sij − 13 δ ij b) [3]
τ ij = 2 K ij Sij [4]
where b (anisotropic divergence) is determined such that the trace of the turbulent stress vanishes.
∑ K jj S jj
b= 1 j
3 ∑ j K jj
In the above equation, Kiso, is the isotropic turbulent viscosity. The value of the isotropic turbulent
viscosity is bounded by the vertical and horizontal viscosities. The calculation of this quantity is
described elsewhere.
Model 4 uses a similar stress-strain relationship as was presented in Chan [1994a, Eq. 4.8a] with
exclusion of the turbulent kinetic energy. Later in the paper it is mentioned that this term is
actually neglected in the implementation (“[…] conveniently absorbed into the pressure gradient
[…]”). Using similar reasoning, trace-free formulations of the turbulent stress-strain relationships
can be derived which will result in mathematically equivalent momentum equations. The tracefree form of the fourth model can be written as:
τ ij = 2 K ij Sij − 23 δ ij Kd ,
where d (anisotropic divergence) is calculated such that the turbulent stress tensor is trace free
1
1
d = ∑ j K jj S jj K = ∑ j K jj S jj
3
K

For a given strain field, the models calculate equivalent values for the transverse components, but
different values of the normal stress components.
References:
Ermak D L and Chan S T, 1986, “FEM3 Dispersion Calculations Evaluation of Turbulence
Submodel”, Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory, UCID-20933.

Chan S T, 1994a, “Recent Upgrades and Enhancements of the FEM3A Model”, Lawerence
Livermore National Laboratory, UCRL-ID-119749.
Fluent Inc., 2005, Fluent 6.2 Users Manual.
Havens J and Spicer T, 2003, “Evaluation of mitigation methods for accidental LNG releases, the
FEM3A model: continuing wind tunnel verification final topical report”, GRI - 03/0104.
Spicer T and Havens J, 1996, “Evaluation of Mitigation Methods for Accidental LNG Releases Vol.
5, Using FEM3A for LNG Accident Consequence Analysis”, GTI-96-0369.5.
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Jacobson, 1999, Fundamentals of Atmospheric Modeling, Cambridge University Press.
Liu, 2003, “Turbulence Model for Stably Stratified Flow”, Ph.D. Dissertation, U. of Arkansas.
Pope, 2000, Turbulent Flows, Cambridge University Press.
Anisotropic k-ε model:

This model is based around the standard k-ε model and not the newer variants (Realizable or RNG).
The only term changed is C3 (i.e. Cε3), which we have done using the formulation of Chan [1994a above, also see Chan 1997 - below]. However, in contrast to Chan (Model 2), we have used a form
of the stress tensor such that turbulent stresses are not absorbed into pressure. The divergence term,
constructing the stress tensor such that twice the turbulent kinetic energy 2k is equal to the sum of
the Reynolds Stress, (k = <uu> + <vv> + <ww>). If a tensor viscosity is used as opposed to a scalar
viscosity, then the subtracting the divergence does not preserve this relationship. Based on the PBL
results, we have been using the trace-free version of Model 4 (see above)

τ ij = 2 K ij Sij − 23 δ ij Kd
d=

1
∑ j K jj S jj
K

K=

1
∑ K jj S jj
3 j

However, we might re-visit model 3, or some hybrid which distributes the turbulent kinetic energy
between the diagonal components anisotropically.
Further the PBL model should have a turbulent kinetic energy term, either from an algebraic
relation (empirical/theoretical) or a transport equation (one-equation model).
(Note: The stress tensor in our slides is a slight typo, its missing the modified divergence).
We used horizontal to vertical diffusion ratio, (beta) of 6.5 as a baseline suggested by Spicer and
Havens (1996) in the setup of one the model problems. The turbulent Pr/Sc numbers formulation is
on page 112 of the same report.
Reference:
S.T. Chan, 1997, A Three-Dimensional Model for Simulating Atmospheric Dispersion of HeavyGases Over Complex Terrain, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, UCRL-JC-127475.”

2.9 Planned scientific developments
Model validation is driving model development. This appears to be an iterative process at present.
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3. User-oriented aspects of model

3.1 User-oriented documentation and help
3.1.1 Written documentation
; User Manual

; Other

There is a comprehensive user manual for FLUENT. Tutorials and example applications of
FLUENT are also available to registered users.
There is currently no manual for the theory or application of the LNG UDFs coded by the
developer. This is planned as a future development. The developer also intends to provide, as a
future development, an example library/archive of validation test cases.
3.1.2 On-screen help and documentation
; Context-sensitive help ; User Manual online

 Other

Available to registered users of FLUENT.
The status of context-sensitive help/on-line user’s manual for use of the developer’s UDFs is
unknown.
3.1.3 User support
; Telephone support

; E-mail

; Training courses

 Other

Comprehensive support is available for registered users of FLUENT.
The status of user support for application of the developer’s UDFs has not yet been decided.

3.2 Installation procedures

3.2.1 Medium
 Diskette

; CD-ROM/DVD

 Internet download

 Other

FLUENT is available via CD-ROM/DVD.
The installation media for the developer’s UDFs is unknown.
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3.2.2 Procedure
 Copy files manually

; Installation program/script

 Other

Installation of the FLUENT code is via an installation program.
The procedure for installation of the developer’s UDFs with the main FLUENT code is to load
these libraries via the GUI.
3.2.3 User-friendliness
 Description of procedure

 Help available during installation

No information available.

3.3 Description of the user interface
3.3.1 General properties
; Interactive

; Batch

; Graphical

;Textual

Mostly the user interacts with FLUENT through its GUI.
3.3.2 Provision of input
; Edit files directly

; Guided input

; Enter data on graphical forms

; Edit existing files

; Edit default input  Other

A wide range of means of providing input data is available in FLUENT. Mostly this will be via
the GUI.
3.3.3 Information when model running
; Numerical values

; Error/warning messages ; Status of calculation

; Other

The user can select the information for the code to output whilst it is running.
3.3.4 Examining output
Graphical display of output
; Integral graphical display facilities

; Separate graphical display program

; Interactive selection

 Other
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Examination of output of FLUENT is via its proprietary graphical post-processing and
visualisation software. If the user wishes, output can be produced in a variety of formats so that
results can be examined via third party graphical post-processing software.
Examining numerical values
; Integral numerical display facilities

;Separate numerical display facility

; Output files

 Other

Numerical values of dependent variables or derived variables can be output from FLUENT
according to the user’s needs. The main output files are very large and so are typically examined
via graphical post-processing and visualisation software – from which numerical values can be
obtained. This numerical post-processing of the output files can be undertaken using either
FLUENT’s proprietary software or third party tools.

3.4 Internal databases
; Internal databases available

3.4.1 Databases available
; Material properties

 Scenarios

 Other

FLUENT's existing thermophysical property database contains many liquid and gas substances.
Properties for sulphur-hexaflouride (SF6) have been added for validation purposes.
3.4.2 Access by user
; Access from model

 Access outside model

 Other

It is uncertain whether the database can be accessed from outside the model.
3.4.3 Modification
; General users

 Administrators only

 No users

 Other

It is likely that users can modify at least some of the thermo-physical properties of substances in
the database.
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3.5 Guidance in selecting model options
3.5.1 Main choices required
 Primary origin details

; Source configuration

; Substance released

 Properties of substance released

; Atmospheric conditions

; Terrain

; Obstacles

; Boundary conditions

; Initial conditions

; Computational domain

; Computational grid

; Discretisation

; Convergence criterion/a

; Output required

; Other

A model set-up guide is planned, but does not yet exist.
FLUENT provides guidance on general modelling considerations.
3.5.2 Guidance in choices available
Sources
 User documentation

 Within interface

 Pre-existing input files

 Other

Type
 Worked examples  Explicit advice  Pre-set lists of values  Defaults  Other

A model set-up guide is planned, but does not yet exist.
FLUENT provides guidance on general modelling considerations.

3.6 Assistance in the inputting of data
3.6.1 Facilities available
Checks
 Valid range

; Valid type

; Entry has been made

 Other

FLUENT incorporates some checking of input data, however the model set-up is essentially
defined by choices made by the user. There are only a few user-adjustable parameters in the
LNG module.
Filing system
 Choose input file location

 Choose input file name

Not applicable.
Special case: mesh and surface generation
; Import file formats
; Automatic

; Built-in facility
; User-defined
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FLUENT can import mesh in several formats. Gambit, the geometric modeling/mesh generation
tool which comes with FLUENT, will input CAD data as well as input/output to a number of mesh
and geometry formats.

3.7 Error messages and checks on use of model beyond its scope
3.7.1 Facilities to trap inappropriate use
 Facilities available
 Checks on intermediate results
 Warning messages given

 Other action taken

FLUENT incorporates some checking of input data and output as the simulation proceeds.
However the model set-up is essentially defined by choices made by the user. There are only a
few user-adjustable parameters in the LNG module.
3.7.2 Error/warning Messages
Occurrence
; During input

; During model run

Type
; Self-explanatory ; Look up online

 During output examination

 Other

; Look up in documentation

 Other

FLUENT incorporates some checking of input data and output as the simulation proceeds
(positive-ness of variables such as density, etc). Warnings will be made during model input and
during the model run. Some warnings will be self-explanatory (e.g. negative temperature set),
others will require look-up on-line or in documentation.
However the model set-up is essentially defined by choices made by the user and many of the
potential errors a user can make in the application of FLUENT for LNG vapour dispersion will
not flag-up a warning or error. The user must also make their own interpretation of results.

3.8 Computational aspects
3.8.1 Programming languages
Simulation engine
 Fortran 77

 Fortran 90

; C

DOE-NETL LNG dispersion module for FLUENT 6.2/6.3
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3.8.2 User programming
; User-defined subroutines permitted
{ Required

~ Optional

; Boundary/initial conditions

; Properties

; Other

 Main source code editable
 All

 Specific parts only

 Other

The LNG module consists of User Defined Functions which allow for turbulence anisotropy and
water evaporation/condensation. A FLUENT user could, in principle, supply other routines to
modify other aspects of the FLUENT code.
The availability of the source code for the UDFs which comprise the LNG module has not yet
been fully determined. Customisation of these UDFs by a user depends on availability of this
source code.
3.8.3 Execution times for specified problems
{ Seconds

{ Minutes

~ Hours

~ Days

Execution time depends on hardware resources available.
A steady solution requires about 24 hours run time (100k cells) on a 3GHz PC.

3.9 Clarity and flexibility of output results
3.9.1 Summary of model output
The output is determined by choices made by the user. However, as a minimum, all independent
and dependent variables will typically be output. A wide variety of model and user-defined derived
variables can also be output.
3.9.2 Facilities for display of results
; Graphical formats
; Line (“x-y”) plots
 Display on GIS
; Other
; Numerical formats
; Tabulated output

; Contour plots
; Animated display

; Vector plots
 Virtual reality

; User interrogation

 Other

; Hard copy facilities available directly from program
; Numerical output
; Graphical output

 Other

; Additional software may be required
~ Necessary
{ Optional
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Required for
 Line (“x-y”) plots
; Display on GIS
 All

 Contour plots
 Animated display
 Other

 Vector plots
; Virtual reality

Iso-surfaces and streamlines can also be displayed.

3.10 Suitability to users and usage
3.10.1 Suitability with respect to type of user

Background
; Engineer

; Consultant

 Regulator

Type of experience
; Dispersion
 Statistics

; Fluid dynamics
 Programming

 Thermodynamics
; Numerical methods
; Consequence modelling  Risk analysis

Length of experience
{ Hours
{ Days

{ Weeks

; Academic

{ Months

 Other

~ Years

3.10.2 Suitability with respect to type of usage
Intensity
; Specific incidents

; Hazard assessment

; Risk assessment

 Other

Suitability to risk assessment is marginal if a large number of simulations are required, due to
lengthy execution times for a single run.
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3.11 Possible improvements
; Written documentation

 On-line help and documentation

 Installation
 User interface

; Selection/entry of input data

 Information and checks while running
 Output results

3.12 Planned user-oriented developments
Model theory manual.
Model set-up guide describing best practice.
Example case library/archive. Validation cases will provide the basis of an example case library.
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4. Verification performed

4.1 Summary of verification
4.1.1 Parts of implementation verified
See 4.1.2, below.
4.1.2 Verification undertaken
The model developer has provided the following information:

“Some verification was done, during development/debugging, i.e. reviewing contour plots and text
output of stresses with known inputs, however this has not been performed in the same formal
manner as our other activities. This is something we intend address.”
4.1.3 Quality assurance
No information provided on quality assurance of the LNG module.

4.2 Comments
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5. Evaluation against MEP qualitative
assessment criteria

5.1 Scientific criteria
;

Key details of the model available for scientific assessment

Information provided by model developer, base model (FLUENT) user guide, with references to the
published literature for turbulence model details. See Sections 0.4.1.1 and 0.4.1.2.
;

Model based on accepted/published science.

References provided to the published literature for turbulence model details upon which the LNG
module is based. See Section 2.8.
;

Model accepts a credible source term

The model does not yet include an LNG spill vapourisation sub-model. This is under
development. However, if a credible vapour source term can be defined for the scenario of
interest then this can be implemented as a boundary condition for the model.
;

Model accounts for the effects of wind speed

Via user-specified boundary conditions. See Section 2.2.2.1.
;

Model accounts for the effects of surface roughness on dispersion

Via rough wall functions with user-specified parameters. See Section 2.2.3.3.
;

Model accounts for the effects of atmospheric stability on dispersion

Via user-specified boundary conditions and either a planetary boundary layer (PBL) algebraic
turbulence model or a buoyancy-modified k-ε turbulence model. See Sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.8.
;

Model accounts for passive dispersion

Via a planetary boundary layer (PBL) algebraic turbulence model or a buoyancy-modified k-ε
turbulence model. See Sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.8.
;

Model accounts for gravity-driven spreading

Via the governing equations for momentum transport.
;

Model accounts for the effects of buoyancy on dilution
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Via anisotropic algebraic or k-ε turbulence models, or a buoyancy-modified isotropic k-ε
turbulence model. See Sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.8.
;

Numerical methods are based on accepted/published good practice

FLUENT – the base model - is a ‘state of the art’ commercial CFD package.

5.2 Output criteria
; Model produces output suitable for assessment against MEP statistical performance
measures

User can produce suitable output using model options and an integral graphical post-processing
software or third party post-processing software.
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6. Validation performed and evaluation against
MEP quantitative assessment criteria

6.1 Validation already performed
Validation thus far has primarily been against wind tunnel data from the Chemical Hazards
Research Center at the University of Arkansas. Test cases include release of CO2 in unobstructed
conditions and release of CO2 from within an impoundment surrounding a tank, under neutral
stability, for both low and high dike walls. The test data stems from work undertaken for the GRI in
the mid 1990’s by Havens, Spicer and Walker (1996) and much more recent work undertaken for
the GTI, also by Havens & Spicer (2006). Some validation has also been carried out against the
Burro LNG field trials, test 3 (Koopman et al, 1982).
Validation has been reported via presentations at two conferences:
August 2006 GMU Atmospheric Transport and Dispersion Modeling Conferenc, supplied 3/2/07 by
E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
September 2006 GTI Conference: LNG Safety: The Status of Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)
Models for LNG Exclusion Zones, supplied 3/2/07 by E David Huckaby, DOE-NETL.
The primary conclusions from these conference presentations are that:
- the method of modelling in-flow of the CO2 has a significant influence on the results;
- reasonable agreement has been obtained with wind tunnel experiments;
- no one turbulence model stood out above others in comparisons against wind tunnel data;
- the anisotropic k-ε model does not conclusively offer any improvement over an isotropic model,
for wind tunnel experiments;
- a framework for building anisotropic turbulence models has been incorporated into FLUENT.
It should be noted that the wind tunnel experiments are all conducted in neutral conditions. The
above preliminary conclusions may well not apply to stable atmospheric conditions or very large
release rates, i.e. high initial Richardson number.
There are no peer-reviewed publications for the FLUENT LNG dispersion module.
6.1.1 Validation exercises

Validation comparisons have already been made with:
Wind tunnel releases:
Continuous releases
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•
•
•

CHRC
CHRC
CHRC

Category 6: Validation performed

unobstructed CO2 releases
CO2 releases with low dike and tank
CO2 releases with high dike and tank

Field trials:
Continuous releases
• Burro
test 3
Havens J A, Spicer T O and Walker H L, 1996, Evaluation of mitigation methods for accidental
LNG releases, Vols 1 to 5, Topical reports for Gas Research Institute, GRI-96/0396.1 to GRI96/0396.5, December.
Havens J A and Spicer T O, 2006, Vapor dispersion and thermal modelling, Final topical report for
Gas Technology Institute.
Koopman R P, Cederwall R T, Ermak D L, Goldwire Jr H C, Hogan W J, McClure J W, McCrae T
G, Morgan D L, Rodean H C and Shinn J H, 1982, Analysis of Burro Series 40m3 LNG spill
experiments, J Haz Mats, Vol 6, pp 43 – 83.

6.2 Evaluation against MEP quantitative assessment criteria
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.1 Validation cases modelled
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.2 Model performance for key statistical evaluation parameters
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.3 Evaluation against quantitative assessment criteria
This section not yet applicable.
6.2.4 Additional comments

6.3 Conclusions
Validation is incomplete because the model is still under development.
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7. Conclusions

General model description
The model is a 3-D CFD code, whose underlying basis is the FLUENT package. FLUENT is a
general-purpose commercially-available CFD package which is under continual development and
with regular releases. The current release is 6.3. FLUENT allows users to extend the capabilities of
the package by User Defined Functions (UDF).
A set of UDFs are being developed to improve the capability of the FLUENT package to predict the
dispersion of dense gas, specifically liquefied natural gas (LNG) vapour in the atmosphere. These
UDFs are collectively referred to as the LNG dispersion module.
The development of the model is being guided by the outcome of evaluations against wind tunnel
data from the Chemical Hazards Research Center, University of Arkansas, and field trial spills of
LNG, i.e. 1980 Burro trials at China Lake, California.
The development version of the model is compatible with FLUENT Versions 6.2 and 6.3.
David Huckaby at DOE-NETL, and a team of NETL site support contractors are developing and
validating these UDFs. David Huckaby is the main developer of the UDFs. The main FLUENT
package is developed by ANSYS Inc. www.ansys.com
The model is still under active development and has not yet been released. Distribution of the UDFs
has not yet been determined.

Scientific basis of the model
The model is based on the 3-D Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations, closed by one of two
turbulence models developed specifically for dispersion of LNG in the atmosphere and
implemented in the FLUENT package via UDFs; referred to as the LNG module.
The primary components of the LNG module are: (1) an anisotropic algebraic turbulence model
based on dense gas Planetary Boundary Layer theory, (2) a two-equation turbulence model built on
the standard k-ε model in which the effects of buoyancy on turbulent diffusivity are included and a
simple means of allowing for anisotropy in the turbulent diffusivity is also incorporated (3) a water
vaporization/condensation model. These physical sub-models were developed and have been
published by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Other turbulence models are also available, of which the two most significant are: an isotropic,
buoyancy-modified k-ε model; a Reynolds stress transport model.
The model does not yet include a fully tested LNG spill and vaporisation sub-model, but this is
under development. Therefore a credible vapour source term has to be defined by the user. The
model allows for a wide range of source characteristics to be input as boundary conditions.
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The atmospheric flow is predicted by the model, subject to user-specified boundary conditions
applied at the boundaries of the computational domain.
Single, multiple or arbitrary arrangements, size and shapes of obstacles can be handled.
Complex terrain can be handled.
The model is implemented within a finite volume framework.
The module has been developed around FLUENT’s segregated, implicit, solver, which implements
several pressure-correction algorithms. A range of flux discretisation schemes are available,
including bounded higher-order schemes. First or second-order temporal discretisation schemes are
available. The user has to define acceptable convergence criteria.

Limits of applicability
Source: A separate model is required to provide the specification of a vapour source term. This is
under development.
Environment: No obvious limitations, other than spatial mesh resolution: complex geometries may
require a large number of mesh cells for adequate resolution of the flow, with
correspondingly-large execution times (days). In addition, simulation of a long transient
release may also require significant execution time.
Targets/output: In common with other Reynolds-averaged CFD approaches no information on
short time-averaged concentration fluctuations is available from the model. Only relatively
long time-mean values are output, but these can be time-varying provided that the time
variation is long compared to turbulent time-scales.

User-oriented aspects of model
Model set-up, run and post-processing of output is mostly via a GUI. No comments can be made on
the user-friendliness of the GUI.
At present formal documentation of the model theory, advice on model set-up, examples of model
applications for LNG spills, are not available. These are planned as a future development.
The output can be post-processed to produce a very wide range of data suitable for model
evaluation and the needs of hazard assessment.
The results obtained will depend strongly on the way in which the model is set-up and applied by
the user. Significant experience in CFD and knowledge of atmospheric dispersion will be required
of a user.
Model run-times could be lengthy (24 hours or more), on single processor hardware.
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Verification performed
Only a limited amount of verification has been performed to date. The model developer states that
formal verification is something they intend addressing.

Evaluation against MEP qualitative assessment criteria
Model meets the qualitative assessment criteria.

Validation performed and evaluation against MEP quantitative
assessment criteria
Validation thus far has primarily been against wind tunnel data from the Chemical Hazards
Research Center at the University of Arkansas. Test cases include release of CO2 in unobstructed
conditions and release of CO2 from within an impoundment surrounding a tank, under neutral
stability, for both low and high dike walls. The test data stems from work undertaken for the GRI in
the mid 1990’s by Havens, Spicer and Walker (1996) and much more recent work undertaken for
the GTI, also by Havens & Spicer (2006). Some validation has also been carried out against the
Burro LNG field trials, test 3 (Koopman et al, 1982).
The outcome of this validation work has been presented at two conferences in the latter half of
2006. There are no peer-reviewed publications associated with application of this model.
The model is still under development. Validation is continuing against a wider set of wind tunnel
and field trials data. The outcome on-going validation is fed back into model development.

Advantages and disadvantages of model
Note that this model is still under active development. It has not yet been released.
Advantages
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Model is flexible and can be applied to a very wide range of scenarios.
Model can handle complex geometries and terrain.
LNG module is based on previously published physical sub-models.
Base model – FLUENT – is widely accepted as a ‘state-of-the-art’ commercial CFD
package.
Solution methods are up-to-date and can take advantage of current hardware.
Wide variety of output can be obtained.
Support could potentially be available for the model for the foreseeable future.

Disadvantages
• Limited range of validation cases examined thus far.
• Only a limited amount of verification of the model implementation has been
undertaken to date.
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•
•
•
•

Quality of the results will depend strongly on the way in which the model has been
applied.
Model use will require user experience in CFD and some knowledge of atmospheric
dispersion.
Run-times are lengthy (24 hours or more).
Base model – FLUENT – is proprietary and must be licensed.

Suitability of protocol for assessment of model
The DOE-NETL LNG dispersion module for FLUENT 6.2/6.3 is still under development. However
this protocol is designed for evaluation of the full release of a model whose status is fixed and
identified by a specific version number. It is therefore strongly recommended that the assessment be
repeated upon issue of a full release of this model.
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Appendix 1: Actively-generated information
Summary of validation results: not available at this stage.
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Appendix 2: Comments from
model supplier/proponent
The first set of comments below were received from David Huckaby - the main developer of the
DOE-NETL LNG dispersion module for FLUENT 6.2/6.3 - on 11th February 2007, in response to
the draft version (V1.0, dated 8 – 9 February 2007) of this Model Evaluation Report. The comments
were taken into account in producing the second version of the MER, 8th March 2007.
Comments received, 11/2/07:
1) the model is compatible with adaptation, we have used it with to do a few simulations
2) the model is also applicable to be run an unsteady modes, so URANS is also an option (which we
have also used
from time to time).
This gives the capabililty to:
a) capture flow fluctuations (concentration, velocity and temperature) due large-scale unsteadiness
caused by obstacles
b) plume meandering due to wind unsteadiness through the combine use of URANS with an
approriate wind inlet
condition. For example (Hanna, Atmos. Env. 38, 2004, 4675-4687) add low frequency unsteadiness
to the wind profiles
to improve the predictions.
Response to 11/2/07 comments:
Section 2.4.3.1 has been amended to reflect comment 1), above.
Sections 2.6.1, 2.7.3.1 and Section 7 – Conclusions (limits of applicability), have been modified to
reflect comment 2), above.
_________
A second set of comments were received from David Huckaby - on 22nd March 2007 - in response
to the second version (V2.0, dated 8 March 2007) of this Model Evaluation Report. These
comments have been taken into account in producing this third version of the MER, 30th March
2007.
Comments received, 22/3/07:
3) The reports by Chan (1994) and Spicer & Havens (1996) state that the standard equilibrium wall
functions are used by FEM3A. Consistent with this, for most of our simulations we have used the
“standard wall functions” option in FLUENT. We have not made any modifications to the existing
near wall treatment. In addition, we have found that using advanced “near-wall” treatments
(“enhanced” or “non-equilibrium”) improve the predictions for some low-Reynolds number wind
tunnel tests when applied with either the “standard” or anisotropic k-ε turbulence models.
4) Some verification was done, during development/debugging, i.e. reviewing contour plots and text
output of stresses with known inputs, however this has not been performed in the same formal
manner as our other activities. This is something we intend address.
5) David Huckaby at DOE-NETL is the team lead for a project to develop and test a set of user
defined functions for FLUENT for LNG gas dispersion simulations. In addition to David Huckaby,
the testing and development team currently consists of Mehrad Shahnam (NETL Site Support
Contractor, ANSYS-FLUENT), Gilles Eggenspieler (NETL Site Support Contractor, ANSYSFLUENT) and Kartik Mahalatkar (NETL Site Support Contractor, ANSYS-FLUENT).
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6) As of mid-March two models have been developed/implemented to account for liquid LNG spills.
The team is currently testing and assessing the models against experimental data.
7) “Developed outside of this project, FLUENT 6.3 has a “solar-calculator” which calculates the
“normal”, “vertical diffuse”, “horizontal diffuse” and “reflected” heat fluxes. The inputs are the:
(1) time of day, (2) date, (3) location on the earth, (4) “sunshine factor”. Note that the output of
this “calculator” must be manually applied to the appropriate surfaces of the CFD model.”
8) The model can probably capture some aspects of rain-out, but strictly to get the liquid
momentum correct would require either a two-fluid model, with possibly an additional momentum
equation for the droplet phase or an explicit droplet model.
9) I think the water vapour model would be considered a homogeneous equilibrium model.
10) The primary direct influence of the water condensation/evaporation model of gas dispersion is
to act as is thermal sink/source. The treatment which was used for this model, and is described in
the FEM3A references, treats both liquid and vapour water as additional species in a multicomponent ideal gas. The ideal gas assumption for liquid water is probably a reasonable
approximation as long as the mass fraction of the water is relatively small. There is also an
implicit assumption that the liquid water is entrained in the gas stream, which is further implies
fairly small droplet sizes and minimal droplet coalescence.
11) Rainout yes. Coalscence, Break-up, Obstacle impact would seem to require an explicit droplet
model or some other alternative means of transporting the droplet size distribution.
Response to 22/3/07 comments:
Sections 0.4.3, 2.3.1.5 and 2.3.1.7 amended, taking on board comment 3), above.
Sections 0.4.3, 4 and 7 (Verification performed, Advantages & Disadvantages) have been amended,
taking on board comment 4), above.
Section 1.4.1 modified to include the text provided by the model developer; see 5) above. Section 7
(General model description) has also been amended accordingly.
Sections 2.1.1.1 and Section 7 (Scientific basis of the model, Limits of applicability) modified to
account for the developers comment 6), above.
Section 2.2.2.4 modified by inclusion of the developers comment 7), above.
Sections 2.3.11.0 to 2.3.11.4, and Section 2.8, modified to reflect comments 8) to 11), above.
The statement regarding the absence of mathematical details of the water vapour
evaporation/condensation model has been removed from Section 0.4.3, since this is a minor, not
major, omission and it does not introduce significant uncertainty, especially since the model is
understood to be based on the approach summarised in Spicer & Havens (1996).
The history of the model, and in particular that of the FEM3 lineage of models upon which the
present UDF are largely based, has been expanded and clarified in Section 1.5.
In Section 2.2.3.3 it has been clarified that the effects of ground cooling can be in incorporated in
the model.
In Section 2.3.1.2 it has been clarified that additional variables are solved for water vapour mass
fraction and water liquid mass fraction when the effects of humidity are being modelled.
In Sections 2.3.13.4 and 2.6.2 it has been clarified that the PBL turbulence model does not allow for
reproduction of the effects of obstacles on turbulent mixing and dilution.
In Section 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 some more detail on the capabilities and basis of the turbulence models
has been included.
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Also, model verification has been dropped from the list of qualitative assessment criteria in the
MER, so Sections 5.3 and 7 (Evaluation against qualitative assessment criteria) have been amended.
The evaluator is also grateful to the model developer for pointing out a number of typographical
errors in Version 2 of the MER, now corrected.
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